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Military Space
At a Strategic Crossroad
Gen William L. Shelton, USAF

The future of space capabilities in the United States Air Force is 
at a strategic crossroad. A crossroad that requires us to address 
our means of protecting mission-critical constellations, to chal-

lenge traditional acquisition practices, to analyze new operational con-
structs, and to widen cooperative relationships both domestically and 
abroad. Our military satellites are technological marvels providing 
time-critical global access, global persistence, and awareness. These 
systems not only provide foundational, game-changing capabilities for 
our joint forces, they also have become vital assets for the global com-
munity and our world economy. Dependence on these space capabili-
ties gives our nation a great advantage—an advantage some would like 
to minimize. Satellites designed and built for a benign environment 
are now operating in an increasingly hostile domain. The challenge 
before us, then, is to assure these vital services will be present in times 
and places of our choosing while simultaneously lowering the cost.
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The Air Force has been in continuous combat operations since Janu-
ary 1991, when Operation Desert Storm commenced. It seems hard to 
believe now, but Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers were liter-
ally duct-taped to windscreens of helicopters to capitalize on the na-
scent navigation capability provided by the not-yet-completed GPS 
constellation. Similarly simplistic was the voice-only provision of mis-
sile warning data to our deployed forces and allies to warn them of 
Iraqi Scud missile launches. We learned much in the early 1990s about 
the need to further integrate space capability into tactical operations.

For example, the utility enhancements of our GPS constellation have 
enabled us to develop real-time integration with the war fighter. Our 
GPS User Operations Center provides over 230 position accuracy as-
sessments to our deliberate and contingency mission planners daily. 
Our space-based infrared system (SBIRS) is also a significant improve-
ment over our capabilities in the first Gulf War. The infrared process-
ing of SBIRS GEO-1 and -2 presents the war fighter with faster and 
more accurate launch information and impact-point predictions, and 
the SBIRS staring sensor will enable tremendous enhancements to our 
battlespace awareness.

The entire joint force is now dependent on space assets for all opera-
tions, ranging from humanitarian relief through major combat. Space-
derived data, once the purview of strategic-level users only, now 
reaches to the lowest tactical echelons. But with this dependence 
comes a corresponding vulnerability.

As we learned in the crucible of combat, others were watching and 
learning lessons of a far different kind. As we continue to take signifi-
cant strides in the integration of space-enabled data into all aspects of 
operations, our adversaries seek ways to disrupt this asymmetric ad-
vantage. The most obvious example of these counterspace efforts is 
the Chinese antisatellite test in 2007. In this test, a kinetic-kill vehicle 
successfully engaged a nonoperational Chinese weather satellite. Al-
though China demonstrated its ASAT prowess to the world, the unfor-
tunate by-product of this test is tens of thousands of pieces of space 
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debris which will be a navigation hazard to manned and unmanned 
spacecraft for decades to come.

The growing debris problem is a concern to spacecraft operators in 
all sectors: military, civil, and commercial. The collision between an 
active Iridium communications satellite and a defunct Soviet-era Cos-
mos satellite produced yet another debris field. These were two rela-
tively large objects coming together at precisely the wrong time. Much 
smaller objects, which are much greater in number, also represent cata-
strophic risk to fragile spacecraft. Therefore, the potential exists for fur-
ther collisions, creating a cascading effect of increasing debris in low 
Earth orbit. We must control debris creation, and we must increase our 
ability to track the debris to enable collision avoidance when possible.

Another troublesome development is the proliferation of jamming 
assets. GPS jammers are widely available, complicating our employ-
ment of GPS navigation and timing signals in weapons and platforms. 
Satellite communications jammers also are plentiful, which impairs 
our confidence in over-the-horizon communications when we would 
need it most.

Other threats to our space capabilities either exist or are being ac-
tively researched, so the broader point is that increasing counterspace 
capabilities, combined with a growing debris threat, make the space 
domain a much more hostile place. Therefore, it should be obvious 
that we cannot expect space assets designed to operate within a very 
permissive environment to operate effectively in this “new normal” of 
a challenged space domain.

The other important factor defining the strategic crossroad is the 
downturn in the budget. While there is substantial uncertainty in the 
actual budget figures for the future, it is very safe to say the peak bud-
gets are behind us. If we are to continue providing foundational space 
services for our war fighters, we must look for less expensive alterna-
tives to our current systems.

It’s instructive to look first at how we arrived at the decisions to 
build highly complex, expensive satellites. Because the cost of launch 
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is so high, our business-case analyses told us that we gained highest ef-
ficiencies by packing as much capability as possible onto each satellite. 
Tightly packaged and integrated satellites, such as the SBIRS and the 
advanced extremely high frequency (AEHF), were borne of this design 
philosophy. Additionally, in both of these examples, we pushed hard 
on advancing certain technologies, resulting in significant, nonrecur-
ring engineering costs—and corresponding program delays. Those de-
velopment challenges are behind us, but even the production models 
of these spacecraft, bought under more efficient acquisition frame-
works, still are very expensive.

Either of the two key factors cited—a radically different operating 
environment and a declining budget—should be a shouting mandate 
for change. When we combine these factors at this epoch in time, how-
ever, it should be obvious that a status quo approach is simply inade-
quate for our future. To sustain space superiority and the space ser-
vices our joint force now takes for granted, we must consider future 
architectural alternatives. These alternatives must balance required 
capability, affordability, and resilience.

Resilience in the face of the previously discussed growing space 
threats is an imperative. If space assets come under attack, either as a 
precursor to conflict or as an integral part of terrestrial hostilities, our 
architectures must be resilient enough to assure mission accomplish-
ment. Maintaining a fragile-by-design architecture, which is vulnerable 
to a golden BB, could result in the loss of a critical resource when we 
need that capability the most. For example, the AEHF satellites are de-
signed to operate in extremis—in a trans- and post-nuclear environ-
ment to enable the National Command Authority to command and 
control forces necessary to ensure national survival. As currently envi-
sioned, we will procure just enough of these satellites to provide a 
minimal constellation with no resiliency to attack. Just as we would 
have trouble with a cheap shot, we also are not resilient to premature 
failure of a satellite in the constellation. Building replacement satel-
lites takes years, and the high cost precludes spares on the shelf.
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While we could merely buy more of the same designs to provide the 
needed resilience, we are studying much less expensive concepts. The 
first is called disaggregation. Again using the example of AEHF, both 
strategic and tactical protected communications payloads are hosted 
on the satellite. As a result, the satellite is both large and complex—
and size and complexity are drivers of cost in both design and launch. 
Separating the two payloads on different satellites would accomplish 
three things: (1) the complexity would decrease, thereby driving down 
the cost; (2) the satellites would be smaller, enabling smaller boosters 
and driving down the cost; and (3) at a minimum, the adversary’s tar-
geting calculus would be complicated with more satellites, thereby 
producing at least a modicum of resilience in the face of intentional 
acts. Another potential advantage of disaggregation is the ability to 
host payloads on other platforms, including commercial satellites. The 
Commercially Hosted Infrared Payload has been a trailblazer in this 
regard, and much more work with industry is already under way.

We have learned that the commercial enterprise, which can integrate 
military payloads and the acquisition process to get capability into 
space, is both flexible and affordable. We continue to look into other 
pathfinders and have engaged in industry outreach to discuss ways to 
better partner and apply synergies within this rapidly evolving domain.

A disciplined adherence to high technological readiness-level hard-
ware also is required to make this approach affordable and achievable. 
Technological refresh will prove necessary in some areas as we ap-
proach these alternatives, but there is no reason today to push technol-
ogy as hard as we have in the past. Space Modernization Initiative 
(SMI) funds will help mature sensor designs, communications pack-
ages, and software, which then allows for wiser choices in the actual 
development programs for these alternatives. These SMI funds must 
be protected in future budgets to better equip program managers with 
design alternatives.

As we contemplate smaller satellites and smaller boosters, we can 
also consider using commercial, off-the-shelf satellite buses rather 
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than building specialized buses for each of our spacecraft. This also 
opens the window for commercial software to fly those buses, avoiding 
software and ground station development efforts for each new space-
craft. Clearly, we would still require payload-related software, but the 
simplicity and cost-savings of buying both off-the-shelf buses and 
ground software are worthy of exploration.

Because spacecraft production timelines are long, the lead time on 
decisions is correspondingly long. The die is already cast for SBIRS 5 
and 6 as well as AEHF 5 and 6. Assuming these spacecraft achieve their 
required lifetimes, replacement spacecraft are not needed until the 
mid-2020s. However, that also means decisions on these replacements 
must be made in the 2017–2018 time frame. Budgetary decisions on an 
architectural direction, then, must be made in 2015 or 2016.

Clearly, the theories of providing required capability with enhanced 
resilience at a reduced cost will be rightly debated in the coming 
months. The Space and Missile Systems Center has several study efforts 
under contract today to produce empirical data to inform this debate. A 
business case analysis is absolutely required. A technological feasibility 
determination is needed. But the signs all point to a good marriage of 
affordability and resilience while procuring required capability.

Augmentation of some key mission areas through international part-
nerships can help relieve some of the budget pressure and strengthen 
strategic international ties. Building partnerships increases capacity 
and shares the responsibility for international security. For example, 
significant work in the area of protected and survivable satellite com-
munications has been ongoing with Canada, the Netherlands, and the 
United Kingdom. Australia has committed to participating in the Wide-
band Global Satellite Communications program, as well as hosting sen-
sors important to our Space Situational Awareness capability. Our in-
ternational cooperation and partnership with industry increases our 
capacity, improves our capability, shares in the cost burden, and helps 
extend global presence.
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Much work remains, but time is short. A fundamental restructuring 
of our space architecture is under consideration, and opinions will be 
offered from many quarters. But given the new normal in space, given 
the new budget climate, isn’t it good common sense to look at alterna-
tives to the status quo? Let’s protect our SMI funds, let’s do the hard 
study work, and let’s have the data do the talking.

In this century, we face a growing number of nations with near-peer 
or peer capabilities, which may challenge our notions about space su-
periority. In order to maintain our edge, we must continue to lead in 
space innovation. Tomorrow starts with the vision we develop today. 
We must capitalize on the present opportunity to reshape the space en-
vironment, sustain global capabilities, and continue our asymmetric 
advantage in space. 

Gen William L. Shelton, USAF

General Shelton (USAFA; MS, Air Force Institute of Technology; MS, National 
War College) is commander of Air Force Space Command, Peterson AFB, Colo-
rado. He is responsible for organizing, equipping, training, and maintaining 
mission-ready space and cyberspace forces and capabilities for North Ameri-
can Aerospace Defense Command, US Strategic Command, and other com-
batant commands around the world. General Shelton not only oversees Air 
Force network operations and manages a global network of satellite command 
and control, communications, missile warning, and space launch facilities but 
also has responsibility for space system development and acquisition. He leads 
more than 42,000 professionals assigned to 134 locations worldwide. 
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Space Acquisition Issues in 2013
Lt Gen Ellen M. Pawlikowski, USAF

Space systems acquisitions for national security have always been 
very challenging. It literally is rocket science! Our ability to truly 
leverage the advantages that the space domain offers has always 

depended on the availability of state-of-the-art technology to apply to 
our space capabilities. The level of requisite technology has demanded 
top-dollar investment and zero tolerance for errors. One small flaw in 
a launch vehicle can result in complete loss of the space vehicle. One 
small flaw in the space vehicle can result in total loss of mission on or-
bit. If not done correctly, the launch of a satellite is an irreversible pro-
cess with dire and prohibitively expensive consequences. From the 
days of the “Schoolhouse Gang” led by Gen Bernard Schriever to the 
Space and Missile Systems Center of 2013, space acquisition has always 
required a team of dedicated, technically competent professionals and 
a significant dollar investment.
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Although there are many constants about space acquisition, there 
are also some significant changes about the environment of the 
twenty-first century that compel us to evolve the way we acquire our 
space systems. The national security environment of 2013 is vastly dif-
ferent than that of 1947 or even that of 2005. First and foremost, our 
space systems are absolutely critical to our national security opera-
tions today. The world relies on space-based capabilities to provide hu-
manitarian help in the aftermath of natural and technological disasters 
such as the Indian Ocean tsunami, the Kashmir earthquake, and the 
Japanese nuclear reactor incident to assess damage and evaluate the 
situation on the ground. Space-based capabilities provide rapid map-
ping and high-resolution imaging that have become important support 
tools in emergency relief operations. The capabilities also aid in exe-
cuting logistics, staff security, distribution, transportation, and setup of 
telecommunication networks and refugee camps.

We also have a growing dependence on space-based capabilities for 
our military combat operations. Immediately after the terrorist attacks 
of 2001, small groups of elite American military units were deployed to 
Afghanistan to support the anti-Taliban Afghan fighters. Those units 
carried 2.75-pound precision lightweight Global Positioning System 
(GPS) receivers as well as satellite-based communication devices they 
used to pinpoint enemy targets and call in devastating air strikes 
against them. Because GPS-guided munitions strike with such accu-
racy, they greatly reduce the number of air sorties needed to destroy a 
target. This is a far cry from the Vietnam War when Soldiers would 
look at a map to call in friendly and enemy coordinates and then pop 
smoke so the aircraft could know where they were! Whether it is hu-
manitarian operations in support of tsunami relief or combat opera-
tions in Afghanistan, we cannot accomplish the mission without our 
space capabilities.

Another change is the fact that the physical environment in which 
our satellites and space systems must operate is now competitive, con-
gested, and contested. Currently, more than 60 countries or consortia 
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are operating satellites, and citizens of 39 nations have actually flown 
in space. Of the 190-plus countries around the globe, over 120 now 
own at least part of a satellite. There are over 1,000 active satellites in 
orbit today! In addition, the total amount of space debris has increased 
considerably in the past six years, primarily due to two events. The 
first was in 2007 when the Chinese tested an antisatellite weapon 
against one of their weather satellites. That test created more than 
3,000 pieces of trackable debris along with thousands of pieces of de-
bris too small to track—objects that will threaten other satellites for de-
cades, if not centuries, to come. The second event was in 2009 when a 
dead Russian communications satellite hit an Iridium satellite, scatter-
ing about another 2,000 pieces of trackable debris around the earth 
and, again, many more pieces too small to track. Even more trouble-
some are the estimated hundreds of thousands of small pieces of de-
bris we cannot track in space today. Traveling at nearly 18,000 miles 
per hour, an object does not have to be very large to create havoc for 
fragile satellites. Furthermore, the cyber domain is becoming a realm 
of possibly devastating attacks on our space assets.

Lastly, the budgets available for acquiring and maintaining space 
systems are declining. We have traditionally focused our decisions 
about space systems exclusively on performance first, schedule sec-
ond, and costs a distant third. We can no longer afford to do that. Af-
fordability needs to be in the forefront of our acquisition planning and 
requirements discussions. This changing landscape provides both chal-
lenges and opportunities for space acquisition.

Mandates for Space Systems Acquisitions
This environment drives three mandates for space system acquisi-

tions today. First, we must continue to deliver on the space capabili-
ties in the pipeline today. After several years (sometimes a decade or 
more) of development of these satellites and space systems, it is time 
to capitalize on that investment. We must consistently complete the 
build of these satellites and associated systems, safely and assuredly 
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launch them into orbit, and turn over operations to Fourteenth Air 
Force. Second, we must aggressively pursue opportunities to make 
these systems more affordable. We must ensure that we explore op-
tions to drive down costs as well as streamline and lean out our pro-
duction and oversight mechanisms. In short, we make sure that every 
dollar counts. Certainly, we must maintain high standards for mission 
assurance. However, we must also make sure that we are not spending 
money doing things that provide no value and do not contribute to 
mission assurance. We must challenge the adage “We’ve always done it 
that way.” Third, we must explore new architectures and constructs for 
providing space capability in the future. We must reassess our basic ar-
chitectures and employment concepts against the changing threat en-
vironment, respond to the challenges, and leverage the opportunities 
presented by the competitive, congested, and contested space domain.

Our current space acquisition strategy and programs confront these 
mandates head on. For protected satellite communications (SATCOM), 
we are on schedule to ship and launch the third Advanced Extremely 
High Frequency (AEHF) satellite in the fourth quarter of 2013. Soon, 
AEHF will have three operational satellites providing Earth coverage 
between 65˚ north and 65˚ south latitude. AEHF is scheduled to reach 
initial operational capability by June 2015, providing a 10-fold increase 
of communication throughput to the war fighter, compared to its Mil-
star predecessor.1 AEHF will provide over 400 megabits per second 
(Mbps) of data-throughput capability as compared to Milstar’s 40 Mbps. 
We will still continue to exploit Milstar capability, as AEHF satellites 
are backwards compatible and cross-linked with Milstar to provide an 
integrated, protected communications network for the United States 
and our allies. Canada, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom are 
international partners to the program with planned initial operational 
capabilities in July 2013, March 2014, and May 2016, respectively.

For wideband communications, we launched the fifth Wideband 
Global SATCOM (WGS) in May 2013 and will declare full operational 
capability in early 2014. This will provide unprecedented wideband 
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communications to US and international partner users. We plan to 
launch the sixth WGS satellite in the fourth quarter of 2013. The WGS-6, 
which completes the three space vehicle (SV) buy for WGS Block II, is 
part of an international partnership whereby the Australian govern-
ment purchased the SV in exchange for a certain percentage of band-
width from the constellation. Further down the pipeline, we are sched-
uled to launch WGS-7 in August 2015 to further augment the 
constellation. We also have plans for WGS 8–10 to deliver a new wide-
band digital channelizer that will almost double the capacity of the 
older systems. As was the case with WGS-6, international partners pur-
chased WGS-9. New Zealand, Canada, Luxemburg, Denmark, and the 
Netherlands will get access to constellation bandwidth in return for 
their purchase of WGS-9.

The GPS IIF will complete production of its 12 satellites by the end of 
2013. We plan to launch one GPS IIF SV in October 2013, three SVs in 
2014, two SVs in 2015, and the final two SVs in 2016. We also expect the 
Next-Generation GPS Control Segment Block 1 to begin its transition to 
the operations process in 2016, providing GPS III SV launch and simula-
tion as well as telemetry, tracking, and command capabilities. It will 
also enable GPS Blocks II and III on-orbit capability, including control 
of L1 C/A, L1 P(Y), L2 P(Y), L5, and L2C signals.2

Striving for Affordability  
in an Austere Budgetary Environment

At the same time, we have a razor-sharp focus on making these sys-
tems more affordable. We have experienced shrinking budgets these 
past few years, and we have been finding innovative and creative solu-
tions to be able to continue providing our war fighters and nation the 
space-based capabilities they depend on every day. We are changing 
our mind-set on our strategic and tactical outlook as we transition from 
development to production mode in a number of our programs. We’ve 
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also reassessed many of our processes to ensure that we are as efficient 
as possible while maintaining mission assurance as our top priority.

Transition Programs from Development to Production

We have shifted from product development to production mode in sev-
eral key programs, presenting many opportunities for us to make our 
systems more affordable. One example is in our Space-Based Infrared 
System (SBIRS) program with the second Geosynchronous Earth Orbit / 
Highly Elliptical Orbit (GEO/HEO) block (GEO/HEO 3–4) contract in 
2008. Due to a 12-year gap between the GEO/HEO 1–2 block and the 
GEO/HEO 3–4 block contract awards, we’ve faced challenges with obso-
lescence, processes, and procedures, which increased government over-
sight and contractor interaction. However, these increased interactions 
led to production and cost-savings initiatives. Our plan for GEO 5–6 
continues our block-buy strategy to leverage economic order-quantity 
efficiencies, and it benefits from having all developmental spacecraft/
payloads delivered on orbit with the exception of a complete ground 
system. Although there are some challenges related to parts obsoles-
cence that require initial nonrecurring engineering and advance pro-
curement efforts, we can realize savings from using a fixed-price, firm-
target contract since we are now acquiring the fifth and sixth of its kind.

GPS III implements processes established during development. Cur-
rently, GPS III SV01 is in the process of completing development inte-
gration and testing, with an expected completion date in the second 
quarter of 2014. Meanwhile, GPS III SV02 is at the beginning of the 
production line. It will begin assembly, integration, and testing in July 
2013. GPS III SV03 and SV04 are on contract and have begun assembly-
level production. GPS III SV05–08 long-lead parts procurement is also 
on contract, with production contract award expected in 2013. Because 
we have firm requirements, design proven through developmental 
testing, established manufacturing processes, and qualified suppliers, 
GPS III made a great candidate for fixed-price-incentive firm request 
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for proposal, which reduces contract data requirements lists (CDRL) 
from 115 to 20.

AEHF is also firmly in the production phase. As with SBIRS, we are 
focused on satellite block buy and production practices to shorten 
schedules and lower the unit cost.

Introduce Lean Processing and Production Flow

We have introduced lean processing and production flow into many of 
our major programs to identify and realize efficiencies in the way we 
conduct business. Working with contractor Lockheed Martin, our 
AEHF program office proposed new production timelines for AEHF-5 
and AEHF-6, reducing 73 months to 63.5 months and 71.5 months, re-
spectively. We were able to simplify the process by eliminating mul-
tiple mechanical reconfigurations and vehicle repositionings and ex-
ecuting streamlined testing.

For SBIRS, we are striving to resolve the challenges we faced due to 
small production quantities and multiple gap years between contract 
awards by aligning new contract awards to the delivery of the previous 
block. This way, we may maintain a consistent production-floor team 
and processing capacity. For example, we can time the GEO 5–6 staff-
ing ramp-up to coincide with the GEO/HEO 3–4 effort ramp-down to 
sustain a steady battle rhythm on our production floor.

More specifically within our SBIRS production efforts, we have im-
plemented several initiatives to streamline flow and reduce costs. Our 
GEO-3 single-line flow production saved $4.3 million in real dollars! 
These savings were made possible by true team effort with collabora-
tion across government, industry, and subcontractor team members. 
Together, we championed several efforts, including a series of 21 rec-
ommendations to reduce single-line flow production to about 70 days 
as well as streamlined vehicle assembly flow, mechanical operations, 
test preparation, and test execution. We saved additional dollars by re-
ducing unit thermal cycles and powered vibration tests.3 We main-
tained a minimum of three thermal vacuum cycles for electronic/
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electromechanical units, with an average savings of about 18 hours per 
thermal cycle per unit and a reduction of four cycles. This saved three 
days on a schedule of 24/7 critical-path operation.

Furthermore, payload integrator Northrop Grumman reused GEO-3 
hardware for the GEO-4 payload test, saving us $1.3 million. It used 
fully integrated Flight 3 Payload Control Assembly to test both GEO-3 
and GEO-4 payloads. Doing so eliminated tasks such as packing and 
shipping of payload-control assembly boxes and reintegrating test 
units.

For GPS IIF, we use a pulse-line production method based on lean 
processing and production principles.4 We continuously evaluate each 
of our four assembly and test work centers for rebalancing, ensuring 
that there is no production bottleneck at any one station. This has al-
lowed a savings of 96 days in production from SV-4 to SV-5, the first 
two full-production GPS IIF SVs.

With GPS III, we have introduced and completed 59/59 (100 per-
cent) manufacture-readiness design reviews to optimize build-process 
flow. We used 3-D modeling to digitally illustrate in real time the man-
ufacturing integration assembly and test hookup. This has reduced 
manufacturing work instruction by 70–83 percent.

Reduce and Eliminate Unnecessary Testing

We’ve further made our systems more affordable through reduction 
and elimination of unnecessary testing. By leveraging our lessons 
learned from the SBIRS GEO-1 campaign, we have reduced our GEO-2 
planned duration by 55 percent to 105 days. Essentially, we were able 
to reduce development and testing for later iterations of software in-
cluded in GEO-2. Whereas our system was unable to meet our suite of 
performance parameters until the fifth build for GEO-1, we are plan-
ning to achieve suitable performance using just three builds for GEO-2. 
We have also reduced the total number of sensor calibrations by as-
suming first-pass success, and we have eliminated unnecessary back-
ground collections for the GEO-2 test campaign. Finally, we are scaling 
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back the trial period for GEO-2. Because GEO-1 was a first-of-a-kind 
satellite and ground system, we put it through a 60-day trial period. 
For GEO-2, we are planning a 30-day period since it is the second de-
livery and we already have a good understanding of the payload.

We also leveraged lessons learned from prior efforts for GPS IIF. We 
gained significant confidence in the structural integrity of the first 
three SVs, which allowed us to eliminate acoustic testing for SVs 4–12. 
This amounts to a savings of approximately 15 days in each subse-
quent production flow. Meanwhile, GPS III has reduced cycle time by 
57 percent through test reduction, extensive engineering, and proto-
type use.

Our AEHF program office and Lockheed Martin evaluated the test 
program to identify potential efficiencies and reductions. This resulted 
in reduced SV single-line flow testing for bus, payload, and SV-level 
tests. We also eliminated vehicle-level anomaly detection and resolu-
tion testing, which can be run on the Networked AEHF System Test 
Bed Tool or payload engineering model.

Reduce Unnecessary and Costly Oversight

Along with the programmatic streamlining, we have found further ef-
ficiencies in human resource management. The program operating 
plan (POP) defines and describes for each program the interaction and 
information exchange between the government and contractor. Some 
highlights of the POP include reducing the frequency of formal meet-
ings/reviews and streamlining informal interactions between the gov-
ernment and contractor. The POP also identifies the core set of meet-
ings, roles, responsibilities, and authorities for such meetings as well 
as requirements for informal government and contractor interaction.

With our WGS Program Office, we were able to reduce the number of 
required personnel by implementing a commercial-sector-like ap-
proach for the production of WGS 7–10. The Air Force deemed appro-
priate a commercial-like acquisition approach for the production of 
WGS 7–10 to account for the maturity of the production and acceptable 
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level of recurring technical risk. Thus, production contracts for WGS 
7–10 were negotiated for firm fixed price, relying heavily on Boeing’s 
commercial processes for systems engineering, management, produc-
tion, test, and early on-orbit activities. Although this “commercial” ac-
quisition model allows for limited customer interaction compared to 
traditional Department of Defense satellite acquisition models, the 
WGS Program Office has in exchange established a seven-person team 
located in the Boeing plant. These seven government members have 
full access to Boeing data and meetings, but their primary role is risk 
identification. This arrangement, along with closing Block II, allowed 
the government program office to reduce personnel by about 40 per-
cent. Furthermore, using Boeing’s commercial processes will reduce 
production and government-specific reviews, such as program man-
agement and mission assurance reviews, to almost zero. The stable de-
sign of WGS affords us the flexibility to limit government oversight, 
which saves Boeing “standing army” costs while still delivering robust 
satellites.

Reduce Reporting Requirements

We have also significantly reduced reporting requirements from our 
contractors, which drives down costs. We have streamlined integrated 
baseline reviews to a one-day event and removed thresholds for vari-
ance reporting. Contractors now report only the variances they deter-
mine would have significant impacts on the contract.

Additionally, we greatly reduced the number of CDRLs from many 
of our programs.5 In order to make such reductions, we created the 
Data Accession List as a mechanism to deliver technical assessments 
and products to the government on an “as-needed” basis, maintained a 
streamlined list of programmatic-status CDRLs, monitored financial 
and small-business CDRLs for oversight, and focused on current needs 
so that we are not bound to outdated contractual obligations. As a re-
sult, we reduced System Engineering and Integration CDRL items 
from 46 to nine for SBIRS. This allowed us to build up the flexibility to 
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tackle emerging needs with decision-quality information. For AEHF-5/6, 
we reduced the total number of CDRLs by 48 percent and reduced 
government-approved CDRLs by 44 percent from AEHF-4. And for 
GPS III, we reduced CDRLs from 115 to 20.

Introduce Competition

Introducing competition is another way we are making our space sys-
tems more affordable. Full and open competition consistent with the 
Better Buying Power initiatives of the Office of the Secretary of De-
fense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics was a major driver in 
cost reduction for our GPS Control Segment sustainment contract 
award. We were able to use the lowest priced, technically acceptable 
source-selection strategy and select a firm-fixed-price contract because 
the system is in the operations and sustainment phase of its life cycle, 
and therefore the requirements are well understood. As a result, the 
actual contract award came in at $119 million, a savings of $68 million 
from the original government budget / cost estimate of $187 million.

We also held a competitive source selection for the Command and 
Control System–Consolidated (CCS-C) Production and Sustainment 
Contract (CPASC). Including CCS-C production for WGS 6–9, produc-
tion for AEHF 3–5, development studies, and sustainment, our esti-
mate for the CPASC was $199 million. However, after we used predom-
inantly fixed-price-incentive contract line-item numbers, set ceiling 
prices on those line-item numbers to prevent overrun expenses to the 
government, and provided a 50/50 share ratio in cost-incentive ar-
rangement, the competition led to a six-year negotiated contract price 
of $133 million, including options. That’s a savings of $66 million!

Consolidate Baselines and Contracts

We have been working to increase efficiencies through consolidating 
baselines and contracts. For our SBIRS ground system, we initiated In-
crement 2 Completion (Inc2C) in November 2012 for a full ground-
program baseline, restructuring the Block 10 baseline into four incre-
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mental deliveries with one Program Executive Officer Certification 
and Operational Acceptance event for a primary operations center 
(MCS-2) at Buckley AFB, Colorado, and a backup operations facility 
(MCSB-2) at Schriever AFB, Colorado.6 Under the program, we have 
consolidated SBIRS satellite command and control operations from 
Buckley AFB (Defense Support Program), Schriever AFB (HEO1 and 
HEO2), and the Interim Test Center (GEO1 and GEO2) into MCS-2 and 
MCSB-2. This has allowed us to combine ground and system test activi-
ties early in the testing process and streamline test and verification 
processes in concert with the Air Force Operational Test and Evalua-
tion Center. Moreover, the incorporated simulator data allow earlier 
defect discovery within an operational environment, and we can in-
crease use of flight-test assets for more robust system test resources. 
Another major consolidation effort is the Consolidated Orbital Opera-
tions Logistics Sustainment (COOLS) contract, which will yield effi-
ciencies by merging existing sustainment efforts supporting the De-
fense Satellite Communications System, Milstar, and AEHF 
constellations under a single contract. As the contractor shares compo-
nent experts across an even broader range of programs such as Mili-
tary SATCOM, SBIRS, and GPS, we expect to gain even more efficien-
cies. Through these efficiencies and scope reductions, the team 
predicts a 35 percent cost reduction by the end of the five-year COOLS 
contract.

We are currently experiencing significant duplication of work be-
cause no single contractor is responsible for total system performance 
of the Eastern Range and Western Range, and the government must in-
tervene whenever contractors work together.7 To eliminate some of 
that duplication, we are partnering with the 45th and 30th Space 
Wings to select a single contractor for a consolidated Launch and Test 
Range System (LTRS) Integrated Support Contract (LISC) Operations, 
Maintenance, and Sustainment Contract (LISC OM&S) of more than 
$2.5 billion for 10 years. This effort is designed to enhance mission ef-
fectiveness and generate cost efficiencies at both the Eastern Range 
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and Western Range, which allows us to reinvest the savings in the 
ranges.

Under the LISC, one contractor will be required to keep the range 
“green” (or “go for launch”). The government will hold the single con-
tractor accountable to meet system metrics, and the contractor will 
bear the risk if the system does not perform. This construct allows the 
selected contractor to optimize manpower to meet mission needs and 
increase profits while providing a system that meets the government’s 
requirements. We released the LISC OM&S request for proposal to in-
dustry in late March this year, began source selection on 30 May 2013, 
and expect to award the contract the second quarter of 2014.

Planning for the Future
All of our ongoing efforts are allowing us to continue providing cur-

rent capabilities for about another decade. But what happens after 
that? As the current congested, contested, and competitive space envi-
ronment continues to evolve, we will also have to evolve our architec-
tures to maintain space superiority. The following are the main con-
cepts that are more fully discussed in an article I coauthored entitled 
“Space: Disruptive Challenges, New Opportunities, and New Strate-
gies,” published in Strategic Studies Quarterly.8

Traditionally, our strategy has been to load multiple missions onto 
every spacecraft because the cost of launch has been prohibitively ex-
pensive. Now with robust constellations of satellites already set in 
place and a thriving commercial medium-launch market at hand, we 
are looking to exploit the new commercial trade space by reducing the 
size of our missions and spreading them across multiple launches. Do-
ing so is beneficial to us in many ways. First, the up-front costs are sig-
nificantly lower for us. Traditional gargantuan satellites can weigh up 
to 10,000 pounds, including spacecraft and fuel at launch. Of course, 
the more size, weight, and power a satellite requires, the heftier the 
overall price tag. By using much smaller free-fliers or payloads that are 
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attached to host space vehicles, we can drastically reduce costs typi-
cally associated with traditional programs. This affords us both the 
flexibility to make quick-turn decisions when faced with unforeseen 
circumstances at the action level instead of waiting for approval up the 
chain and the ability to send updated technology into space more fre-
quently.

We can further cut costs by employing commercial buses to leverage 
the commercial market. The government has traditionally emphasized 
use of unique buses for each launch, and the maintenance and repair 
costs of several one-of-a-kind buses have been monumental. To be 
sure, we had to develop first-of-a-kind spacecraft more out of necessity 
than preference in the early days of space exploration, but now we 
have a competitive commercial market of spaceflight-proven buses 
that we can essentially buy off an assembly line. Eliminating nonre-
curring engineering along with the expensive knowledge legacy and 
maintenance that go along with these unique buses will lead to huge 
cost savings for us.

Leveraging the international space environment with cooperative 
programs and shared capabilities can further reduce cost while 
strengthening international relationships. As mentioned above, the 
WGS-6 and WGS-9 international arrangements allow us to get more as-
sets into space, and we collectively benefit from increased data band-
width. Another example is the Constellation Observing System for Me-
teorology Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC), a joint Taiwan-US 
science mission for weather, climate, space weather, and geodetic re-
search. The COSMIC payload science data are routinely downloaded 
every orbit and have demonstrated their value for operational weather 
forecasting, hurricane forecasting, and investigations of the atmo-
spheric boundary layer. Due to the success of the first COSMIC, Taiwan 
and the United States have decided to move forward with COSMIC-2, a 
follow-on mission that will launch six satellites into low-inclination or-
bits in early 2016 and another six satellites into high-inclination orbits 
in early 2018. The US Air Force will provide two space weather payloads 
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that will fly on the first six satellites of COSMIC-2, and Taiwan will 
help with costs of the overall program, resulting in about 50/50 cost 
sharing between Taiwan and the United States for COSMIC-2.

Hosted payloads offer us another alternative to save up-front costs 
and to leverage the competitive and congested aspects of space. Be-
cause we are operating in such a crowded manifest, partnerships with 
both commercial companies and other nations will become increas-
ingly important to access the spectrum we need. By reducing the size 
of our missions and riding on commercial or international hosts as 
payloads, we can multiply the opportunities we have to gain access to 
space.

As a corollary to cost, resiliency is driving us to consider alternatives 
to traditional ways of accessing space. Taking new orbits and non-
space systems is part of the new equation when examining potential 
architectures. For example, we are starting to examine orbits that are 
higher in altitude and more inclined than traditional orbits as space 
becomes more congested and contested. We are also looking at ways to 
improve the timeliness of our command and control systems to 
quickly send commands and adjust our spacecraft posture to known 
threats or space debris. These new options require the flexibility that 
disaggregation allows in order to be feasible. Moreover, distributing our 
assets improves our resiliency to attacks and system failure by not put-
ting “all of our eggs in one basket.” Because our past strategy has been 
to load multiple missions onto every spacecraft, if one of our multimis-
sion spacecraft goes down due to either technical failure or adversarial 
attack, all of those capabilities that our nation relies on will be lost. 
Distributing those missions across several platforms will ensure that 
we can continue to count on other capabilities should a spacecraft car-
rying one of our missions fail. Additionally, placing missions on buses 
hosted by commercial or international partners can really complicate 
an adversary’s decision to attack our capabilities.

Lastly, we need to develop new and robust architectures based on 
new technology and the foundational work we’ve conducted to develop 
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methods of assessing future systems. For instance, the wide-field-of-
view technology proven by the successful Commercially Hosted Infra-
Red Payload technology demonstration gives us the ability to detect 
multiple objects simultaneously and increases detection accuracy. We 
need to leverage such technological advances along with improved pro-
cessing time and improvements in cyberspace to continue to be the 
best Air Force in the world! 

Notes

1. Milstar provides the president, secretary of defense, and the US armed forces with as-
sured, survivable SATCOM with low probability of interception and detection. The objective 
of the Milstar program was to create a survivable, secure, nuclear-survivable, space-based 
communication system, which was considered a top national priority during the Reagan ad-
ministration. There are five operational Milstar satellites. The first two satellites (Milstar I) 
carry a low-data-rate payload that can transmit 75 to 2,400 bits per second of data over 192 
channels in the extremely high frequency range. Encryption technology and satellite-to-
satellite cross-links provide secure communications, data exchange, and global coverage. 
The other three satellites (Milstar II) carry both low-data-rate and medium-data-rate pay-
loads. The latter can transmit 4,800 bits per second to 1.544 megabits per second of data 
over 32 channels. The higher data rates allow the user to transmit large amounts of data in a 
short period of time.

2. L1 C/A is the legacy civil signal, which will continue broadcasting in the future. Users 
must upgrade their equipment to benefit from the new signals. The military precise (P) 
code is encrypted by the military—using a technique known as antispoofing—and is avail-
able only to authorized personnel. The encrypted P code is referred to as the Y code. Civil-
ian GPS receivers use the C/A code on the L1 frequency to compute positions—although 
high-end, survey-grade civilian receivers use the L1 and L2 frequencies’ carrier waves di-
rectly. Military GPS receivers use the P (Y) code on both L1 and L2 frequencies to compute 
positions. L5 is the third civilian GPS signal, designed to meet demanding requirements for 
safety-of-life transportation and other high-performance applications. L5 is broadcast in a 
radio band reserved exclusively for aviation safety services. It features higher power, greater 
bandwidth, and an advanced signal design. L2C is the second civilian GPS signal, designed 
specifically to meet commercial needs. When combined with L1 C/A in a dual-frequency 
receiver, L2C enables ionospheric correction—a technique that boosts accuracy. Civilians 
with dual-frequency GPS receivers enjoy the same accuracy as the military (or better). For 
professional users with existing dual-frequency operations, L2C delivers faster signal acqui-
sition, enhanced reliability, and greater operating range. L2C broadcasts at a higher effective 
power than the legacy L1 C/A signal, making it easier to receive under trees and even in-
doors. The Commerce Department estimates that L2C could generate $5.8 billion in eco-
nomic productivity benefits through the year 2030.
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3. Unit-level thermal cycle and powered vibration tests screen hardware for design and 
workmanship issues by simulating the on-orbit operating environment that the units will 
experience. On-orbit performance of the GEO-1 space vehicle and ground test performance 
of the GEO-2 space vehicle demonstrated the sound design of the units under test and 
thereby provided confidence that the additional thermal cycles and powered vibration tests 
could be eliminated. This would save cost with a very modest but acceptable increase in 
risk for workmanship issues that might not be discovered until later at a higher level of as-
sembly.

4. Similar to an aircraft assembly line, the GPS IIF pulse line efficiently moves a satellite 
from one designated work area to the next at a fixed rate. The GPS pulse line can accommo-
date four satellites at any given time. Wait time between tasks is reduced or eliminated by 
staging necessary parts and tools at the point of use at each workstation, creating a smooth 
process flow. Along the pulse line, satellites flow to work centers dedicated to four manufac-
turing stages: vehicle assembly, initial test, thermal-vacuum testing, and final test. The line 
delivers one SV to storage every two to three months.

5. The CDRL includes authorized data requirements for a specific procurement that 
forms part of a contract. It is comprised of either a single DD Form 1423 or a series of such 
forms containing data requirements and delivery information. The CDRL is the standard 
format for identifying potential data requirements in a solicitation and deliverable data re-
quirements in a contract.

6. Increment 2 completion represents the ground program baseline that consolidates op-
erations of the Department of Defense’s overhead persistent infrared satellite constellation 
supporting missile warning, missile defense, technical intelligence, and battlespace aware-
ness missions. The constellation consists of three major systems: the Defense Support Pro-
gram, SBIRS GEO satellites, and SBIRS HEO payloads. Increment 2 completion will relocate 
ground operations for each of these systems from their individual locations known as the 
mission control station (MCS) at Buckley AFB and the MCSB at Schriever AFB. Additionally, 
the Increment 2 baseline delivers a satellite command and control, mission processing, and 
external reporting architecture that allows for data fusion and fast, accurate reporting on 
infrared events around the globe.

7. The Eastern Range (ER) and Western Range (WR) are the national security space 
rocket ranges for the United States. The ER supports missile and rocket launches from the 
two major launch heads located at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station and the Kennedy Space 
Center, Florida. It is managed by the 45th Space Wing. The WR supports the major launch 
head at Vandenberg AFB, California. Managed by the 30th Space Wing, the WR extends from 
the West Coast of the United States to 90˚ east longitude in the Indian Ocean.

8. Lt Gen Ellen Pawlikowski, Doug Loverro, and Col Tom Cristler, “Space: Disruptive 
Challenges, New Opportunities, and New Strategies,” Strategic Studies Quarterly 6, no. 1 
(Spring 2012): 27–54, http://www.au.af.mil/au/ssq/2012/spring/spring12.pdf.
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space, General Pawlikowski manages the research, design, development, acqui-
sition, and sustainment of satellites and the associated command and control 
systems.
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The Importance of Designating 
Cyberspace Weapon Systems
Brig Gen Robert J. Skinner, USAF

Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military 
and Associated Terms, defines weapon system as “a combination of 
one or more weapons with all related equipment, materials, ser-

vices, personnel, and means of delivery and deployment (if applicable) 
required for self-sufficiency.”1 When one thinks of the US Air Force and 
weapon systems, the B-2 Spirit stealth bomber, F-15E Strike Eagle 
fighter jet, or F-16 Fighting Falcon aircraft quickly come to mind. Even 
the Minuteman III missile, the Global Positioning System, or KC-135 
Stratotanker air refueling aircraft could become part of the discussion 
because, after all, the Air Force’s mission is to fly, fight, and win in air, 
space, and cyberspace. These assets, which fall under the air and 
space umbrella, have served as tried and true weapon systems for 
many years. The Air Force has now added to the long line of its 
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weapon systems that support cyberspace operations “the employment 
of cyberspace capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve ob-
jectives in or through cyberspace.” These systems are unique in that 
they are tied to the newest domain of cyber—“a global domain within 
the information environment consisting of the interdependent net-
work of information technology infrastructures and resident data, in-
cluding the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer sys-
tems, and embedded processors and controllers.”2

On 24 March 2013, the chief of staff of the Air Force approved the of-
ficial designation of six cyberspace weapon systems under the lead of 
Air Force Space Command (AFSPC), which is responsible for organiz-
ing these systems, equipping units with them, and training individuals 
to use the systems. The Air Force’s provision of global reach, power, 
and vigilance across the domains of air and space now applies to the 
cyberspace domain through the designation of the following cyber-
space weapon systems:

•   Air Force Cyberspace Defense

•   Cyberspace Defense Analysis

•   Cyberspace Vulnerability Assessment / Hunter

•   Air Force Intranet Control

•   Air Force Cyber Security and Control System

•   Cyber Command and Control Mission System

Although the names may imply some duplication of effort with re-
spect to these capabilities, the personnel and equipment that comprise 
these systems perform unique missions and complement each other. 
All of them focus on providing and securing cyberspace as a mission 
enabler and protecting critical information while defending our net-
works from attack. Any consideration of the capabilities of these 
weapon systems would benefit from comparing this suite of cyber-
space weapon systems to the Air Force’s military airlift weapon sys-
tems (the C-5, C-17, C-130, etc.), each of which contributes uniquely to 
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the overall air mobility mission. Just as clear distinctions exist among 
these platforms, based upon the operational capabilities required, so 
do the cyberspace weapon systems differ from each other. The sys-
tems may have overlapping mission areas, but they are complemen-
tary in much the same way as our airlift platforms—they offer compre-
hensive capabilities.

Revelations of Chinese activities on our networks, as outlined earlier 
this year in the Mandiant Company’s report titled Advanced Persistent 
Threat (APT) 1: Exposing One of China’s Cyber Espionage Units, emphasize 
the urgent need for the Air Force and the nation to develop capabilities 
to defend this critical domain and thereby ensure information superior-
ity. The report illustrates the persistent threat, noting that “the details 
we have analyzed during hundreds of investigations convince us that 
the groups conducting these activities are based primarily in China and 
that the Chinese Government is aware of them. . . . Our analysis has 
led us to conclude that APT1 is likely government-sponsored and one 
of the most persistent of China’s cyber threat actors.” The Mandiant re-
port on APT 1 highlights only one of more than 20 APT groups based in 
China, tracking this single group to cyber attacks on nearly 150 victims 
over seven years with hundreds of terabytes of data exfiltrated.3 
Clearly, though, this discussion does not confine itself to any particular 
adversary. Many aggressors inhabit the cyberspace domain, and the ex-
ecutor of these activities ranges from an individual in the basement of 
his house, to groups of individuals working as teams, to nation-states. 
Their intentions can also cover a spectrum of activities, including es-
pionage, theft of intellectual capital, organized crime, identity theft, 
military operations, and so forth.

This article examines each weapon system, highlights its history and 
unique capabilities, and describes the specific units that operate the 
system. It then discusses the importance of classifying these capabili-
ties as “weapon systems,” illustrating how they directly address the 
threats we face today. Before doing so, however, the article presents a 
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stage-setting vignette to establish an understanding of weapon system 
capabilities and their employment against an adversary.

Assume that you are a government civilian sitting at your desk at a 
major command headquarters when you receive an e-mail concerning 
sequestration and a potential furlough. Included in the e-mail is a link 
to a website for more information. You attempt to open the link but re-
ceive an error message. You try again with the same result. You then 
resume work on your tasks. Unknown to you, the link has directed 
you to a malicious web server that downloaded malware enabling an 
adversary to take command of your desktop computer. How could this 
occur, and why would anyone specifically target you? Actually, it was 
not difficult. Remember the conference you attended a few months 
ago, before temporary duty became restricted? The adversary lifted 
your e-mail address from the conference sign-in sheet, also available to 
the event sponsors. Why you? Adversaries consider your unique exper-
tise and access to valuable information a “target-rich environment.” 
Only one person needs to click on the link to initiate a series of mali-
cious actions. Because the adversary left no hint of a problem on your 
computer, he now has unfettered access to that unclassified but useful 
information.

How does the Air Force combat such intrusions? Actually, the best 
defense for phishing attacks is user education. However, these attacks 
are becoming more sophisticated and sometimes almost impossible to 
identify. All of the services have cyberspace units responsible for net-
work defense. In this case, network traffic monitoring tips off the Air 
Force to the intrusion on your desktop computer. A network operations 
unit identifies an unusual amount of traffic leaving your base directed 
to addresses in another country. The unit notifies the 624th Operations 
Center, including Air Force Office of Special Investigations personnel, 
and the center begins command and control (C2) and law enforcement 
efforts to address the event. Cyberspace forensics experts are dis-
patched to review the situation, not only locating the “infected” equip-
ment but also determining how the adversary accessed the Air Force 
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system. Cyberspace C2 dispatches cyber operations risk-assessment 
personnel to survey the situation, determine the exact data exfiltrated, 
and assess the damage. The Air Force computer emergency response 
team (AFCERT) examines your base’s computers and other hardware 
to footprint exact infiltration methods, using them to develop (and 
share) defensive actions specific to the threat and glean any new tac-
tics, techniques, and procedures. The AFCERT pushes patches to all 
Air Force desktop computers to combat future attempts to employ this 
technique; it will support your base on further network cleanup and 
hardening. Now that we have described an attack from 50,000 feet, let 
us delve deeper into the weapon systems and units that carry out 
these missions.

Air Force Cyberspace Defense Weapon System
The Air Force Cyberspace Defense (ACD) weapon system prevents, 

detects, responds to, and provides forensics of intrusions into unclassi-
fied and classified networks. Operated by the 33d Network Warfare 
Squadron (NWS), located at Joint Base San Antonio–Lackland, Texas, 
and the Air National Guard’s 102d NWS, located at Quonset Air Na-
tional Guard Base, Rhode Island, the ACD weapon system supports the 
AFCERT in fulfilling its responsibilities. The crews for this weapon sys-
tem consist of one cyberspace crew commander, one deputy crew 
commander, one cyberspace operations controller, and 33 cyberspace 
analysts, all of them supported by additional mission personnel.

The ACD weapon system evolved from the AFCERT, which has pri-
mary responsibility for coordinating the former Air Force Information 
Warfare Center’s technical resources to assess, analyze, and mitigate 
computer security incidents and vulnerabilities. The weapon system 
offers continuous monitoring and defense of the Air Force’s unclassi-
fied and classified networks, operating in four subdiscipline areas:
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1. incident prevention: protects Air Force networks (AFNet) against 
new and existing malicious logic; assesses and mitigates known 
software and hardware vulnerabilities.

2. incident detection: conducts monitoring of classified and unclassi-
fied AFNets; identifies and researches anomalous activity to de-
termine problems and threats to networks; monitors real-time 
alerts generated from network sensors; performs in-depth re-
search of historical traffic reported through sensors.

3. incident response: determines the extent of intrusions; develops 
courses of action required to mitigate threat(s); determines and 
executes response actions.

4. computer forensics: conducts in-depth analysis to determine 
threats from identified incidents and suspicious activities; as-
sesses damage; supports the incident response process, capturing 
the full impact of various exploits; reverse-engineers code to de-
termine the effect on the network/system.

Cyberspace Defense Analysis Weapon System
The Air Force Cyberspace Defense Analysis (CDA) weapon system 

conducts defensive cyberspace operations by monitoring, collecting, 
analyzing, and reporting on sensitive information released from 
friendly unclassified systems, such as computer networks, telephones, 
e-mail, and US Air Force websites. CDA is vital to identifying opera-
tions security disclosures. The weapon system is operated by three ac-
tive duty units (68 NWS; 352 NWS; and 352 NWS, Detachment 1) and 
two Air Force Reserve units (860th Network Warfare Flight and 960th 
Network Warfare Flight) located at Joint Base San Antonio–Lackland, 
Texas; Joint Base Pearl Harbor–Hickam Field, Hawaii; Ramstein Air 
Base, Germany; and Offutt AFB, Nebraska. The crews for this weapon 
system consist of one cyberspace operations controller and three cy-
berspace defense analysts. All mission crews receive support from ad-
ditional mission personnel.
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The CDA weapon system’s two variants are designed to monitor, col-
lect, analyze, and report on official Air Force information transmitted 
via unsecured telecommunications systems to determine whether any 
of it is sensitive or classified. The system reports compromises to field 
commanders, operations security monitors, or others, as required, to 
determine potential effects and operational adjustments. The second 
variant provides additional functionality to conduct information dam-
age assessment based on network intrusions, coupled with an assess-
ment of Air Force unclassified websites. Only the 68 NWS operates the 
second variant.

The CDA weapon system supplies monitoring and/or assessment in 
six subdiscipline areas:

1. telephony: monitors and assesses Air Force unclassified voice 
networks.

2. radio frequency: monitors and assesses Air Force communications 
within the VHF, UHF, FM, HF, and SHF frequency bands (mobile 
phones, land mobile radios, and wireless local area networks).

3. e-mail: monitors and assesses unclassified Air Force e-mail traffic 
traversing the AFNet.

4. Internet-based capabilities: monitor and assess information that 
originates within the AFNet that is posted to publicly accessible 
Internet-based capabilities not owned, operated, or controlled by 
the Department of Defense (DOD) or the federal government.

5. cyberspace operational risk assessment (found within the second 
variant operated by the 68 NWS): assesses data compromised 
through intrusions of AFNets with the objective of determining 
the associated effect on operations resulting from that data loss.

6. web risk assessment (found within the second variant operated 
by the 68 NWS): assesses information posted on unclassified pub-
lic and private websites owned, leased, or operated by the Air 
Force in order to minimize its exploitation by an adversary, di-
minishing any adverse affect on Air Force and joint operations.
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Cyberspace Vulnerability  
Assessment / Hunter Weapon System

The Air Force Cyberspace Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) / Hunter 
weapon system executes vulnerability, compliance, defense, and non-
technical assessments, best-practice reviews, penetration testing, and 
hunter missions on Air Force and DOD networks and systems. Hunter 
operations characterize and then eliminate threats for the purpose of 
mission assurance. This weapon system can perform defensive sorties 
worldwide via remote or on-site access. The CVA/Hunter weapon sys-
tem is operated by one active duty unit, the 92d Information Opera-
tions Squadron, located at Joint Base San Antonio–Lackland, Texas, 
and one Guard unit, the 262 NWS, located at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, 
Washington. Additionally, two Guard units are in the process of con-
verting to this mission: the 143d Information Operations Squadron lo-
cated at Camp Murray, Washington, and the 261 NWS located at Sepul-
veda Air National Guard Station, California. The crews for this weapon 
system consist of one cyberspace crew commander, one to four cyber-
space operators, and one to four cyberspace analysts. Additional mis-
sion personnel support all of the mission crews. Developed by the for-
mer Air Force Information Operations Center, the CVA/Hunter 
weapon system was fielded to the 688th Information Operations Wing 
in 2009.

Historically, vulnerability assessments proved instrumental to mis-
sion assurance during Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Free-
dom. CVAs continue to provide this vital capability. Additionally, they 
now serve as the first phase of hunting operations. The hunter mission 
grew out of the change in defensive cyber strategy from “attempt to 
defend the whole network” to “mission assurance on the network,” of-
fering an enabling capability to implement a robust defense-in-depth 
strategy. CVA/Hunter weapon system prototypes have participated in 
real-world operations since November 2010. The weapon system at-
tained initial operational capability in June 2013.
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Designed to identify vulnerabilities, the CVA/Hunter gives com-
manders a comprehensive assessment of the risk of existing vulnera-
bilities on critical mission networks. It is functionally divided into a 
mobile platform used by operators to conduct missions either on site 
or remotely, a deployable sensor platform to gather and analyze data, 
and a garrison platform that provides needed connectivity for remote 
operations as well as advanced analysis, testing, training, and ar-
chiving capabilities. Specifically, the hunter mission focuses on find-
ing, fixing, tracking, targeting, engaging, and assessing the advanced, 
persistent threat.

During active engagements, the CVA/Hunter weapon system, in 
concert with other friendly network defense forces, provides Twenty-
Fourth Air Force / Air Forces Cyber and combatant commanders a mo-
bile precision-protection capability to identify, pursue, and mitigate cy-
berspace threats. It can be armed with a variety of modular capability 
payloads optimized for specific defensive missions and designed to 
produce specific effects in cyberspace. Each CVA/Hunter crew can 
conduct a range of assessments, including vulnerability, compliance, 
and penetration testing, along with analysis and characterization of 
data derived from these assessments. The weapon system’s payloads 
consist of commercial-off-the-shelf and government-off-the-shelf hard-
ware and software, including Linux and Windows operating systems 
loaded with customized vulnerability-assessment tools.

Air Force Intranet Control Weapon System
The Air Force Intranet Control (AFINC) weapon system is the top-

level boundary and entry point into the Air Force Information Net-
work, controlling the flow of all external and interbase traffic through 
standard, centrally managed gateways. The AFINC weapon system 
consists of 16 gateway suites and two integrated management suites. 
Operated by the 26th Network Operations Squadron (NOS) located at 
Gunter Annex, Montgomery, Alabama, AFINC has crews consisting of 
one crew commander, one deputy crew commander, one cyberspace 
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operations crew chief, two operations controllers, two cyberspace op-
erators, and three event controllers, all of them supported by addi-
tional mission personnel.

The AFINC weapon system replaces and consolidates regionally 
managed, disparate AFNets into a centrally managed point of access 
for traffic through the Air Force Information Network. It delivers net-
work-centric services, enables core services, and offers greater agility 
to take defensive actions across the network. AFINC integrates net-
work operations and defense via four subdiscipline areas:

1. defense-in-depth: delivers an enterprise-wide layered approach 
by integrating the gateway and boundary devices to provide in-
creased network resiliency and mission assurance.

2. proactive defense: conducts continuous monitoring of AFNet traf-
fic for response time, throughput, and performance to ensure 
timely delivery of critical information.

3. network standardization: creates and maintains standards and 
policies to protect networks, systems, and databases; reduces 
maintenance complexity, downtime, costs, and training require-
ments.

4. situational awareness: delivers network data flow, traffic patterns, 
utilization rates, and in-depth research of historical traffic for 
anomaly resolution.

Air Force Cyber Security  
and Control System Weapon System

The Air Force Cyber Security and Control System (CSCS) weapon 
system provides network operations and management functions 
around the clock, enabling key enterprise services within the Air 
Force’s unclassified and classified networks. It also supports defensive 
operations within those AFNets. CSCS is operated by two active duty 
NOSs, one Air National Guard Network Operations Security Squadron, 
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and two Air Force Reserve Command Associate NOSs aligned with the 
active duty squadrons. The 83 NOS and 860 NOS are located at Lang-
ley AFB, Virginia; the 561 NOS and 960 NOS at Peterson AFB, Colo-
rado; and the 299th Network Operations Security Squadron at McCon-
nell AFB, Kansas. Crews for this weapon system consist of one 
cyberspace crew commander, one cyberspace operations controller, an 
operations flight crew (conducting boundary, infrastructure, network 
defense, network focal point, and vulnerability-management func-
tions), and an Enterprise Service Unit (supplying messaging and col-
laboration, directory and authentication services, storage and virtual-
ization management, and monitoring management). Additional 
mission personnel support all of the mission crews.

The CSCS resulted from an operational initiative to consolidate nu-
merous major command–specific networks into a centrally managed 
and controlled network under three integrated network operations 
and security centers. In 2007 the Air Force established two active duty 
NOSs to provide these functions. The Air National Guard Network Op-
erations Security Squadron does the same for the Guard’s bases and 
units.

The CSCS weapon system performs network operations and fault-
resolution activities designed to maintain operational networks. Its 
crews monitor, assess, and respond to real-time network events; iden-
tify and characterize anomalous activity; and take appropriate re-
sponses when directed by higher headquarters. The system supports 
real-time filtering of network traffic into and out of Air Force base-
level enclaves and blocks suspicious software. CSCS crews continu-
ously coordinate with base-level network control centers and commu-
nications focal points to resolve network issues. Additional key 
capabilities include vulnerability identification and remediation as 
well as control and security of network traffic entering and exiting Air 
Force base-level network enclaves. CSCS also offers Air Force enter-
prise services, including messaging and collaboration, storage, and 
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controlled environments for hosting network-based systems that sup-
port the service’s missions.

Cyber Command and Control  
Mission System Weapon System

The Cyber Command and Control Mission System (C3MS) weapon 
system enables the Air Force mission by synchronizing the service’s 
other cyber weapon systems to produce operational-level effects in 
support of combatant commanders worldwide. It provides operational-
level C2 and situational awareness of Air Force cyber forces, networks, 
and mission systems, enabling the Twenty-Fourth Air Force com-
mander to develop and disseminate cyber strategies and plans; the 
commander can then execute and assess these plans in support of Air 
Force and joint war fighters. Operated by the 624th Operations Center 
at Joint Base San Antonio–Lackland, Texas, the C3MS weapon system 
has crews consisting of a senior duty officer, a deputy senior duty offi-
cer, a defensive cyberspace watch officer, an offensive cyberspace 
watch officer, a DOD information network watch officer, three defen-
sive cyber operations controllers, three offensive cyber operations con-
trollers, three DOD information network operations controllers, a cy-
berspace effects planner, a cyberspace operations strategist, a 
cyberspace intelligence analyst, a cyberspace operations assessment 
analyst, and a cyberspace operations reporting cell analyst. All mission 
crews are supported by additional mission personnel. The C3MS 
weapon system evolved from the legacy AFNet operations security 
center’s concept, personnel, and equipment. With the activation of US 
Cyber Command and Twenty-Fourth Air Force, senior leaders recog-
nized the need for an operational-level cyber C2 capability.

The C3MS is the single Air Force weapon system offering perpetual, 
overarching awareness, management, and control of the service’s por-
tion of the cyberspace domain. It ensures unfettered access, mission 
assurance, and joint war fighters’ use of networks and information-
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processing systems to conduct worldwide operations. The weapon 
system has five major subcomponents:

1. situational awareness: produces a common operational picture by 
fusing data from various sensors, databases, weapon systems, and 
other sources to gain and maintain awareness of friendly, neutral, 
and threat activities that affect joint forces and the Air Force.

2. intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) products: en-
able the integration of cyberspace indications and warning, analy-
sis, and other actionable intelligence products into overall situa-
tional awareness, planning, and execution.

3. planning: leverages situational awareness to develop long- and 
short-term plans, tailored strategy, courses of action; shapes ex-
ecution of offensive cyberspace operations, defensive cyberspace 
operations, and DOD information network operations.

4. execution: leverages plans to generate and track various cyber-
space tasking orders to employ assigned and attached forces in 
support of offensive cyberspace operations, defensive cyberspace 
operations, and DOD information network operations.

5. integration with other C2 nodes: integrates Air Force–generated 
cyber effects with air and space operations centers (AOC), US Cy-
ber Command, and other C2 nodes.

Why Cyber Weapon Systems?
If we truly wish to treat cyberspace as an operational domain no dif-

ferent from air, land, sea, or space, then our thinking must evolve 
from communications as a supporting function to cyber as an opera-
tional war-fighting domain. To fly and fight effectively and to win in 
cyberspace, the Air Force must properly organize, train, and equip its 
cyber professionals. For many years, AFNet infrastructure and systems 
grew as a result of multiple communities adding components to suit 
their individual needs, often with end-of-year funds. Similarly, the 
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components that now make up these six systems had no lead major 
command to articulate operational requirements and ensure standard-
ized training as well as the effective management and resourcing of 
equipment life cycles. Such an inconsistent approach made mission 
assurance and the defense of critical Air Force and joint missions in 
cyberspace nearly impossible. Migration to the AFNet has allowed the 
service to take great strides towards realizing the vision from nearly 
two decades ago of operationalizing and professionalizing the network. 
AFSPC championed the effort to identify these six systems’ weapon 
systems and facilitate this move to a more disciplined approach. For-
mally designating these systems helps ensure proper management 
and sustainment of equipment life cycles. It also expedites the evolu-
tion of Air Force cyber professionals from a communications or infor-
mation technology mind-set to an operational one replete with mission-
qualification training, crew force-management standards, and 
standardization and evaluation programs (where appropriate) to nor-
malize cyber operations, as is the case with space and missile opera-
tions. Furthermore, formally designated weapon systems should help 
cyber receive the proper manning and programmatic funding neces-
sary to ensure that the Air Force can fly, fight, and win in cyberspace.

The DOD construct for the management and resourcing of air, space, 
land, and sea superiority occurs via weapon systems. The best way to 
create and control effects in the cyber domain involves using the same 
weapon system construct to manage and resource cyber capabilities. 
Cyber weapon systems offer a path for the Air Force to operationalize, 
normalize, and ultimately standardize cyber, just as we have with the 
other war-fighting domains. The Air Force has been charged with secur-
ing, operating, and defending its portion of the DOD information net-
works and with defending Air Force and joint missions in the cyber-
space domain. These cyber weapon systems give the Air Force a path 
to follow in normalizing operations to realize this goal.

The designation of cyber weapon systems created a separate cyber-
sustainment funding line in the overall process of sustaining Air Force 
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weapon systems. By normalizing the funding process, the service has 
instituted proper long-term planning and programming of sustainment 
funding, thus enabling more effective and efficient use of these lim-
ited resources, as compared to uncoordinated execution of unreliable 
end-of-year funds—key tenets to guaranteeing standardized configura-
tion management and servicewide (and, where applicable, joint) in-
teroperability. We are already realizing these benefits through the de-
ployment of AFNet, whereby the Air Force enterprise has become 
easier to defend and the user experience continues to improve through 
ongoing standardization.

The benefits of designating cyberspace weapon systems are similar 
to those gained by weapon systems in other domains—it is the stan-
dard Air Force mechanism for organizing, training, equipping, and pre-
senting mission capabilities. The weapon system construct allows the 
service to manage operational capabilities in a formalized approach 
and assure their standardization, sustainment, and availability to com-
batant commanders. When AFSPC personnel compared the air and 
space domains’ normalization processes, they found that only weapon 
system designation delivered the desired end state. Such systems may 
not always be ideally resourced, but they certainly receive better sup-
port than they would without designations.

Furthermore, designating cyberspace weapon systems directly sup-
ports AFSPC’s role as cyber core function lead integrator, enabling the 
command to meet responsibilities listed in Air Force Policy Directive 
10-9 and facilitating standardization across cyberspace platforms.4 
Designating these weapon systems is also critical to providing tactical 
units with the resources and training they need to operate in a normal-
ized capacity. The core of cross-domain integration lies in the ability to 
leverage capabilities from different domains to create unique and deci-
sive effects—if adequately resourced. Such designations will support 
proper evolution of the cyberspace domain and its relationship with 
the other operational domains—a critically important point because in 
modern warfare, cyberspace interconnects all domains. All of these ef-
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forts to normalize and operationalize cyberspace operations and mis-
sions drive the Air Force towards the joint information environment 
(JIE) construct, standards, and processes. As the DOD, US Cyber Com-
mand, and services implement the JIE, they are also standing up cyber 
mission teams to support national, combatant command, and service-
specific cyber requirements. Designating these capabilities as weapon 
systems allows these teams to better support national and joint mis-
sions in, through, and from cyberspace.

Unique Challenges of the Cyber Domain
The air, land, sea, and space domains are natural areas—we didn’t 

have to build them, as we did the tools to leverage those domains. Al-
though none of the natural domains demands any maintenance, cyber-
space predominantly exists within the equipment and devices de-
signed, built, and configured by humans, requiring constant 
maintenance as equipment becomes outdated or worn out. Addition-
ally, the way we construct cyberspace has a direct effect on our ability 
to operate and defend the domain. This aspect makes cyberspace 
unique in that its operation is just as important as its defense. We must 
constantly feed and care for the domain as well as innovate to stay 
ahead of or, preferably, drive the technology curve.

Defending cyber also presents its own challenges since an adversary 
can launch a cyber attack virtually without warning from any location 
on the globe. In the case of intercontinental ballistic missiles, we at 
least have sensors that detect the launch; thus, depending on the loca-
tion of the launch, our forces have some modicum of warning and can 
respond. In cyberspace, attacks can occur without warning or time to 
craft and execute responses. The Air Force must develop capabilities to 
detect such attacks, prevent them if possible, and respond accordingly 
if required, just as it does in all other war-fighting domains. We must 
also develop the tools to leverage cyberspace for our own benefit. In 
reality, we may never be able to defend our networks completely—to 
do so would likely require so much security that we lose the force-
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multiplying benefits that cyberspace offers to all of our missions. If we 
keep all adversaries out, most likely we will keep ourselves locked in. 
The key lies in finding a balance so that we effectively defend our net-
works and the missions that rely on them from attack yet leverage cy-
berspace for the benefit it offers those same missions.

Moreover, cyberspace is critical to Air Force and joint operations in 
the other war-fighting domains. Practically everything we do in war-
fare these days relies on cyberspace, be it providing telemetry to satel-
lites and missiles or controlling our military forces in Afghanistan—we 
depend upon the cyber domain to execute operations in all of the 
other domains.

Designating cyberspace weapon systems calls for a tremendous re-
source commitment to meet the standards of air and space weapon 
systems. Operating to this higher benchmark requires corresponding 
funding and manpower greater than the cyberspace domain received 
as a simple communications or information technology support func-
tion. However, failure to make these commitments could prove devas-
tating to future operations throughout every other domain. The opera-
tionalization of cyberspace is more than just a way for AFSPC to 
properly organize, train, and equip cyberspace forces—it is the logical 
evolution of cyberspace to a true war-fighting domain and a critical en-
abler of all other war-fighting operations.

Air and Space Operating Center Example
In the late 1990s, the Air Force designated the Falconer AOC a 

weapon system with little or no formal acquisition, sustainment, or re-
quirements rigor to back it up. Basically, the chief of staff just made it 
a “go do.” The operations community found itself backing into the re-
quirements in much the same way we do today with our cyberspace 
systems. By declaring the AOC a weapon system, the Air Force sought 
to normalize what was basically a homegrown “county option” collec-
tion of equipment and personnel that varied from one numbered air 
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force to another. This thinking held that a designated weapon system 
would result in better training for AOC crews, better defense of the 
program in the program objective memorandum process, and some 
protection of the numbered air force’s staff manpower from poaching 
to fill AOC billets.

In reality, the AOC funding line has suffered numerous cuts, the 
equipment baseline has always been problematic in terms of sustain-
ment and modernization, and AOC manpower has remained subject 
to several efficiency drills, ultimately shrinking the footprint. It 
stands to reason that many members of the operations community 
would argue that classification as a weapon system has not necessar-
ily helped the AOC.

In Air Combat Command’s opinion, though, in spite of the serious 
challenges faced during the transition, the AOC is better off today 
than it was 15 years ago, especially in terms of training its crews. A 
dedicated formal training unit at Hurlburt Field, Florida, established a 
program of record, provided a rigorous configuration and change-
management process, and ultimately resulted in recognition by the 
operations community that the AOC is the crown jewel in the joint 
force air component commander’s tactical air control system C2 con-
cept. Additionally, assignment to an AOC tour is no longer considered 
a career-ending event for rated officers—quite a change from the per-
ception in the 1990s when an assignment to a numbered air force 
staff or an AOC was widely seen as the kiss of death for promotion in 
the rated career fields.

AFSPC would not let the initial pains of the AOC experience deter us 
from pushing the cyberspace weapon system concept forward. Every 
program (fighters, bombers, and ISR) confronted its fair share of chal-
lenges, but without a program—something with a name attached to 
it—cyberspace systems would always fight for scraps in money and 
manpower. As we integrate these cyberspace weapon systems into the 
Air Force construct, perhaps we can learn from the challenges of es-
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tablishing the AOC weapon system and avoid the same pitfalls and 
mistakes.

Final Thoughts
Through the cyberspace domain, the United States exploits other 

war-fighting domains. Practically all warfare these days relies on cyber-
space—everything from communications, precision navigation and tim-
ing, attack warning, ISR, and C2. Designating cyberspace weapon sys-
tems will help the Air Force guarantee persistent cyberspace access 
and mission assurance for other critical weapon systems and domains 
that rely on cyberspace. By doing so, the service has made a commit-
ment that cyberspace will receive the programmatic and budgetary at-
tention necessary to sustain cyberspace operations, support the cyber 
mission teams, and drive towards the JIE. Furthermore, cyberspace op-
erations supported by core weapon systems offer increased security, 
performance, flexibility, and overall capability unmatched in a less nor-
malized environment. The operationalization of cyberspace is more 
than just a way for AFSPC to properly organize, train, and equip the cy-
berspace domain—it is the logical evolution of cyberspace to a true war-
fighting domain and a critical enabler of all other such domains. 
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Maintaining Space Situational 
Awareness and Taking It to the 
Next Level
Col Mark A. Baird, USAF

Without question, the United States has become increasingly re-
liant on space. Both economically and militarily, our depen-
dence on space assets is undeniable. Orbiting satellites pro-

vide myriad services that we have become dependent on, such as 
precise position, navigation, and timing (PNT); communications; 
weather data; missile warning; and intelligence, surveillance, and recon-
naissance (ISR). These functions have served not only as the lifeblood 
of the global economy over the last decade but also as key enablers in 
conducting the global war on terror. As the strategic focus shifts to the 
Pacific region, our reliance on space assets will become even more im-
portant, and preserving US space capabilities will prove critical to en-
suring America’s military dominance in any future conflict.1
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After the Cold War, space became a sanctuary for the United States, 
which enjoyed almost complete freedom to operate within its vast 
realm. That situation is certainly changing, however, as many new 
players enter the space arena and as China begins to emerge as a near 
peer in space. With China integrating its military and civilian space en-
deavors and Russia investing in a revival of its space capabilities, both 
countries present challenges for the United States that we must ad-
dress.2 Although Iran and North Korea have less mature space pro-
grams, their continued intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) devel-
opment efforts and attempts to launch satellites indicate a desire to 
establish a larger presence in space.3 In addition to developing space-
based communications platforms, PNT, and ISR systems, Russia, North 
Korea, and Iran are working to acquire systems that would effectively 
deny the US military’s use of space by jamming Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) satellites and other key communications links.4 Imagine a 
conflict in today’s high-tech warfare environment without the ability to 
drop GPS-guided munitions, offer persistent ISR coverage via remotely 
piloted vehicles over the battlefield, or detect the launch of a Scud mis-
sile. How would a conflict change if weather information over the bat-
tlefield were not available or if we had neither strategic communica-
tions nor missile warning during a hostile ICBM launch? It is vital that 
we preserve space-based capabilities critical to the projection of both 
airpower and sea-based power in the contested and congested space 
environment projected by the latest national threat assessment.5

If we wish to maintain our superiority in space, we must first have a 
clear picture of the environment around our space assets and be able 
to detect any change or potential threat—in other words, we need 
space situational awareness (SSA). Historically, our efforts to protect 
US space-based capabilities have relied upon SSA focused on space-
flight safety, a mission that entails the creation and maintenance of a 
catalog of orbiting satellites, spent rocket bodies, and other debris used 
to predict and avoid potential collisions in space. This critical mission 
reduces the risk to our satellite launches and protects orbiting space 
assets (both manned and unmanned), all in an attempt to avoid a con-
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junction between orbiting objects. In addition to destroying the hit sat-
ellite (resulting in loss of mission and the significant investment to de-
ploy it), a collision in space—which can occur at speeds up to 17,000 
miles per hour—has the potential to produce a large debris field and 
render an orbit regime unusable. Even though spaceflight safety is vi-
tally important, an SSA concept of operations focused solely on colli-
sion avoidance does not do enough to combat the increasingly conten-
tious environment, which includes antisatellite (ASAT) weapons, 
communications jammers, and sensor dazzlers.6 The sobering bottom 
line is that the SSA concept of operations we have relied upon for de-
cades can no longer sufficiently protect our crown jewels in space.7

This article stresses the necessity of maintaining robust SSA, arguing 
that, to do so, we must pivot from the traditional SSA that emphasizes 
catalog maintenance to a more tactical, predictive, and intelligence-
driven SSA directed by an integrated Battle Management Command, 
Control, and Communications (BMC3) infrastructure. We must build a 
new space superiority enterprise around SSA sensors that utilize com-
mon data models to support rapid tasking, processing, exploitation, 
and dissemination across multiple classification levels. It must incor-
porate tactical intelligence to ensure timely characterization and iden-
tification of threats and include a robust set of executable space-control 
BMC3 courses of action that, given enough warning, we could utilize to 
mitigate a threat.

Space Race Revisited

1950s–1970s: The Dawn of Space

From the earliest days of armed conflict, military forces have endeav-
ored to occupy the high ground of the battlefield, whether a hill, a 
mountain, the air, or space. Possessing the high ground has always 
given a military force the advantage over its adversary, regardless of 
the technologies or strategies of the time. With the advent of the air-
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plane at the beginning of the twentieth century, air became the new 
high ground and air superiority the rallying cry.

Since the mid-to-late 1950s, technology has advanced to the point 
where space has become the ultimate high ground. As the Cold War 
ramped up, the American and Soviet militaries—building upon tech-
nologies originally developed to deliver ICBM-carried nuclear weap-
onry—launched both communications and spy satellites at the same 
time they built stovepiped command and control (C2) systems.8 Space 
was an enabler at this point; weather satellites, communications re-
lays, and the earliest spy satellites did not gain further significant util-
ity until the Vietnam War.

1970s–1990: Buildup of Contested Space

During the height of the Cold War, both the United States and USSR de-
veloped and tested several ASAT weapons in an effort to gain the abil-
ity to hold adversary space assets at risk—to control space. The Soviet 
Union worked on a co-orbital satellite destroyer or “Istrebitel Sput-
nikov” throughout much of the cold war.9 One of the most well known 
ASAT tests involved the direct-ascent ASAT destruction of an experi-
mental satellite nearing the end of its operational life (the Solwind 
P78-1) by a US Air Force ASM-135 missile launched from a specially 
modified F-15 on 13 September 1985. The fighter launched the ASAT 
missile from a location 200 miles west of Vandenberg AFB, California, 
to its target 345 miles above in low Earth orbit. The 30-pound minia-
ture homing vehicle successfully destroyed the 2,000-pound satellite, 
producing minimal debris, thanks to its relatively small size and low 
orbit. The remaining pieces of the satellite then burned up as they re-
entered the atmosphere. This would be the last ASAT test conducted 
for another two decades.10
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1990s–2007: America’s Growing Dependence on Space

Our experience in Desert Storm was a watershed for space power. . . . Space 
is now so integral to joint and combined military operations that were we 
to remove space assets from our military arsenal . . . we would be relegated 
to employing warfighting tactics much like those of World War II.

—Gen Charles A. Horner, USAF, Retired

The United States conducted a massive integration of space into the 
American way of war during the decade between the 1991 Gulf War 
and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq of 2001 and 2003, respectively. 
During Operation Desert Storm, which some have called the first 
“space war,” the breadth and scale of the utilization of space had in-
creased significantly since the Vietnam War, both militarily and com-
mercially.11 The Blue Space Order of Battle (assets used in the execu-
tion of the operation plan) included 51 military and 12 commercial 
satellites.12 Every space mission played a part in Desert Storm (which, 
by all accounts, involved the greatest deployment of satellite ground 
stations and pieces of user equipment in history), with each providing 
a significant edge to the war fighter on the ground. Even so, we had 
not yet fully integrated space into our concept of operations—we did 
not yet have GPS-guided precision munitions, robust satellite commu-
nication devices, and tactical ISR at the forward edge of the bat-
tlespace. Yet, our forces understood the edge that space systems could 
provide. A good example is the emergency procurement of early com-
mercial GPS receivers, which were “duct-taped” into helicopters to aid 
in navigation. Just a decade later in Operations Enduring Freedom and 
Iraqi Freedom, we used B-52s for close air support missions called in 
via satellite communications by special operations troops on horse-
back using laser range finders integrated with the ubiquitous GPS re-
ceivers to direct munitions to a precise “danger close” point.13
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The Importance of Space Control

Adm Alfred Thayer Mahan, one of America’s foremost naval strate-
gists, viewed Earth’s oceans as a medium for force projection and com-
merce, which, when controlled by the appropriate strategies, policies, 
and doctrine, could provide a nation an advantage in economic and 
military terms.14 In a similar vein, our nation’s growing use of and de-
pendence on space necessitated the development of effective policies 
and doctrine, as well as the tools and resources to ensure our effective 
and proper use of space. Taking it a step further, Admiral Mahan advo-
cated the principle of “sea control” for the unfettered use of the oceans 
for a nation’s purposes, an idea that directly translates to the concept of 
“space control.” To gain superiority in space, the space control mission 
needed to address not only the surveillance of space but also the pro-
tection of US and friendly space systems used for battle management, 
communications, and intelligence, and the prevention of an adver-
sary’s ability to use space systems and services for purposes hostile to 
US national security interests. In 1979 the Space Defense Operations 
Center (SPADOC, later the Space Control Center) was established at 
Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado, to command and control the space sur-
veillance network, followed by the establishment of Air Force Space 
Command in 1982 and the unified US Space Command in 1985. For 
the first time, space was viewed as a theater of operations, and many 
of the space control systems we are dependent on today had their gen-
esis during those years.15

Soon after the first “space war” and with the demise of the Soviet 
Union, Russia bowed out of the space race, and the United States effec-
tively ceased major upgrades to its space control enterprise. The SPA-
DOC at Cheyenne Mountain received only a few minor upgrades in 
the years after Desert Storm. The SPADOC computer system, which 
still operates, will remain in its current state until a modernized re-
placement—the Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC) Mission Sys-
tem (JMS)—comes online in 2016.
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In the years after Desert Storm, America’s reliance on space-based 
platforms became an ingrained part of our military through the use of 
precision-guided munitions as well as ship and aircraft navigation. We 
repurposed satellites originally designed for more basic objectives as 
global communications relays for commanding remotely piloted vehi-
cles or platforms that relayed ISR data to the war fighter in the air, on 
the ground, and at sea. This dependence also permeated our civil cul-
ture, with space applications becoming part of the shipping, banking, 
agriculture, and entertainment industries. The loss of GPS alone would 
have an impact of more than $96 billion per year.16 The satellite indus-
try flourished as the world found new ways to use space systems—
both on the military front and in the commercial sector. Faced with 
few challenges to our superiority in space, we rested on our laurels 
and enjoyed the unimpeded benefits of a burgeoning space industry.

2007–Present: Space Control at a Crossroads

On 11 January 2007, China changed the status quo in space warfare by 
firing an SC-19 direct-ascent ASAT missile at its own weather satel-
lite—the Fengyun-1C.17 The kinetic-kill vehicle, a modified version of 
China’s DF-21 medium-range ballistic missile, and launcher system en-
gaged the satellite at a closing velocity of approximately 17,000 miles 
per hour at an altitude of 537 miles—200 miles higher than the US 
ASAT test in 1985. Unlike the results of the 1985 US test, destruction of 
the refrigerator-sized Fengyun-1C created a sizable debris field—the 
largest in history. With that one test, the space catalog grew by over 
15,000 debris particles trackable by the space surveillance network 
(SSN) and the JSpOC and hundreds of thousands of debris particles too 
small to be tracked by the SSN but still large enough to be a safety con-
cern for human space activites in low Earth orbit.18 Figure 1 illustrates 
the extent of the debris field created by destruction of the Fengyun-1C.
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Figure 1. Representation of debris from the Fengyun-1C Chinese weather satellite. 
(From National Aeronautics and Space Administration, “United Nations Adopts 
Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines,” Orbital Debris Quarterly News, April 2007, 2, 
http://orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov/newsletter/pdfs/ODQNv11i2.pdf.)

The satellite collision between the American Iridium 33 and the Rus-
sian Kosmos 2251 communications satellites over Siberia in 2009 was 
the first publicly confirmed hypervelocity accident between two intact 
artificial satellites in Earth orbit.19 NASA estimated that the satellite 
collision created 1,000 pieces of debris, each larger than 10 centime-
ters (cm) (four inches). The debris field continued to grow, and by July 
2011 the SSN had cataloged over 2,000 large fragments of debris. NASA 
determined that the field presented only a low risk to the International 
Space Station, which was orbiting approximately 430 kilometers 
(270 miles) below the collision course, and to the next shuttle launch 
(STS-119), planned for late February 2009. However, to this day, NASA 
assesses the potential for a collision with this debris field prior to ev-
ery space launch. As recently as 22 January 2013, a piece of the 
Fengyun-1C from the 2007 ASAT test is believed to have hit a Russian 
experimental Ball Lens in the Space (BLITS) satellite, knocking it out 
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of its useful orbit.20 In light of America’s unquestioned dependence on 
its space assets, it is absolutely critical to the nation that we gain and 
maintain SSA—to detect, track, and identify orbiting assets as well as 
any other threat to our systems and to perform conjunction assess-
ments within a time frame and with sufficient certainty to take action 
to avoid any threat, whether accidental or intentional.

Space Superiority Enterprise

Current SSA Concept of Operations: Routine Catalog Maintenance

At present, the SSA mission focuses on the ability to view, understand, 
and predict the physical location of natural and man-made objects in 
orbit around Earth with the objective of avoiding collisions. The Secure 
World Foundation reports 450 operational satellites and more than 
10,000 pieces of trackable debris at low Earth orbit, 55 operational sat-
ellites and over 500 pieces of trackable debris at medium Earth orbit, 
and 400 operational satellites and in excess of 1,000 pieces of trackable 
debris at geostationary orbit. The JSpOC has the best orbital tracking 
network in the world with a catalog of more than 21,000 resident space 
objects greater than 10 cm in size.21 However, we must also contend 
with at least 500,000 bits of debris of 1–10 cm and another several hun-
dred million bits smaller than 1 cm. Moving at orbital velocities of 
thousands of miles per hour, any of these objects could pose a threat 
as more manned and unmanned spacecraft are launched and exposed 
to a debris field growing at an alarming rate. This problem affects the 
United States and all other spacefaring entities—both government and 
commercial.

We track the location of satellites and space debris with a collection 
of radars and telescopes (fig. 2), many of which are quite old and were 
not built with SSA as a primary mission. Ground radars such as Globus 
II, Millstone/Haystack, ALTAIR/TRADEX, the Ballistic Missile Early 
Warning System, the Perimeter Acquisition Vehicle Entry Phased Ar-
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ray Warning System, and the Perimeter Acquisition Radar Attack Char-
acterization System all have a pedigree in missile warning from the 
days when the SPADOC was located within Cheyenne Mountain. Origi-
nally, the US Army built and operated the ALTAIR radar between 1968 
and 1970 at the Reagan Test Site on Kwajalein Atoll to simulate Soviet 
radar capabilities.22 Over time, it became apparent that radars could be 
repurposed or dual-purposed for the SSA mission. Much of our current 
SSA network is built upon cooperative agreements between govern-
ment entities in order to fully leverage systems that support multiple 
missions. Several efforts are in progress to expand this cooperation to 
global partners, including friendly nations and commercial entities, as 
a means of increasing our efficiency in monitoring the global space en-
vironment. One such example, the new S-Band Space Fence, is sched-
uled to come online in 2017 and will assume a critical role within the 
SSA network.23

BMEWS - Ballistic Missile Early Warning System
GEODSS - Ground-Based Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance
LSSC - Lincoln Space Surveillance Complex
MSSS - Maui Space Surveillance System
PARCS - Perimeter Acquisition Radar Attack Characterization System
PAVE PAWS - Perimeter Acquisition Vehicle Entry Phased Array Warning System
RTS - Remote Tracking Station
SBSS - Space Based Space Surveillance
SST - Space Surveillance Telescope
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Figure 2. Space surveillance network (2012) and notional additions
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In addition to ground radars, optical systems are essential contribu-
tors to the SSA mission. The Ground-Based Electro-Optical Deep Space 
Surveillance (GEODSS) system, which has operational sites in New 
Mexico, Hawaii, and Diego Garcia, can track objects as small as a bas-
ketball more than 20,000 miles away in space. The GEODSS plays a vi-
tal role in tracking space objects, particularly those in deep space. 
Over 1,200 objects are in deep space in medium Earth orbit, geosta-
tionary orbit (GEO), and highly elliptical orbits. At GEO are the vitally 
important strategic and wideband communications and missile warn-
ing satellites. The Space Surveillance Telescope—an advanced ground-
based optical instrument—can search an area in space the size of the 
United States in seconds and can scan the geostationary orbit belt mul-
tiple times per night. It has a field of view three times better than that 
of the most capable GEODSS, and each night the telescope captures 
more than 1 terabyte (1 billion bytes) of data. Given this large amount, 
it is important that we have adequate capabilities on the ground to pro-
cess and use the information. In the very near future, as new radars 
and optical sensors come online, the JMS will be the glue that binds 
the new and legacy capabilities, allowing us to best utilize the data 
they provide.

Ground-based radar and optical systems are the workhorses of the 
SSN for characterizing objects in space, but they are limited by 
weather, solar blind spots, and their geographical location on Earth. In 
order to augment these limitations and exploit the ultimate high 
ground of space, the United States launched the Space Based Space 
Surveillance System in 2010. The most capable of the SSN sensors, this 
system provides high capacity and agility, collecting day or night 
above the weather and improving revisit rates of objects.

Ground optical, ground radar, and space optical systems provide a 
critical contribution to achieving SSA, but each has inherent limita-
tions. Thus, the United States must have all three components in order 
to gain and maintain robust SSA. Given our dependence on space, it is 
imperative that we effectively resource and utilize our SSA sensor net-
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work to provide the knowledge we need to enable the safe operation of 
our on-orbit fleet.

Future SSA: Rapid Characterization of Emerging Threats

Because of emerging threats, the SSA mission must move beyond rou-
tine catalog maintenance towards a predictive, time-critical BMC3 en-
vironment. The Defense Intelligence Agency’s national threat assess-
ments to the Senate Armed Services Committee in 2012 and 2013 both 
cited China’s growing, increasingly capable military space efforts.24 In 
its 2013 Annual Report to Congress, which detailed China’s military de-
velopments, the Office of the Secretary of Defense highlighted that 
country’s “multi-dimensional program to improve its capabilities to 
limit or prevent the use of space-based assets by adversaries during 
times of crisis or conflict.”25

From the counterspace perspective, Russia and China continue to 
develop systems and technologies that can interfere with or disable 
vital US space-based navigation, communications, and intelligence-
collection satellites. North Korea has mounted Soviet-made jamming 
devices on vehicles near the North-South demarcation line that can 
disturb GPS signals within a radius of 50–100 kilometers. Reportedly, it 
is also developing an indigenous GPS jammer with an extended range 
of more than 100 kilometers. Other state and nonstate actors rely on 
denial and deception techniques to defeat space-based imagery collec-
tion, conduct electronic warfare or signal jamming, and possibly attack 
ground sites for space assets.26 It is critical that the United States en-
sure the capability to rapidly understand when and where its space 
systems are compromised.

Today’s Command and Control: 
Modernizing the Space Defense Operations Center

The JMS program, the cornerstone of the space superiority enter-
prise, will replace the 1980s-era SPADOC system as the C2 system that 
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focuses on planning and executing US Strategic Command’s joint func-
tional component command for the space mission. Unlike other AOC 
systems, the JSpOC has specialized C2, SSA, and ISR capabilities in 
support of space control that make inroads into many mission areas.

The JSpOC can be thought of as a combination air traffic control cen-
ter and AOC but with a span of control extending 22,236 miles out-
wards into space. For the sake of comparison, an air traffic controller in 
a tower is responsible for aircraft flying within a 200 nautical mile 
range of the tower and up to 10,000 feet in altitude—an effective vol-
ume of 315,000 cubic miles. Between Earth and the Geostationary Belt, 
the effective volume of control is 46 trillion cubic miles—about 150 mil-
lion times as much volume to control! To exacerbate the problem, space 
offers unique physics limitations, such as a sun-induced blind spot that 
can render sensitive optics useless for multiple hours per day and vast 
distances across which electromagnetic waves must travel. Such factors 
make it difficult to obtain radar returns from which we can glean accu-
rate range measurements and identification of space objects. To under-
take the complex and computationally intensive job of integrating data 
from our sensor platforms and fusing a useful SSA picture, the current 
JSpOC operator relies on disparate—in most cases, antiquated—tech-
nology platforms such as the SPADOC computer system; Astrodynam-
ics Support Workstation; and Command, Analysis, and Verification of 
Ephemerides Network (CAVENet).27 Given the growth in the number of 
spaceborne objects posing a threat to the space systems upon which we 
so heavily rely, conducting our SSA mission with these legacy systems 
is not an acceptable way to move forward.

The JMS will replace the legacy SPADOC and ASW processes and ca-
pabilities with a modernized, scalable, extensible, and sustainable plat-
form upon which to build the SSA mission set that the United States re-
quires for the twenty-first century. To meet the legacy-replacement 
goal, the JMS program is developing a government service-oriented ar-
chitecture (SOA) infrastructure that supports the integration of mis-
sion applications while acquiring mature, commercially developed 
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government mission applications. Building the JMS on a robust, disci-
plined SOA platform is essential to making sure that the JSpOC can 
evolve over time with new functionalities replacing outdated services 
and revised software applications integrating new operator-defined tac-
tics, techniques, and procedures. Future capabilities required by the 
JSpOC after 2015 will call for the development of new applications and 
procedures as well as the exploitation of new SSA data sources. Fur-
ther, we can assume that operators will find innovative ways of using 
the system’s capabilities not imagined when the system was de-
signed—they always do. JMS must enable the JSpOC to exploit this 
learning.

This is one of the key objectives for the JMS—better, faster, and ex-
tensible data integration with a wider variety of data sources. In con-
trast to the SPADOC system, we expect the JMS to accept and integrate 
not only traditional SSN tracking data, including information from US 
missile-warning radars, but also nontraditional formatted observations 
and ephemerides from a variety of sources, positional data derived 
from satellite telemetry, and tracking data from foreign sensors. In 
many cases, the data will be delivered net-centrically, based on work 
with the Net-Centric Sensors and Data Sources effort, intended to ex-
pose such sources.28

Pivoting to Space Battle Management 
Command, Control, and Communications

The Iridium/Kosmos collision in 2009 and the BLITS conjunction of 
2013 remind us that poor SSA is not an option. Moreover, in light of the 
rising number of spacefaring nations (e.g., China, North Korea, and In-
dia), clearly space is becoming more crowded. Because some nations 
have both stated and demonstrated their intent to attack our depen-
dence on space, we must be able to protect our assets.29 If America in-
tends to maintain its status as the most capable space nation, then—in 
the face of growing threats—we must evolve our SSA paradigm to do 
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more than just routine catalog maintenance and monitoring of poten-
tial conjunctions. Like its AOC counterpart, the space community 
needs to develop a BMC3 capability that includes AOC-like analysis, 
data fusion, and identification of threats.

The routine (peacetime) timelines associated with developing our 
catalog-maintenance-focused SSA are not sufficient to respond to or 
even anticipate a would-be adversary’s attack in time. Before the joint 
functional component command for space could start formulating 
courses of action in response to an on-orbit event—such as a satellite 
conjunction, debris breakup, or a potential ASAT—decision makers at 
the satellite operations centers and at the JSpOC would need to de-
velop a timely operational picture of the situation in space. The latter 
would include all ground assets that can affect objects in space, on suf-
ficient timelines within which to perform observe-orient-decide-act 
analysis and reach “act” decisions from the appropriate levels in the 
chain of command—no easy task.

Elements within Air Force Space Command have begun to examine 
this issue through “kill-chain” analysis—an in-depth examination of 
technological needs, materiel solutions, procedural changes, ISR re-
quirements, and concepts of operations necessary for a decision maker 
to execute a course of action that has been planned for, exercised, and 
refined by space operators. The kill-chain analysis calls for elements of 
traditional C2; however, now that space is no longer a sanctuary and 
response timelines are being compressed more than they have been in 
the history of space control, our C2 must become even more tightly in-
tegrated with communications nodes outside the JSpOC—at the Na-
tional Air and Space Intelligence Center, National Security Agency, 
National Reconnaissance Operations Center, or any organization with 
the requisite space control, ISR, or space warfare expertise. This mod-
ern C2—or C3 when merged with communications—is essential for ef-
fective crisis management. The convolution of battle management and 
C3—BMC3—is what the space superiority enterprise needs in this era 
of contested, congested, and competitive space control. Space BMC3 
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goes beyond a routine, steady-state picture, creating a tactical monitor-
ing posture for high-interest items that can affect space assets. With 
timely indications-and-warning systems, the enterprise can tailor its 
prepared responses to tactical events without sacrificing its global com-
mitments to catalog maintenance (fig. 3).

Routine
Steady-State

Picture

Tactical
Event-Response

Picture

Tactical
Persistent Monitoring

Picture

Steady-State Events

Figure 3. Transitioning the operations tempo of space situational awareness

This new space posture demands much more than upgrades to leg-
acy hardware and software. To enhance current operations, the Space 
Superiority Systems Directorate has teamed with the JSpOC, US Strate-
gic Command, and other combatant commands in designing and exer-
cising new and evolved tactical scenarios. We use collaborative “scrim-
mages” to extract and exercise exactly how and which parts of 
currently operational and prototype systems will support a particular 
crisis scenario. The exercises make use of test-bed and prototype ana-
lyst tools, reducing overall execution risk by buying down technical 
risk, smoothing out integration schedule risks, providing exercise-
quality feedback on potential real-world performance for prioritization 
purposes, and opening up tactical-response problems for an expanded 
community of research-and-development problem solvers.

Despite these great strides in evolving the space superiority mission 
to enhance its flexibility to change, we must take care to ensure that 
currently static tasking processes become flexible and adaptive to rap-
idly evolving threats. These processes need to account for the integra-
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tion of nontraditional sensors into the JSpOC SOA and the operator’s 
workspace. Data will be delivered to the JSpOC in various formats and 
classification levels. The JSpOC SOA platform will interpret and fuse 
the data, feeding them to space operators and intelligence analysts 
through a user-defined operating picture at the speed of need—not 
with the hours or even days of delay with which we currently operate. 
As the volume of data available to the space operator grows, it be-
comes more important to rapidly collect, process, and exploit the infor-
mation, using methods not yet refined. This capability exists today, 
but we need to automate it for execution without intervention by the 
developer or a cadre of engineers. The data will be compatible with 
various systems through agreed-upon exchange formats and have out-
puts that can be readily shared among military and civilian operators. 
Intelligence operators will have to exploit data on the fly through tacti-
cal timelines and rapidly disseminate raw intelligence through net-
centric means to operators around the world who can interpret infor-
mation through their user-defined operating picture.

In this new space posture, the roles of some of our existing capabili-
ties will require adjustment. Intelligence assets already play a critical 
role in characterizing assets in space and focusing indications and 
warning resources. Although they already lay the groundwork for 
planning courses of action in space, they are moving into a new role of 
tactical corroboration and attribution of space events. Take the air 
world example of foundational intelligence sources discovering infor-
mation about a potential adversary’s new developmental aircraft. The 
intelligence community would then use its resources and expertise to 
determine the capabilities and exquisite features of the new threat. 
This foundational intelligence collection is critical and long term, but 
after the aircraft is produced and enters operations, a different type of 
intelligence is necessary—one that concentrates on rapid and fleeting 
collection of very sparse data as an adversary actively tries to avoid de-
tection. The ultimate goal of collectors at this point is not high-fidelity 
pictures but quick fingerprinting (e.g., which of the threats does this 
match?). We can do this, but we must emphasize timeliness. A pleth-
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ora of information systems already makes intelligence assets available. 
We need to integrate these systems seamlessly into a series of tactics, 
techniques, and procedures that offer decision-quality information on 
requisite timeliness.

Future Architecture
To maintain space superiority, we must tightly couple BMC3, SSA, 

and tactical intelligence in an architecture that enables decision mak-
ers to select courses of action in hours rather than days. Today’s BMC3, 
SSA, and space-control architectures are loosely coupled, but future ar-
chitectures must have tighter integration. A number of materiel solu-
tions could be integrated into a space superiority architecture. Seques-
tration hinders our ability to upgrade current capabilities and match 
those of would-be adversaries; consequently, we must be creative in 
designing a space superiority architecture for 2020 and beyond.

Like C2 systems in the air world, space superiority BMC3 systems 
should evolve by leveraging ISR data within federated SOAs and data-
mining systems. Advances in modern computing make it possible to 
sort through terabytes of information from many different sources and 
process these data into actionable information for decision makers. 
These data must fit within a common data model for exchange among 
a variety of computing systems. Delivery of the initial SOA in the first 
increment of JMS, as well as subsequent improvements in future in-
crements, will facilitate cross-domain developments that will allow the 
JSpOC to connect with AOCs around the world and share BMC3 data at 
the speed of need.

Air Force and intelligence community agencies have been moving 
ISR data-fusion centers away from stovepiped systems (e.g., the distrib-
uted common ground/surface system [DCGS] and Global Command 
and Control System [GCCS]) to federated SOAs such as today’s DCGS 
SOA and the GCCS replacement—Joint Command and Control. Mov-
ing to interconnected, federated SOAs allows only a limited opportu-
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nity to try out new data-fusion techniques between SOAs. To address 
this, the Space Superiority Systems Directorate and the Air Force Re-
search Laboratory are collaborating in building the Action-Centered 
Rapid Collaborative Application Development Environment (ARCADE) 
as the key risk-reduction tool for future JSpOC needs. ARCADE will 
run the most current JSpOC software edition, which will mimic the 
operational SOA at multiple levels of security and enable commercial 
developers, other government entities, universities, and so forth, to 
test and develop applications (using the common data model and soft-
ware development tool kit) that we could use in future JMS software 
releases. This collaborative development environment will reduce risk 
by allowing new technologies to mature before being inserted into the 
software integration process and hence into the operational SOA, while 
still allowing testing in an operationally relevant environment. JSpOC 
operators will gain insight into the ARCADE, and their feedback on 
candidate upgrades will be a key input to the Requirements and Plan-
ning Council—the requirements-setting body within the JMS enter-
prise. Through the ARCADE and council process, future JSpOC opera-
tors and acquisition leaders in the Space Superiority Systems 
Directorate can move BMC3 towards a more seamless integration of 
space and air ISR, giving decision makers the complete, robust, and 
timely SSA needed in a contested, congested, and competitive space 
environment.

Conclusion
To maintain space superiority in the face of a changing environ-

ment, the United States must find a way to extend the capabilities of 
current C2, SSA, and ISR systems while investing in new, more capa-
ble, but resilient systems to control an increasingly congested environ-
ment. More than 1,000 satellites and hundreds of thousands of pieces 
of debris orbit Earth within an area of 46 trillion cubic miles (fig. 4). 
With other nations constantly challenging America’s status as the 
leader of the pack in space superiority, maintaining a robust suite of 
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ground- and space-based sensors from which to gather data to build 
our SSA picture is a paramount imperative.

Figure 4. Computer model (not to scale) of man-made debris in low Earth orbit. 
(From “LEO Images,” NASA Orbital Debris Program Office, 2 October 2012, http://
orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov/photogallery/beehives.html#leo.)

Better protection of our national interests in space demands that we 
pivot away from the current metric-track catalog maintenance / foren-
sic analysis focus towards a seamless integration of SSA, BMC3, and 
air/space ISR. The key difference is that C2 implies a mind-set based 
on a stable, uncontested space environment with hours or even days 
of response time while BMC3 requires a mind-set of enabling near-
real-time decision making in the face of rapidly changing events that 
affect national security and America’s trillion-dollar space investment.
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Thanks to more capable sensors and C3 systems, the space battle-
management center of the future will be better at processing future 
events, more easily upgraded, and able to seamlessly integrate expo-
nential growth in ground, air, and space ISR. Safeguarding US national 
security satellites depends upon continued support from the entire 
space community as we work together to operate and counter at-
tempts by China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea to disrupt, deter, and 
deny our safe and continued access to space—in peacetime and during 
conflict.30 
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I think most people today understand that cyber clearly underpins the full 
spectrum of military operations, including planning, employment, monitor-
ing, and assessment capabilities. I can’t think of a single military operation 
that is not enabled by cyber. Every major military weapon system, command 
and control system, communications path, intelligence sensor, processing and 
dissemination functions—they all have critical cyber components.

—Gen William L. Shelton
Commander, Air Force Space Command

Modern-day cyber warriors are elusive figures. Are they tech-
nological ninjas, typing feverishly on a keyboard in a dark-
ened room or perhaps gunslingers throwing cyber bullets 
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man, 690 NSG/CD; Lt Col Paul Williams, 26 NOS/CC; Lt Col Joseph Zell, 33 NWS/CC; Maj Brian Balazs, 26 0SS/DO; Maj Christo-
pher Corbett, 315 NWS/DO; Mr. Richard DeLeon, 26 NOG/TA; and Mr. Richard White, 67 NWW/TA.
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downrange at shadowy foes? There are many images of cyber warfare 
in popular culture. Most of them focus on the individual’s uncanny 
grasp of technology—the ability to exploit any system with a dizzying 
flurry of keystrokes or to fend off adversaries with a smartphone, a pa-
per clip, and an ingenious plan. These socially awkward heroes and 
heroines fill the silver screen with visions of a new kind of warfare.

Contradicting these stereotypes, Air Force cyber operations are care-
fully planned and controlled by disciplined, rigorously trained opera-
tors. Rather than acting alone, these professionals produce effects in 
support of national interests through teamwork, careful coordination, 
and deliberate, considered targeting based on established national pol-
icy. This article discusses the events and thinking that have resulted in 
today’s cyber forces, describes how they operate in cyberspace today, 
and presents a vision for how they will continue to provide cyberspace 
dominance in future wars. Although many of the cyber warfare capa-
bilities of tomorrow are speculative in nature, the enabling technolo-
gies and policies for them exist today.

A Brief History of Cyber

If we could first know where we are, and whither we are tending, we could 
then better judge what to do, and how to do it.

—President Abraham Lincoln

Traditionally associated with the explosive growth of network and 
computing equipment in the 1990s, cyberspace was commonly used to 
achieve operational objectives during World War II. For example, in the 
Battle of the Beams, German bombers navigated from continental Eu-
rope to Great Britain by following a radio signal transmitted from the 
point of origin. The pilots would know they were above their targets 
when they intercepted a second beam, also transmitted from continen-
tal Europe. This system ensured that German night raiders found their 
targets in the dark and returned home safely. British engineers quickly 
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discovered the German use of radio frequency and developed counter-
measures. By broadcasting similar signals at precise times, British cy-
ber operators fooled the German bombers, causing them to drop their 
ordnance at a location chosen by the British. Similarly, the British cy-
ber countermeasures made return trips nearly impossible for the Ger-
mans, many bombers never finding home base and a few even landing 
at Royal Air Force fields, their pilots thinking that they had returned 
home.1 This use of the frequency spectrum (a critical portion of cyber-
space) to create effects illustrates the operational power of cyberspace 
long before anyone considered it a domain.2

Thus, military operations as far back as World War II incorporated 
aspects of cyberspace into operations, but almost 60 years passed be-
fore leaders formally recognized the importance of this domain. In 
2003 President George W. Bush released the National Strategy to Secure 
Cyberspace, followed in 2006 by the National Military Strategy for Cyber-
space Operations.3 These two documents established the strategic im-
portance of cyberspace to national interests, but they did not form in a 
vacuum. To understand how cyberspace began to coalesce conceptu-
ally and how leaders began to understand its important role in modern 
military operations, we must first look at how we’ve arrived at our cur-
rent perspective on cyberspace and cyber warfare.

Before cyberspace earned recognition as an operational domain of 
warfare, the military considered information a target and an instru-
ment of war. In 1993 the Air Force established the Air Force Informa-
tion Warfare Center (AFIWC) as “an information superiority center of 
excellence, dedicated to offensive and defensive counter information 
and information operations.”4 Lessons learned from Operation Desert 
Storm led to the realization that information is vital to modern military 
operations and, as such, must be defended from adversaries.5 By the 
same token, exploitation of enemy information can be a viable option 
for gaining an operational advantage.

An attack on Air Force networks by unknown adversaries validated 
this viewpoint. During the “Rome Lab incident” of March 1994, admin-
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istrators at Rome Laboratory, New York, found an unauthorized wiretap 
program—a “sniffer”—on their network that had stolen lab employees’ 
user names and passwords. The attackers—a 16-year-old from the 
United Kingdom and an unknown person identified only as “Kuji”—suc-
cessfully obtained information on a number of sensitive defense re-
search projects and used the Rome Lab connection to attack other insti-
tutions, stealing all of the data stored on the Korean Atomic Research 
Institute’s computers and depositing it in the Rome Lab computers.6

This incident as well other high-profile attacks of the time, such as 
the theft of data concerning the Strategic Defense Initiative from the 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, led to a debate among the Air 
Force staff regarding whether or not to incorporate the tools and tech-
niques under development at the AFIWC as war-fighter capabilities.7 
On 15 August 1995, the debate ended when the Air Force chief of staff 
directed development of an information warfare squadron to support 
Ninth Air Force’s combat operations. As a result, the service estab-
lished the 609th Information Warfare Squadron in October 1995 with a 
mission to “conceive, develop, and field Information Warfare combat 
capabilities in support of a Numbered Air Force.”8

The squadron pioneered defensive counterintelligence operations 
from 1995 through 1999 and then transferred its mission to the Air 
Force computer emergency response team, a subdivision of the 
AFIWC.9 During this time, a number of events—exercise Eligible Re-
ceiver and operations Solar Sunrise and Moonlight Maze—led to an in-
creased interest in information operations at the Department of De-
fense (DOD) level.10 Eligible Receiver highlighted critical 
vulnerabilities in US Pacific Command’s systems as well as in 911 and 
power grids in nine US cities. Analysts were still digesting the results 
of this exercise when officials discovered attackers stealing tens of 
thousands of files from systems at the Pentagon, National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, and Department of Energy.11 Detection of 
additional exploitations of known vulnerabilities in the DOD’s unclas-
sified networks further highlighted the need to develop indicators and 
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warnings of attack as well as organize to address weaknesses in infor-
mation warfare operations.12

To address these shortfalls, the DOD activated Joint Task Force–
Computer Network Defense under Maj Gen John “Soup” Campbell in 
December 1998, reporting directly to the secretary of defense and en-
visioned as having a war-fighting role.13 In 2000 the task force took on 
an additional offensive role and a new name—Joint Task Force–Com-
puter Network Operations—to reflect this change. The DOD adjusted 
the mission again in 2004, this time adding management as well as de-
fense of the department’s networks. The offensive mission moved to a 
new organization, Joint Forces Component Command–Network War-
fare.14 Finally, in 2009 the establishment of United States Cyber Com-
mand (USCYBERCOM) rejoined both organizations under a single sub-
unified command.15

Although the history of cyber is full of organizational changes, we 
have little documentation of why the military chose to organize as it 
did to address cyberspace challenges. Attacks on military networks 
such as Moonlight Maze and Solar Sunrise provide insight only into 
why defensive operations were necessary, but the organizational 
changes also reflect a shifting concept of the interactions among de-
fensive, offensive, and network management operations in the realm 
of cyberspace. Additionally, the evolution from information warfare to 
cyber warfare indicates a subtle shift in mission: from information as a 
commodity; to attack and defense of the systems used to process, 
store, and transmit information; and finally to the domain in which 
those systems and the information they manipulate reside.

Cyber Warfare Today
Reflecting the military’s changing understanding of the nature of cy-

ber warfare, today’s operations are defined by a mixture of mature and 
developing capabilities, doctrine, and organizations. As with air and 
space domains at their inception, the cyberspace domain continues to 
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mature along a trajectory of increasing capability and capacity; how-
ever, many shortfalls exist. Fortunately, military leaders understand 
them and are sharing their perspective in the national debate. For ex-
ample, in Cyber Vision 2025, Mark Maybury, the former chief scientist 
of the Air Force, describes the technological, policy, and personnel 
changes necessary through 2025 to realize future Air Force cyber capa-
bilities.16 Gen Michael Hayden, USAF, retired, former director of the 
National Security Agency and Central Intelligence Agency, discusses 
10 questions that must be answered before we can truly integrate cy-
ber into national instruments of power.17 In a recent symposium spon-
sored by the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Associa-
tion, Gen William Shelton, commander of Air Force Space Command, 
addressed the steps taken by his command to operationalize and inte-
grate cyber forces as well as the issues we face in the near term.18 Sim-
ilarly, Maj Gen Suzanne Vautrinot, the former commander of Twenty-
Fourth Air Force, now retired, outlined the challenges and strategies 
for increasing defensive and offensive capabilities in a constrained fis-
cal environment.19 The combined efforts of these and many other se-
nior Air Force leaders are driving the maturation of the service’s cyber 
operations by accelerating the pace of innovation.

The Air Force’s cyber capability exists on a continuum (see the fig-
ure below) ranging from nascent and niche effects to proactive and re-
sponsive support of combatant commanders. In today’s cyber force, 
operators occupy the middle of this continuum with niche targets in-
cluded in operation plans and a mixture of proactive and reactive de-
fensive capabilities. To move combat effectiveness to the right on this 
chart, the Air Force must implement future initiatives such as US-
CYBERCOM’s cyber mission force structure and the joint information 
environment architecture, both of which will enhance the ability of cy-
ber forces to provide theater- and campaign-level support. The Air 
Force also will continue ongoing initiatives, including Air Force Net-
work (AFNet) migration, and the maturation of cyber weapon systems 
to increase cyber capacity in terms of the number of missions con-
ducted in support of war fighters.
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CYBERSPACE SUPERIORITY PORTFOLIO
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Figure. Cyberspace investment challenge. (Adapted from Maj Gen Suzanne M. 
Vautrinot, “Sharing the Cyber Journey,” Strategic Studies Quarterly 6, no. 3 [Fall 2012]: 
74, http://www.au.af.mil/au/ssq/2012/fall/fall12.pdf.)

Even though the capability continuum depicts only offensive and de-
fensive cyber forces, modern cyber warfare is conducted by leveraging 
three operational mission areas: Department of Defense Information 
Network (DODIN) operations, defensive cyber operations (DCO), and 
offensive cyber operations (OCO), each of which independently en-
ables effects for the air, space, sea, and land domains.20 All three are 
inextricably linked to generate effects across the spectrum of conflict, 
from small special operations missions to global conventional warfare.

The rapid rise in weapon systems and command and control (C2) 
systems that rely on network and wireless connections makes the inte-
gration and synchronization of complex operations difficult apart from 
the cyber domain—and underscores the importance to modern mili-
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tary warfare of the DODIN. That network is “the globally intercon-
nected, end-to-end set of information capabilities, and associated pro-
cesses for collecting, processing, sorting, disseminating, and managing 
information on-demand to warfighters, policy makers, and support 
personnel, including owned and leased communication and computer 
systems and services, software (including applications), data, security 
services, other associate services, and national security systems.”21 DO-
DIN operations construct, operate, and sustain the cyber domain, of-
fering mission assurance and defense through prioritized network pro-
visioning (dynamic construction), hardening, and configuration 
management.

Twenty-Fourth Air Force manages the AFNet—the Air Force’s por-
tion of the DODIN. With 850,000 total force users and billions of dol-
lars in systems and infrastructure, Twenty-Fourth Air Force’s units dy-
namically construct and operate a global enterprise and provision 
enterprise services to the Air Force and joint forces worldwide. Addi-
tionally, they defend the network through management of both base 
and AFNet boundaries, sensor placement and management, client 
configuration, and enterprise-compliance management. The services 
offered by these units assure that operational planners receive infor-
mation for missions requiring complex communication topologies, 
high bandwidth, and high reliability.

Oftentimes people misconstrue DODIN operations as a support or 
information technology function. For example, Lt Gen Michael Basla, 
the Air Force’s chief information officer, said, “I think we will draw a 
clearer line and distinction between what is required to build, operate 
and maintain [Air Force networks] and what is required to operate on 
the network.”22 Moreover, Gen Mark Welsh, the Air Force chief of staff, 
has observed that up to 90 percent of Air Force cyber personnel oper-
ate Air Force networks and that “they’re not what NSA would call a cy-
ber warrior.”23 Although these statements blur the distinction between 
network maintenance and defense, the DODIN fills an integral role in 
the conduct of military operations. The obvious benefits include con-
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structing and operating the domain that enables all other domains. Ad-
ditionally, DODIN operations provision access to information sources, 
harden friendly portions of the domain from unauthorized access, and 
configure network systems to provide ease of maneuver to friendly 
forces while constraining the adversary’s options. These actions create 
a cyber high ground resulting in strategic, operational, and tactical ad-
vantages by making mission-critical information easier to defend and 
harder to attack.

To that point, the Air Force advanced the AFNet’s defensive posture 
through two significant DODIN architecture initiatives. First, the de-
ployment of Air Force gateways reduced the number of external net-
work access points from 120 to 16. This architectural change enabled 
the service to canalize traffic, characterize the domain, and control 
data flows to significantly reduce the AFNet attack surface exposed to 
enemy strikes. The second initiative consolidated 850,000 users into a 
single integrated Air Force network, enabling enterprise-wide collabo-
ration and improved, trusted secure communications. Defensively, 
this initiative delivers embedded security that substantially reduces an 
adversary’s ability to act on the network by using compromised user 
credentials. Collectively, these defensive improvements inverted the 
cost/risk calculus of attack versus defense by forcing the adversary to 
work harder to find vulnerabilities while making it easier for the de-
fender to guard critical assets.

The DCO mission area provides active defense against opponents. 
Twenty-Fourth Air Force’s units prevent, detect, and respond to enemy 
actions through both active and passive defensive capabilities. These 
units conduct defense through a set of layered, overlapping technolo-
gies called “defense in depth,” an architecture that ensures monitoring 
and defense of avenues of access as well as end points such as clients 
and servers. While DODIN operators limit attack vectors and reduce 
vulnerabilities by strategic placement of defensive capabilities on the 
network, DCO operators actively engage adversaries inside Air Force 
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networks to prevent intrusions, detect malicious capabilities and tech-
niques, and respond to system compromises.

DCO operators monitor defenses for signs of attack and configure de-
fenses to foil future attempts. The primary strategy for preventing in-
trusion calls for detecting known adversary tactics (signatures), limit-
ing visibility into the AFNet, and continuously monitoring intelligence 
streams for indications of pending attacks. Operators analyze capabili-
ties and methods used by the enemy and develop signatures that 
match patterns unique to a particular attack and thus provide com-
plete protection from strikes matching the signature. Unfortunately, 
this method will not block attacks that have been modified from the 
original salvo. To maneuver around signature-based defenses, cyber at-
tackers must “reengineer” their weapons so that unique signatures 
compromised in previous attacks are no longer detected. Depending 
upon the complexity of the developed signature, the adversary may be 
able to alter his weapons, forcing defenders to develop new signatures. 
This arms race between attack and defense has traditionally favored 
the attackers; however, as DODIN forces continue to reduce pathways 
that opponents can use, and as DCO operators persist in locating and 
eliminating vulnerabilities, the balance begins to shift in favor of the 
defense.

When new attacks occur that defenders could not prevent, sensors 
placed throughout the network supply intrusion indications and point 
DCO operators to the compromised systems, which they examine (by 
means of digital forensic analysis) to determine how the intrusion oc-
curred and what tools were used. They then develop countermeasures 
to prevent future attack. DCO forces remotely access forensic data 
from all sensor devices to counter future compromises. Defenders use 
specialized tools to remotely capture the exact state of a computer 
(e.g., current data in memory, running programs, open network con-
nections, etc.) to determine exactly what is happening at a given mo-
ment. This capability takes snapshots of malicious code as it executes, 
helping defenders understand the exact behavior of implanted soft-
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ware. By analyzing this behavior, they can develop signatures and new 
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) to prevent the same type of 
compromise in the future. The use of remote forensics capabilities re-
duces defenders’ incident response from days to hours, slashing the 
amount of time that attackers have to maneuver through the network, 
perform reconnaissance, or exfiltrate sensitive data.

Additionally, Twenty-Fourth Air Force has both hunting and pursuit 
capabilities to offer real-time defense and response against adversary 
actions and regularly analyze enterprise resources for indications of 
advanced enemy presence or attempted access. Even though bound-
ary defense is an effective means of recognizing and repelling most at-
tacks, a sufficiently sophisticated and dedicated actor will eventually 
gain a toehold. Highly skilled DCO operators conduct active pursuit 
operations to rove the enterprise network and find, fix, track, and tar-
get such actors. These operators conduct real-time analysis of network 
devices, looking for anomalies that indicate enemy activity, eradicat-
ing the threat, and initiating an incident-response process to deter-
mine the root cause and/or TTPs used to gain access. Sometimes an 
even more comprehensive look is necessary to ensure that critical as-
sets such as weapon systems and C2 nodes are appropriately hardened 
and cleared of advanced adversary presence. The Air Force uses hunt 
operations to characterize the cyber environment in these enclaves, 
complete a comprehensive analysis of mission data flows, standardize 
and harden the weapon system or critical asset interfaces, determine 
potential anomalous activity or attack vectors, herd adversary behav-
ior, and eradicate persistent threats from the environment. These op-
erations, which rely heavily on individual experience, knowledge, and 
training, are intensive and focused to ensure that these critical assets 
enjoy freedom of action in contested environments. Even as technol-
ogy progresses, we will rely heavily on both pursuit and hunting capa-
bilities to counter the advanced adversary threat in the future. Addi-
tionally, to increase the capacity and capability of this mission area, 
USCYBERCOM has developed a cyber protection team structure, each 
team including a mixture of capabilities designed to give combatant 
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commanders DCO effects. According to Gen Keith Alexander, the com-
mander of USCYBERCOM, the command will stand up 13 teams by the 
end of 2015, significantly increasing the Air Force’s DCO force, 
strengthening blue networks, and forcing the enemy to divert man-
power and attention to counter this new capability.24

As with DCO and DODIN operations, OCOs have developed from a 
nascent to an operational capability well integrated into joint opera-
tions. The OCO mission set concentrates on gaining and—more impor-
tantly—maintaining access to enemy areas of cyberspace without de-
tection. The nature of OCOs requires operators to carefully plan 
missions to characterize and exploit enemy networks. Further, the 
tools used to perform OCOs are sensitive because of the nature of the 
cyber domain (i.e., the ease of copying bits and bytes). Consequently, 
tool development and deployment are an important aspect of this mis-
sion area.

Although OCO operators provide a very real set of strategic alterna-
tives to combatant commanders, the effects are specific and limited in 
scope. To exploit an adversary’s system, offensive operations demand 
detailed knowledge of the target network, obtaining such information 
by performing network reconnaissance with sophisticated TTPs. Once 
operators have identified vulnerabilities, they must then develop ei-
ther a technique or a weapon or select one from an existing repository 
prior to choosing the specific delivery mechanism. After they have ac-
cessed their target, operators establish a permanent presence on the 
machine while cloaking indications of the incursion, allowing them to 
maintain access indefinitely. Such persistent presence lets them effec-
tively exploit information on the target in support of war fighters’ ob-
jectives. In light of the long lead time necessary to perform target re-
connaissance and establish persistent access, offensive operations 
typically require advanced planning and a lengthy time horizon to of-
fer effective options.

The weapons used by operators are similar to the ordnance that a 
pilot employs to carry out a given mission. Certain weapons are bet-
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ter for a desired purpose than others, and some work against a partic-
ular set of targets while others are ineffective against that objective. 
One major difference, however, is their fragility. Since defenders can 
block a weapon using a signature once they have detected it, use of a 
given technique or weapon to gain or maintain access carries a risk 
that the attacker will discover and counter it, rendering the technique 
or weapon useless for future operations. As a result, operational plan-
ners must assess the technical gain/loss associated with the employ-
ment of OCOs. If the desired effect is not substantial enough to justify 
the potential loss of an OCO weapon, then they should consider other 
methods.

Today’s OCO force is a high-demand, low-density asset. As it did with 
DCOs, to increase the capacity and capability of this mission area, US-
CYBERCOM will develop a cyber mission force structure for OCOs, in-
cluding teams composed of a mixture of capabilities designed to pro-
vide a broad spectrum of OCO effects to combatant commanders. 
General Alexander expects the command to stand up several of these 
teams by the end of 2015, significantly augmenting the Air Force’s OCO 
force.25 The increased capacity for OCO operations will put enemy 
strongholds at risk, forcing adversaries to divert manpower and atten-
tion to defenses and reducing the defensive burden on US networks.

The shortfalls of current cyber warfare operations are not readily 
captured by the dimensions of the capability continuum in the figure 
depicting the cyberspace investment challenge (see above). Fully illus-
trating where the cyber domain rests in this continuum requires ex-
tending into a third dimension—domain coverage. Contemporary cy-
ber warfare is characterized by largely network-based capabilities in 
conjunction with traditional electronic warfare. During peacetime, the 
bulk of the effort focuses on shaping the cyber battlefield, defending 
critical assets, and collecting intelligence. Should the United States en-
ter a full-scale cyber war today, offensive and defensive capability 
would be limited to subsets of the full cyberspace domain. These sub-
sets are critical to the projection of power, but they do not fully en-
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compass the overall domain. Such current capabilities, though effec-
tive, present limited cyber options to our combatant commanders.

Cyber Warfare in the Future

Victory smiles upon those who anticipate the changes in the character of 
war, not upon those who wait to adapt themselves after the changes occur.

—Air Marshal Giulio Douhet

Although cyber warfare is currently limited to information net-
works and network-attached systems, it will drastically expand in the 
future. Rather than decide between kinetic and nonkinetic effects, 
planners will choose the effect that will best produce the desired out-
come. Cyber-based effects will not be limited to networks of comput-
ers; rather, they will encompass all electronic information processing 
systems across land, air, sea, space, and cyberspace domains. This full-
domain dominance will permit freedom of maneuver in all war-fighting 
domains by holding the enemy’s electronic information-processing sys-
tems at risk while defending friendly systems from attack.

The future of cyber warfare is predicated on policy, technology, and 
threat. New technology can have disproportionate effects, not only on 
the weapons used in cyberspace but also on the makeup of the do-
main itself. National policy on cyberspace dictates the objectives and 
rules of engagement for cyber capabilities as well as the organization 
and execution of operations. The rapidly evolving threat posed by 
peer actors in the cyber domain will dictate how cyber forces are 
trained and deployed in the future battlefield. Despite these wildcard 
influences, the future of cyber warfare can be broadly extrapolated 
from current experience and application of fundamental tenets of 
warfare. To remain grounded in today’s realities, we limit the vision of 
cyber warfare discussed here to a decade into the future, allowing us 
to assume that technological changes will follow the course laid out in 
Cyber Vision 2025.26
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Future cyber warfare will not be relegated solely to network-based 
resources. According to Major General Vautrinot, “Cyberspace is not 
simply the Internet; rather, it is a network of inter dependent informa-
tion technologies including the Internet, telecommunications net-
works, computer systems, and embedded processors.”27 Although 
much of the present effort focuses on Internet-connected networks, 
this is only a subset of the total cyber domain, which also includes 
non-Internet-connected networks such as tactical data links, satellite-
control networks, launch-control networks, and other networks not 
traditionally based on Internet data-transfer protocols and technolo-
gies. Future warfare will see DODIN operations as well as DCO and 
OCO forces expanding their mission areas to these nontraditional net-
works and the systems that connect through them, such as satellites, 
avionics, targeting pods, digital radios, and remotely piloted aircraft. 
Effects produced on and through these systems will include disrup-
tion, distraction, distortion, distrust, confusion, and chaos of both a vir-
tual and physical nature, with consequences that can be assessed and 
measured on the battlefield.

In this future war, many of the services currently supplied by DO-
DIN operations will be decoupled from the hardening, defense, and 
mission-assurance roles. Services such as e-mail, data storage, web, 
and transport will be provided as commodity services/utilities, much 
like electricity or water. Through the joint information environment, 
the DOD will leverage economies of scale and cloud technologies to 
improve the resiliency of services and expand their reach so the war 
fighter can safely assume availability and reliability. This roll-up of 
commodity services will free DODIN operators to concentrate on de-
fensive hardening and attack recovery while expanding their scope to 
nontraditional networks. As with AFNet, consolidation and standard-
ization of tactical and C2 networks will result in a reduced attack sur-
face, higher reliability, and more responsive disaster recovery. Rather 
than rely on weapon system designers to take responsibility for the se-
curity of their systems, DOD professionals will manage and enforce 
formalized security standards and interoperable interfaces. The stan-
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dards will ensure that weapon systems have a “baked-in security” capa-
bility while the interoperable interfaces will reduce the “one-off” sys-
tems and capabilities that drive increased enterprise vulnerabilities and 
cost. Sensors, reporting mechanisms, and configuration-management 
tools will be designed into the system from the beginning, allowing DO-
DIN operators to enforce a rigorous and standard security posture 
across all combat systems.

Future DCO capabilities will tackle one of the greatest costs associ-
ated with defense: the man-in-the-loop sensor, which offers alerts that 
require human intuition and experience to interpret and identify the 
occurrence of a compromise. This reliance on human intuition forces 
defenders to maintain large, well-trained manpower pools to defend 
relatively small areas of cyber terrain. The human limitation prevents 
analysis of these alerts at the speed of data passing through the net-
work, forcing defenders to react to threats rather than proactively de-
feat them. As technology advances, the infusion of human intuition 
into automated sensors will allow for man-on-the-loop defense, which 
will reduce manpower requirements but increase overall effectiveness.

Building upon a standardized security framework, future DCO capa-
bilities and sensors—deployed across all combat platforms—will be de-
signed to supply man-on-the-loop rather than man-in-the-loop detec-
tion. These sensors will leverage machine-learning techniques and 
predictive-behavior modeling to recognize and separate attacks from 
normal operational data flows. Rather than rely on a human to view 
and interpret results, defenders will mitigate attacks on the fly and ig-
nore false positives, with human intervention driven by triggers and 
confidence thresholds.28 Using ubiquitous network sensors, they will 
also perform data correlation and analysis across platforms and net-
works to discover trends of attacks, using them to further characterize 
current and emerging adversary tactics and give some perspective on 
both persistent and fleeting targets of enemy interest.

Armed with information on targets under attack in cyberspace, de-
fenders will perform critical asset protection. Expansion outside tradi-
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tional networks will require that defenders focus on prioritized assets, 
a process enabled by situational awareness tools that tie missions to 
systems and physical locations to network locations. Defenders need 
not protect every workstation equally; instead, they can focus their ef-
forts on systems supporting a high-priority operation or on data links 
critical to attaining a war fighter’s objective. This prioritization of effort 
will allow them to utilize both mass and maneuver to best counter en-
emy actions in a timely and effective manner.

Improved sensors and prioritized defenses will allow defenders to 
push enemy actors outside blue cyberspace. Today’s defense in depth 
catches many attacks inside the boundaries of our networks. In the fu-
ture, improved sensor capabilities, combined with automated re-
sponses, will frustrate most attacks at the boundary of blue space, let-
ting defenders focus on identifying threats before they reach friendly 
cyber systems and reporting the threats to offensive forces early 
enough for OCO operators to conduct operations, if necessary. By in-
creasing the engagement distance, defenders will ensure system and 
data integrity and force attackers to battle through offensive intercep-
tion before they can attempt to attack friendly systems.

Building on the capabilities of DCOs, future OCO capabilities will 
split into two types of missions: interception and attack. The former 
will engage enemy actors as they prepare to strike friendly forces 
whereas attack missions will hold enemy assets at risk in their own ar-
eas of cyberspace. Each mission will engage enemies on both tradi-
tional and nontraditional networks in the cyber domain.

Interceptor missions act in conjunction with DCO sensor targeting to 
attack enemies before they reach friendly systems. These missions 
will harass the enemy by capturing tools before he can launch them, 
changing attack targets so that his tools attack the wrong system or 
commit fratricide, and manipulating the data presented to the enemy 
operator, forcing him to react to forged threats. Rapid forensic capabili-
ties let defenders reverse-engineer tools captured by interceptors and 
apply defenses against those tools in real time, foiling any further at-
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tempts. These interceptor missions will represent a close air support 
function in cyber that keeps friendly cyberspace safe by attacking the 
threat before it arrives.

Attack missions, on the other hand, represent the strategic strike ca-
pability of OCOs and will create both virtual and physical effects 
across all domains through application of offensive capabilities in the 
cyber domain. Virtual effects will include manipulating data on enemy 
C2, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems; injecting 
false data into C2 networks and tactical data links; removing data from 
those links; and isolating systems from their associated networks. 
Physical effects might include destruction through manipulation of 
digital control systems or remote system control of platforms such as 
satellites, remotely piloted aircraft, and fly-by-wire systems. In addi-
tion to these effects, attack will provide intelligence collection, data ex-
filtration, and other more traditional capabilities, but these will be em-
ployed across the cyber domain to include satellite systems, aircraft, 
and C2 systems.

In support of the full-domain competencies discussed above, cyber 
operators will have comprehensive situational awareness of the cyber 
domain. Although traditional sensors permit monitoring of the ave-
nues of ingress and egress and small subsets of endpoint behavior, it 
will be necessary to develop new sensors that alert defenders to behav-
ioral anomalies or statistically significant departures from the expected 
baseline. Sensors will supply these alerts in an actionable form so that 
operators can quickly determine whether or not a large-scale attack is 
occurring or a single node is compromised. Additionally, it will be pos-
sible to visualize the cyber domain in terms of logical connections, 
such as network and radio frequency circuits supporting a given mis-
sion, or data flows supporting a desired mission area to provide mis-
sion assurance.

Current cyber sensors utilize priorities associated with specific alerts 
to warn operators of possible malicious action. To determine whether 
or not those alerts represent a true threat or merely a false positive, 
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DCO operators must review detailed information such as the actual 
data passing between computers, the machines involved in the suspect 
transaction, and the basis of the original alert. This time-intensive pro-
cess requires highly skilled operators and is prone to human error. Ad-
ditionally, the alerts signify singular events that occur in a stream of 
data and may occur ambiguously under normal operating conditions 
as well as during an attack.

Future situational awareness tools, though, will capitalize on ad-
vanced threat indicators such as divergence from expected behaviors. 
These sensors will use a known baseline of user activity on a given 
node to determine whether or not a node is deviating from its ex-
pected behavior. Using a defense-in-depth methodology, sensors will 
automatically correlate similar behavioral alerts across multiple cli-
ents. With this type of automation, DCO operators can validate alerts 
at a higher level, in less time, and with reduced manpower. Moreover, 
behavioral alerting will decrease the number of false positives pro-
duced by sensors, allowing operators to spend more time responding 
to real incidents rather than analyzing nonevents.

Operators will receive alerts in an actionable form. For example, if a 
sensor alerts them to possible data exfiltration, it will automatically 
store the data stream in a temporary buffer pending operator action. If 
the operator confirms the alert, then the act of confirmation will de-
lete the data in question before it is delivered; if the operator deter-
mines that the alert is a false positive, then the transmission will be re-
sumed with no data loss. Similarly, attempts to compromise an aircraft 
or a satellite data link will result in an operator alert indicating the 
source of the attempt, methods used, and possible attribution based on 
known TTPs. This level of situational awareness enables the operator 
to alert the component commander in a timely manner so that he or 
she can take appropriate kinetic or nonkinetic action in response to 
the attack.

Finally, situational awareness tools will offer both physical and logi-
cal mapping of data and nodes. Since the cyber domain contains both 
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data and the nodes that process it, many parts of the domain possess 
both a physical and a logical location. For example, systems used to 
perform space launch may reside at an Air Force base thousands of 
miles from the actual launch location. A cyber situational awareness 
tool must be able to depict the systems both as a physical device asso-
ciated with a given location and as a logical portion of the space 
launch network. It is also necessary to visualize data flow so that op-
erators can see where spikes in data flow occur, where data is diverted 
for unknown reasons, and where it has stopped flowing. The increased 
visualization of data traversing cyberspace will permit operators to bet-
ter understand and react to changes in both the physical and virtual 
battlespace.

To conduct cyber operations across the entire domain, we will de-
velop Airmen with the foundational knowledge to comprehend tradi-
tional Internet-protocol-based networks as well as radio-frequency and 
proprietary-communications networks. Further, these warriors must 
understand not only how devices that operate in the cyber domain are 
designed but also how they operate. Just as a pilot must have knowl-
edge of aerodynamic fundamentals to understand the performance 
and limitations of his weapon system, so must cyber warriors possess 
a foundational grasp of the cyber domain to employ cyber weapon sys-
tems properly.

As in the air and space domains, successful deployment of weapon 
systems in a combat environment demands that cyber crews develop 
competency in these weapons over the course of a career. Doing so re-
quires a career-field-management strategy that emphasizes the devel-
opment of experience and expertise tied to weapon system employ-
ment. Much like pilots, cyber warriors will be assigned to a mission 
track (e.g., DODIN operations, DCOs, or OCOs) and a weapon system. 
During initial qualification training, operators will become proficient 
in the configuration, components, design, and operation of their sys-
tem. Over the course of one or more operation tours, they will con-
tinue to build expertise and competence in the deployment of that 
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weapon system. Like members of the flying community, those opera-
tors will have opportunities to transition to different systems as well as 
serve on staff or career-broadening tours. Each career path will remain 
generally distinct in technical development yet emphasize leadership, 
supervision, and cooperative action that translates to broader Air Force 
and joint operational expertise over time. The necessary skills and ex-
perience will be normalized with the joint community to ensure that 
forces presented to combatant commanders provide reliable capabili-
ties consistent with those of the other services.

The Air Force will train cyber operators in a rigorous, deliberate 
fashion to ensure that they possess the foundational skills to perform 
their specific mission. This training will encompass networking and 
computing fundamentals as well as knowledge of data transmission 
across the electromagnetic spectrum, operating systems, computer de-
sign fundamentals, and electronic circuit theory. Training specific to 
mission areas will encompass not only particular toolsets but also de-
fensive and offensive techniques. Both DCO and OCO personnel will 
routinely rotate into DODIN positions to guarantee current knowledge 
of system configuration, defensive posture, and terrain familiarization.

Conclusion
Just as the air and space domains took time to grow from their in-

ceptions to fully capable war-fighting domains, so is the cyber domain 
poised to follow the same arc. That domain has developed at a rapid 
pace from a novelty and mission-enhanced commodity to a mission-
critical capability in just a few decades. As it continues to progress, the 
level of capability offered by dedicated operators to the war fighter will 
also increase exponentially.

We can compare today’s cyber power to airpower sometime during 
the interwar years. Operators have developed capabilities and demon-
strated their effectiveness to combatant commanders; however, war-
fare in and through cyberspace remains underdeveloped. Even though 
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professionals in the cyber field have become more proficient at creat-
ing effects in the domain via DODIN as well as DCO and OCO opera-
tions, these effects are still not well integrated into a combat environ-
ment. As was the case with airpower before the beginning of World 
War II, operational planners are not sufficiently versed in this domain 
to intuitively envision cyber’s contribution to decisive battlefield ef-
fects in modern form. Partly because of occasional doubt regarding the 
proficiency of cyber capabilities, their effects are currently considered 
“nonkinetic” while more traditional military capabilities produce “ki-
netic” effects. In the future, cyber warfare will prove its effectiveness 
on par with more traditional capabilities, blurring the line between ki-
netic/nonkinetic effects. By then, cyber capabilities will have become 
well-deliberated strategic alternatives for our national leaders and 
combatant commanders—recall World War II’s Battle of the Beam, 
mentioned above, when cyber capabilities were the first and best op-
tion to defend Great Britain against German bombing raids.

The explosive growth in cyber today and the bold vision articulated 
by senior leaders throughout the DOD promise a bright future for this 
domain. As cyber warriors continue to develop competence and effec-
tiveness in their weapon systems, the capabilities they bring to the 
joint fight will begin to show their true potential. As we plan and em-
ploy such capabilities with greater frequency and effectiveness, com-
manders will fully understand how best to utilize these forces to fulfill 
mission objectives. Advances in technology, organization, and opera-
tor expertise will continue to translate into unprecedented battlefield 
effects. 
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Why the Global Positioning System Remains Essential to 
Modern Warfare
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To maintain our superiority in space, the Air Force continues to modernize 
the GPS program.

—Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel

Reel back to the year 2008 when Michael Phelps swam into the 
history books with an astonishing finish to win his seventh 
gold medal by one one-hundredth of a second against Milorad 

Cavic. By any stretch of the imagination, the time differential in this 
historic race was imperceptible, but for the Global Positioning System 
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(GPS) an error of one one-hundredth of a second would be a disaster.1 
Why? For the GPS, one nanosecond (0.000000001 second) would result 
in the equivalent of approximately a one-foot error on Earth. Trans-
lated, Phelps’s razor-thin margin of victory would have produced an in-
credible error of almost 10,000,000 feet or approximately 1,894 miles. 
Although the GPS provides so much more than just timing accuracy, 
this measurand has become one of its key hallmarks, as have its space 
superiority and force-multiplying capabilities. Joint Publication 3-14, 
Space Operations, defines “space superiority,” a primary focus of this 
article, as “the degree of dominance in space of one force over any oth-
ers that permits the conduct of operations at a given time and place 
without prohibitive interference from space-based threats” (emphasis 
added).2 Although not yet fully operational at the time, the GPS was 
first used for combat in Operation Desert Storm, often called “the first 
space war.”3 From initial air strikes by Pave Low helicopters to Gen 
Norman Schwarzkopf’s famous “left hook,” the GPS served as a key 
force enabler, even with a very limited deployment of receivers.4 Fur-
thermore, the GPS has been a crown jewel of the American military’s 
superior space capabilities for decades, through Operation Enduring 
Freedom. Yet, emerging threats and increasingly sophisticated foreign 
capabilities present new challenges to maintaining US technical and 
operational advantages.

Provided free of charge by the US Air Force and acquired and oper-
ated by Air Force Space Command, the GPS is a critical national asset. 
A tangible symbol of US economic and military might and a system 
unmatched in performance, cost, and availability, the GPS is now uti-
lized by well over 1 billion people and has been integrated into more 
than 2 billion devices, both commercial and military.5 Its applications 
are wide ranging and diverse, from aircraft navigation to network syn-
chronization (see the table below).
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Application GPS Enabler Effect Military Counterpart
Agriculture Precision Farming Demonstrated increases in 

annual crop yields of 10%
Minelaying, unmanned 
ground vehicle positioning

Reduction in fuel costs of 52%
Reduction in labor costs of 67%

Aviation Next Generation Air  
Traffic Management 
System 

Single large aircraft descent: 1,600 
lb. of fuel with a corresponding 
reduction of two metric tons of 
carbon dioxide

Military aircraft navigation

Maritime Automatic Identification 
System 

Vessel traffic control around busy 
seaways

Minesweeping, maritime 
navigation

Surveying Control survey points Cost reduced from $10,000 to 
$250/point

Target location

Precise Time Worldwide distribution Cellular networks, satellite 
communications, ATM machines 
as well as many other “consumer” 
services, and the underlying 
banking, data handling, and 
public utilities 

Tactical network 
synchronization

Time order of battle
Environmental Optimization of fleet-

management systems 
Reduction of fuel consumption 
by 5.4 billion gallons

Aircraft fuel reduction

Reduction of CO2 emissions by 54 
million metric tons/year 

Disaster Relief Rescue teams Instant beacon location Combat search and rescue
Emergency response Optimized routing

Humanitarian Airdrops (e.g., Joint 
Precision Airdrop  
System) 

260 acres of space required 
(1999) to five acres (2012)

Military Precision-munition 
guidance

Joint Direct Attack Munition, 
joint standoff weapon, small-
diameter bomb, Tomahawk 
cruise missile, Excalibur projectile

Combat search  
and rescue

Combat Survivor Evader Locator 
radios, Motorola XPR6550—
multiple examples 

Table. Applications of the Global Positioning System. (Data extracted from the 
nomination of the Global Positioning System for the International Astronautical 
Federation’s 60th Anniversary Award, 2011.)
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Although the law guarantees availability of the GPS to users world-
wide, the system also serves as a critical fiber in our nation’s defense, 
clearly enabling space superiority as defined by Department of De-
fense (DOD) policy. This article highlights how the GPS has become 
an integral part of our nation’s war-fighting and commercial capabili-
ties, why it will remain essential to both national economic power and 
US military superiority, and how it will get better in the future. The ar-
ticle offers unique analogies, examples, and the firsthand experiences 
of two senior leaders of the GPS Directorate who have worked GPS 
strategy, policy, technology, and acquisition for more than 20 years 
combined.

The Importance of the Global Positioning System
Positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT), a term rarely heard outside 

the US government, usefully consolidates under a single banner the 
various systems, policies, and activities concerned with providing criti-
cal positioning information, navigation capabilities, and time dissemi-
nation. By most measures, PNT is a thriving, healthy, global enter-
prise, largely due to the ubiquity of the GPS, which the United States 
has offered as a free global utility since the inception of the GPS pro-
gram office in 1973.

Today, more than 3.3 million jobs rely on GPS technology, including 
approximately 130,000 in GPS manufacturing industries and 3.2 million 
in the downstream commercial, GPS-intensive industries. In light of 
high financial returns, we expect the commercial GPS adoption rate to 
continue to grow across industries. Consequently, the system’s technol-
ogy will create $122.4 billion in benefits per year and will directly affect 
more than 5.8 million jobs in downstream commercial, GPS-intensive 
industries when penetration of the system’s technology reaches 100 
percent in those industries.6

The GPS has proven brilliantly successful and so universally adopted 
that Russia, the European Union, and China have all developed imita-
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tions and are in various stages of deploying them. Additionally, more 
than 50 nations have developed GPS augmentations. In many ways, 
the GPS was the first truly global utility—one that is only now realizing 
its potential as new commercial applications emerge every year. The 
system has also become a symbol of military interoperability, boasting 
agreements with 55 US allies as authorized users of the military’s pre-
cise positioning service.

The GPS largely owes its success to the fact that no other system or 
technology can match its performance, cost, and availability. Tradi-
tional radio navigation aids are far less accurate and do not provide 
global coverage. Inertial systems are capable of very precise short-term 
accuracy, but physics dictates that their accuracy will diminish over 
time unless synchronized periodically with the GPS or a similar sys-
tem. Atomic clocks keep accurate time but are costly, requiring signifi-
cant power and thermal control. Promising new technologies such as 
Chip-Scale Atomic Clocks, Cold Atom Inertial Systems, and Wi-Fi Navi-
gation all reduce dependencies on the GPS alone; however, they prob-
ably will not deliver similar accuracy and pervasive availability for the 
foreseeable future. Instead, these technologies work best when inte-
grated with other sensors—especially the GPS. As such, the US mili-
tary continues to rely on the GPS, even as new technologies are inte-
grated into weapon systems.7

Background
Like cell phones, computers, and the Internet, the GPS is used 

worldwide by ordinary citizens and the military forces of both allies 
and adversaries. Since the launch of its first satellite more than 30 
years ago, the system has transformed navigation and precise timing. 
From the first GPS satellite launch on 22 February 1978, any user—
military or civilian—could access the unencrypted coarse/acquisition 
(C/A) code on the primary GPS frequency L1 (1575.42 megahertz 
[MHz]).
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From the system’s inception, military leaders have been concerned 
about universal access to the precise PNT offered by the GPS to friend 
and foe alike; thus, its “dual-use” phenomenology has at times caused 
friction between the military and civil user communities. As the com-
mercial use of and reliance on the GPS increased, the effects of the 
“selective availability” methodology—the original means of limiting 
universal capability—proved too hard to bear for the US government. 
The concept behind selective availability involved the employment of 
positioning and timing accuracy as a discriminator between military 
and civil users. The signal was intentionally degraded to 100-meter ac-
curacy, a condition that authorized users with a valid decryption key 
could remove. This practice not only was enormously unpopular with 
the civil GPS community but also was eventually circumvented by dif-
ferential techniques. In fact, the Department of Transportation funded 
and developed differential GPS, leading to the untenable situation in 
which one arm of the federal government undermined another.

The downing of Korean Airlines Flight 007 by an aircraft of the for-
mer Soviet Union over the Sea of Japan on 1 September 1983 empha-
sized the critical need for a global civil-navigation system. A series of 
US policy initiatives promoting adoption of the GPS by civilian and 
commercial users followed, including Presidential Decision Directive 
no. 6 in March 1996, and culminated with the elimination of selective 
availability in May 2000.8 Its removal offered civilian GPS users the re-
liable accuracy previously delivered only to the US military and 
spawned explosive growth in the development of high-precision civil-
ian applications in such fields as surveying, agriculture, and earth sci-
ence. On 27 September 2007, the White House announced that selec-
tive availability would no longer be included in future procurements of 
GPS satellites. Today, there is little difference in the accuracy available 
to US forces, civil users, or adversaries.

The Air Force took the additional step of committing to specific levels 
of civilian performance and backed up that commitment with US law. 
The GPS Standard Positioning System Performance Standard (SPS PS), 
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first published in 1993, established minimum levels of GPS service in 
terms of constellation coverage, signal accuracy, and integrity for C/A 
code users. These GPS performance commitments—particularly impor-
tant for safety-of-life applications—have allowed certification of the sys-
tem for commercial aviation by both the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion and the International Civil Aviation Organization. The SPS PS has 
been updated multiple times over the years, most recently in 2008, and 
will continue to undergo updates to account for the deployment of new 
civil signals. The US government’s commitment to GPS standards for 
civilian users has allowed receiver manufacturers and other commer-
cial developers to commit resources to developing products and ser-
vices based upon accurate, reliable, and globally available GPS signals. 
As new, developing service providers of the global navigation satellite 
system—such as the European Galileo system and Chinese BeiDou 
(Compass) system—begin operations, users will also demand similar 
commitments, particularly for safety-of-life applications.

During more than 30 years of operation, the GPS has made continu-
ous improvements to its operational control segment, which monitors 
the health and status of the constellation. This segment produces data 
on GPS satellite orbits and the atomic clocks on board each GPS space-
craft that all receivers use to compute their position and timing solu-
tions. In the last decade alone, these improvements have led to 50 per-
cent reductions in the signal-in-space user-range error. In fact on 21 
April 2013, the GPS system recorded a user-range error of 51.4 centi-
meters, setting an all-time-record low.9 Considering that the minimum 
standard guaranteed by the US government is six meters, this accom-
plishment is quite spectacular.10 Moreover, the GPS tripled the number 
of monitor stations with the addition of 10 from the National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency, starting in 2005. These extra stations supply more 
data, which improves the control segment’s estimates of the satellite 
orbits and atomic-clock time offsets, leading to improved accuracy for 
the user. In fact, the GPS time scale now typically differs from the time 
standard maintained by the US Naval Observatory in Washington, DC, 
by fewer than five nanoseconds.
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These improvements ensure that the GPS system’s importance to 
space superiority will continue. Further, the approximately $32 billion 
already invested in the system and the ongoing improvements envi-
sioned within it assure war fighters that they can rely on the attributes 
of the GPS. However, the removal of selective availability, coupled 
with the continuous and significant accuracy improvements to the 
globally available civil GPS service, magnifies the challenges presented 
by the system’s dual-use nature, offering potential adversaries precise 
PNT at low cost.

The Global Positioning System in the Navigation Warfare Era
In 1996, Presidential Decision Directive NSTC [National Science and 

Technology Council]-6, US Global Positioning System Policy, instructed 
the DOD to protect the US military’s use of the GPS in the presence of 
jamming, develop the means to prevent its employment by adversar-
ies, and ensure that civil users outside the area of military operations 
would remain unaffected.11 Although elements of this initiative, com-
monly known as navigation warfare, already existed, the three tenets 
(protection, prevention, and preservation) embodied the notion that 
the GPS was outgrowing the earlier security features embedded in its 
design and that a different approach was needed—one that did not in-
clude selective availability. The navigation warfare tenets were further 
codified by direction from Congress in Title 10, United States Code, and 
in the White House’s policy on space-based PNT in 2004. Given the 
ubiquitous nature of the GPS and the growing prevalence of both so-
phisticated and brute-force jamming threats, military leaders and US 
policy concerns identified a need for strategic alternatives.

The 2006 Joint Capabilities Document for Position, Navigation, and 
Timing, developed by US Strategic Command, states that “no other ca-
pability permeates the fiber of joint operations like PNT.”12 Although 
the GPS is not the sole source of PNT for the US military, it is the pri-
mary one for most users. Compared to the next-best alternatives, GPS 
is simple, inexpensive, reliable, and highly accurate. It has changed 
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not only how US forces navigate but also how they fight. Like their ci-
vilian counterparts, the Soldiers, Sailors, Marines, and Airmen of the 
US armed forces take the availability of the GPS for granted; experi-
ence has taught them that it works nearly everywhere and nearly all 
of the time.

Although eminently functional in most environments, the GPS has 
limitations. Its signals are very weak, well below the ambient noise 
level in GPS receivers, and easily blocked by obstructions such as 
buildings and terrain; further, unlike some signals, they do not pene-
trate under water, under ground, or through thick foliage. Additionally, 
GPS signals are vulnerable to radio frequency interference, both inten-
tional and unintentional. The accuracy of the time or position ob-
tained by the GPS user is directly related to the geometric relation-
ships between the user and the visible satellites, resulting in degraded 
performance whenever a portion of the sky is obscured. Consequently, 
the Joint Capabilities Document identified several primary PNT gaps, in-
cluding access to PNT in the presence of “geospatial impediments,” 
which include environments such as indoors, underwater and under-
ground locations, and both natural and urban canyons.

Unlike individuals who employ inertial navigation systems and local 
timing sources, PNT users dependent on GPS must rely on external ra-
dio signals. As is the case with radar and radio communications, adver-
saries can jam these signals in a variety of ways—a situation that led 
the original GPS developers to incorporate secure encryption and anti-
jamming features into the design. The secure military signal, known 
as P(Y) code, is used by the US military, some federal agencies, and 
the military services of several allied nations. In addition to providing 
an element of assurance to the military user, this code signal is more 
resistant to jamming than the civil (C/A code) signal, and military us-
ers have access to two frequencies rather than the single frequency 
available to civil users today. Encryption also creates a form of military 
exclusivity, which gives authorized users a uniquely available signal, 
although many high-precision commercial receivers utilize techniques 
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that exploit general characteristics of the military signal while ignoring 
the encryption. Growth in applications based on these techniques has 
led to a commitment by the US government to maintain the signal 
characteristics until a second coded civil signal becomes fully opera-
tional and available from the GPS constellation.

Antijamming for GPS users exists in several forms, from natural 
body masking on aircraft and terrain masking for ground users to tech-
nical innovations such as adaptive antenna arrays, narrowband fre-
quency filters, and “tight” integration with inertial sensors. Unlike 
commercial receivers, military GPS receivers are designed to operate 
under jamming conditions and are generally more robust. They also 
typically utilize older technology than modern, commercial GPS re-
ceivers primarily because of the much faster commercial-product life-
cycle time, additional unique requirements levied upon military elec-
tronic equipment, and the acquisition process to procure military 
receivers. High-end systems used on military aircraft, ships, and some 
missiles and munitions are typically part of an integrated navigation 
system. Oftentimes they operate outside the range of the most likely 
threat—ground-based jamming. In recent years, attention has mainly 
focused on low-end users, especially military handheld GPS receiv-
ers—also widely used in vehicles. For these users, size, weight, and 
cost are critical factors, so aircraft antijamming techniques offer lim-
ited benefits. Toward that end, Air Force Space Command has made 
GPS modernization and the protection of military signals a priority.

Modernization of the Global Positioning System
The only practical method of denying the use of GPS to an enemy 

while limiting the effects to a geographical region involves the employ-
ment of local electronic warfare. Unfortunately, GPS civil and military 
signals share the same frequency range. Although the military origi-
nally enjoyed access to a second frequency unencumbered by a civil 
signal, pressure from civil agencies led to this frequency becoming 
dual use as well. After searching for a tractable solution that would en-
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able military use of the GPS in the presence of “friendly” jamming of 
the civil GPS signal, the Air Force developed a new military signal— 
military code (M code)—which shares the current GPS frequency 
bands yet is sufficiently separated from the civil signal to provide se-
cure GPS to military users in the presence of friendly jamming opera-
tions against the civil signal. To meet the direction from the White 
House and Congress to prevent adversaries from using the GPS, mod-
ernized receivers must be robust in the presence of friendly jamming. 
Spectral separation of the M code signal from civil GPS signals (see the 
figure below), combined with modern signal processing, will enable 
war fighters to navigate securely while aggressively jamming enemy 
use of satellite-based navigation systems. Thus we can ensure space 
superiority well into the future.

Figure. GPS spectrum on L1 (primary GPS frequency)

The first satellite with M code launched in 2005, and the 12th one in 
2013. By 2017, 24 modernized M-code-capable GPS satellites will sup-
ply global coverage and capability to US military and allied users. M 
code offers several advantages in addition to “spectral separation” (i.e., 
the frequency allocation of M code does not directly overlay the civil-
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ian signals). Its inherent design improves the accuracy and jamming 
resistance of the military signal, and it includes several enhanced se-
curity features. Increased transmitter power aboard the satellite—one 
of the key attributes of jamming resistance—bolsters the jamming 
power necessary to defeat friendly receivers, making higher-power 
jammers easier to detect, locate, and target. The GPS III satellite pro-
gram, currently approved for eight modernized satellites, will provide 
M code signal power up to eight times stronger than legacy military 
signals supplied by GPS II satellites.13 Although this extra power will 
not in itself defeat known threats, more power complements every 
other antijamming technique. More power adds more “bars” to the sig-
nal meter, providing a signal under tree canopies and possibly in build-
ings; moreover, it overcomes many annoying, interfering sources that 
occur regularly in the field. Additional power will come from advanced 
beam-shaping antennas on future GPS satellites, further improving 
performance in both impeded and highly jammed conditions.

The GPS has matured in a manner analogous to radar’s develop-
ment. From the early days of World War II to the present day, an unre-
lenting pursuit of technologies has yielded tremendous improvements 
in radar performance. Radar evolved from early continuous-wave ra-
dars to monopulse radars, followed by pulse-Doppler radars, phased-
array radars, and, finally, today’s state-of-the-art synthetic aperture ra-
dars. Further, the US military, civilians, and users worldwide rely upon 
“identification, friend or foe” radar frequencies to distinguish them-
selves from enemy forces.

Similarly, the original GPS signals were designed in the 1970s, 
around the same time that Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak worked on 
the Apple 1 computer. M code incorporates a modern signal design 
that enables sophisticated signal-processing techniques which, when 
combined with the higher signal power on GPS III, will decrease the 
effective range of enemy military jammers against GPS receivers. Just 
as radar has continued to evolve since its inception, so will GPS anti-
jamming technologies continue to mature and offer distinct advan-
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tages for the US military and allies. In addition to jamming, the GPS 
has proven vulnerable to “spoofing,” a deception technique using elec-
tronic warfare to fool a GPS receiver into locking onto false signals 
rather than GPS satellite signals. Prof. Todd Humphries of the Univer-
sity of Texas recently testified to Congress that his team of graduate 
students used a spoofing transmitter to take control of a GPS-guided re-
motely piloted vehicle, causing it to dive toward the ground.14 The 
DOD has long known of this threat and has taken measures to prevent 
it. Antispoofing has always been a feature of military GPS, using en-
crypted signals as the first line of defense. Moreover, M code cryptog-
raphy is far more advanced than its older sister, the P(Y) code. Code-
signed by the GPS Directorate and the National Security Agency, M 
code is comparable to modern systems that protect much more critical 
data, and it will protect war fighters from spoofing for decades. Addi-
tional measures include smart algorithms incorporated into the Mili-
tary GPS User Equipment Program, whose receivers can sort out false 
signals from the satellite signals and reject them, giving the user high 
assurance.

In the early 2000s, the DOD began employing the Selective Avail-
ability Anti-Spoof Module, which introduced over-the-air rekey, over-
the-air distribution, and contingency recovery—a technique that resets 
GPS receivers from possible compromise of the GPS key, thus improv-
ing positive control and resiliency. GPS modernization takes this even 
further. Working with the National Security Agency to leverage its key-
management infrastructure, US Strategic Command will have even 
more tools to ensure that only authorized users have access to M code, 
that the user is protected from spoofing, that keys are readily available 
to US and coalition partners, and that the drivers of security expenses 
for user equipment remain minimal.

The recent launch of the fourth GPS IIF satellite on 15 May 2013 
once again has demonstrated Air Force Space Command’s commit-
ment to mission success. Because of the current limitations of the 
ground-control segment, the launch of this latest satellite will “max 
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out” the constellation with 31 operating satellites at 11,047 nautical 
miles above the earth in an inclination of 55 degrees to the equator. To 
ensure continued service, the GPS Program Directorate at the Space 
and Missile Systems Center, Los Angeles AFB, California, has already 
delivered five additional GPS IIF satellites to storage, a precedent not 
attained in well over a decade. These satellites now allow tremendous 
flexibility to launch on demand when the operational need arises, 
should a significant series of failures occur.

The GPS Directorate is also investing in the future capability of both 
the satellite constellation and the ground segment to provide improved 
command and control of GPS signals. Next-generation GPS IIF and III 
satellites are in various states of assembly, integration, test, and pro-
duction in an effort to improve the average user-range error from 0.9 
meters—established and maintained for the last three years—to a root-
mean-squared user-range error of 0.5 meters by 2016. Clearly, space 
superiority is based as much upon PNT accuracy as upon the ability to 
conduct land, sea, or air operations at a given time and place without 
prohibitive interference by an opposing force. Toward that end, the 
GPS III satellite system, with its first launch scheduled for 2015, em-
ploys up to eight times the amount of M code power; a designed 15-year 
lifespan; a new, internationally compatible civil signal (L1C); and 
greater accuracy. To maintain a competitive edge over other global 
navigation satellite systems and to reduce costs, the GPS Directorate is 
also funding technologies that will provide a return on investment. For 
example, lithium ion batteries greatly reduce the weight of the satel-
lite, and improved solar cells produce more power at reduced cost, as 
does the combining of star trackers and inertial measurements into a 
single component on the spacecraft. Furthermore, digital waveform 
generation (the ability to change on-orbit signals in space via software 
commands instead of hardware upgrades, necessarily requiring the 
launching of new satellites) could become an integral part of the fu-
ture enterprise architecture.
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In addition, the Next Generation Operational Control System (OCX) 
is designed to command and control our modernized secondary civil 
signal L2C (1227.60 MHz), safety-of-life signal L5 (1176.45 MHz), and 
the internationally compatible L1C (1575.42 gigahertz) signal. These 
additional civil signals include the ability to correct for ionospheric ef-
fects and achieve a resulting improvement in accuracy currently en-
joyed by military receivers. Importantly, the OCX will no longer be 
limited to the command or control of only 31 satellites since the sys-
tem is being designed to accommodate up to 64 GPS satellites. The 
OCX’s expandability and service-oriented architecture will give users 
and operators the security, information assurance, and flexibility they 
simply do not have today.

Affordability and Innovation
Even with all of these improvements, affordability demands innova-

tive ways to deliver the GPS to war fighters. More than 165,000 preci-
sion lightweight GPS receivers (PLGR) have been procured worldwide 
and over 478,000 defense advanced GPS receivers (DAGR) have been 
ordered (the PLGR and DAGR are the most common military receivers 
in the DOD).15 The initial DAGR was a marvel, weighing just one 
pound versus the PLGR’s 2.7 pounds and adding dual-frequency GPS 
as well as a map display. Both the PLGR and DAGR have become the 
standard GPS receivers for ground forces. Today, however, most of 
them (60–70 percent) are used in vehicles, often with three or more 
DAGRs mounted in an Army vehicle, all operating independently. The 
functionality and user interface of the DAGR, a handheld device, don’t 
compare well with those of the lightweight, user-friendly commercial 
devices to which Soldiers have become accustomed. If the DOD de-
signed something equivalent today, it would not keep pace with the in-
novation and life cycles typical of commercial technology.

The Army recognized this challenge and established a policy in 2009 
that called for procurement of embedded receivers, initiating the de-
velopment of two devices known as the “HUB” and the “PUCK.” In 
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many cases, these new devices will enable the Army to replace up to 
five DAGRs in a vehicle such as a tank with a single embedded ground 
card. Embedded devices will also replace the concept of GPS hand-
helds; instead, systems for dismounted Soldiers will be developed with 
GPS embedded to support an evolving human interface. In March of 
2012, the Army introduced the Army Marketplace, with 12 initial apps 
available for iOS devices. Most of these concentrated on training needs 
and handbooks, but in other research activities, the service has devel-
oped and tested other apps for combat support, including augmented 
reality and navigation.16

Given the ready availability of devices such as smartphones and 
iPads, it no longer makes sense for the DOD to invest in stand-alone 
devices with archaic user interfaces. The GPS Directorate is working 
with Aberdeen Proving Ground to marry commercial off-the-shelf 
technology, which changes quickly, with secure, enhanced, and robust 
GPS. A key cornerstone in our overall strategy entails production of 
the Common GPS Module. Explicitly designed with a small, minimalist 
package to support diverse applications, it will prove suitable for inte-
gration in a wide range of devices, from smartphones to secure radios. 
The module will be indistinguishable from the human-machine inter-
face, delivering performance in an electronic warfare environment. 
Further, it will be a key element of munitions programs such as the 
small-diameter-bomb direct-attack munition and the precision guid-
ance kit for mortars.

As affordability becomes more important, procurement strategies 
can adapt according to the mission need. In some cases, situational 
awareness of an enemy jamming or spoofing in the area may be suffi-
cient. For example, the Rifleman Radio, carried by individual platoon 
members, is used primarily for voice communications, but it has an in-
expensive C/A code chip that reports location to the platoon leader, 
who has a display. An affordable upgrade may involve providing a se-
cure, lightweight Selective Availability Anti-Spoof Module or M code 
capability to the platoon leader using the Common GPS Module. Oper-
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ating procedures could produce the same effect as giving every Soldier 
the antijamming/antispoofing capability of M code but at a fraction of 
the cost. Many systems may not need M code at all. Consider, for ex-
ample, the T-6 Texan II, the T-38 Talon, and T1A Jayhawk aircraft, 
flown primarily at bases in the continental United States for under-
graduate pilot training. In such a basic training environment, spoofing 
and/or jamming is highly unlikely, obviating the need for such code.

As the GPS has become more sophisticated, delivering more capabil-
ity to both civil and military users, the cost of the spacecraft, including 
launch, has increased tremendously. The expenditure necessary to put 
a GPS III in orbit now approaches half a billion dollars. Furthermore, 
national policy and worldwide expectations are driving the minimum 
constellation size to 30 satellites on orbit even though a 24-plus-three 
(on-orbit spares) satellite constellation is considered nominal.17 As ag-
ing Block II satellites reach the end of their life span during the next 
decade, this higher expectation will become burdensome for the DOD. 
To explore alternatives, Air Force Space Command has initiated an ar-
chitecture study to define an augmentation strategy with GPS III to re-
duce the total ownership cost while meeting performance expecta-
tions. This strategy, known as “Navsat,” calls for producing and 
launching simpler, lighter, and cheaper satellites two or three at a 
time. Navsat will ensure that the Air Force delivers on the White 
House’s objective that GPS remain the premiere satellite navigation 
system in the world. Moreover, by augmenting the GPS III satellite sys-
tem with eight to 12 cheaper satellites, we can retain competition, bol-
ster the defense industrial base, and reduce total life-cycle costs.

The Global Positioning System  
as a Cornerstone of Space Superiority

In many ways, today’s satellite navigation technology resembles au-
tomobile technology in the 1960s. For example, consider some models 
of the Chevy Vega, whose aluminum engine block warped, or the 1960 
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Corvair, called by many the most dangerous car ever put on the road.18 
Or consider any automobile before the 1964 Mustang, which marketed 
seat belts as an option until they became mandatory in 1968.

Since the 1960s, cars have incorporated system safety and effi-
ciency features that did not change the fundamental nature of the 
car but arguably saved lives and reduced costs. According to the Na-
tional Highway and Traffic Administration’s estimates, child re-
straints, seat belts, and airbags saved over 90,000 lives from 2003 
through 2007.19 Power steering, power brakes, and fuel injection have 
improved control and comfort. Fuel emission standards have reduced 
air pollution in major cities—easily confirmed by observing the thick 
smog in television shows filmed in Los Angeles in the 1970s. Many of 
these auto safety initiatives were expensive, premium features when 
introduced, and resistance to safety legislation from consumers and 
legislators was intense. Yet, the evolution of the automobile has im-
proved millions of lives.

Similarly, the GPS must evolve, and the delivery of GPS moderniza-
tion is critical for US battlefield superiority in the future. The GPS was 
conceived in the late 1960s and early 1970s, deployed in the 1980s, and 
widely adopted in the 1990s. Antijamming and antispoofing are like 
seat belts and air bags insofar as they improve the reliability and avail-
ability of precision PNT to aircraft, bombs, ships, vehicles, communi-
cations systems, and personnel. Enhanced signal and key manage-
ment are like power steering and power brakes insofar as they make 
the system more effective and efficient. Just as Congress specified re-
quirements for seat belts, so does Title 10 United States Code, section 
2281, demand that all military GPS receivers be M-code capable. And 
just as the seat belt met resistance, so is there reluctance to program M 
code receivers into the Future Years Defense Program even though, 
like the automobile, M code receivers—in terms of safety—will be su-
perior to commercial receivers.

The GPS has its competitors, the most formidable of which have the 
backing of their national sponsors. The Russians have reinvigorated 
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their Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) and since October 
2011 have provided a full 24-satellite constellation for the first time 
since late 1995. The Chinese are rapidly populating the satellite con-
stellation of their BeiDou system but actually rely on the GPS constel-
lation to operate fully. The Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System 
augments the GPS through highly inclined satellites with long dwell 
times over the home islands. The European Union has recently com-
mitted to buying what will become a full-complement system with 30 
satellite vehicles.

The GPS is—and for the foreseeable future will remain—the best 
global satellite navigation system in the world, and the United States 
has the ability to retain the space superiority enabled by the GPS. Like 
a high-performing NASCAR team, America must continue to rely on 
engineering excellence, innovative management, and sustained opera-
tional excellence to maintain the leadership position that the GPS now 
enjoys. The United States and the Airmen who provide this vital global 
utility free of charge for the world should be justifiably proud of its his-
tory and capabilities. The GPS must continue to evolve as warfare 
evolves. As Gen Giulio Douhet aptly observed, “Victory smiles upon 
those who anticipate the changes in the character of war, not upon 
those who wait to adapt themselves after the changes occur.”20 
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Why Are We in SpAce?*

Neil P. Ruzic

Had Columbus speculated on the future he might have 
envisioned bigger, faster sailing ships or even ships with-

out sails, headed straight across the ocean sea. But they would have 
remained boats. a less conservative contemporary, Leonardo da 
Vinci, might have forecast a future including airplanes, for he was 
known to have designed flying machines modeled after birds.

But neither of these imaginative men nor even their third bril-
liant contemporary, Copernicus, who reasoned that the earth is a 
moving planet, could have speculated that ships might fly between 
the planets and beyond the solar system at speeds approaching the 
velocity of light. For one thing, these pioneers of the early Six-
teenth Century had no appropriate engines, computers, or technol-
ogy as we know it. For another, they did not know what space was 
composed of or how fast light traveled, if indeed it did.

Now that the space age is reality, our imaginations soar ahead 
of us from a broader base of knowledge. There is a new renais-
sance here for the partaking, an awakening from one-world think-
ing that has modeled our plans and our ambitions throughout his-
tory. Today we envision black holes, extraterrestrials, and even a 
healthier, happier life on earth.

and we envision these exciting, worthwhile phenomena not 
as science fictioners did during the first half of this century, as 
impossible-but-fun playthings, ethereal maidens lingering in the 
jungle gardens of Venus, or a declining race of wise Martians 
roaming red deserts. Now that we know Venus is hot enough to 

*Reprinted from Air University Review 31, no. 1 (November–December 1979): 34–48.
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melt tin and that pockmarked Mars resembles the moon more than 
a living planet, we can set our sights for truer, more significant, 
even more exciting treasures. after all, while the important reasons 
why we are in space may have been understated, it should be obvi-
ous that if there were no space capability neither could we have 
sent satellites to orbit the earth, men to the moon, robots to the 
planets, nor could we seriously contemplate the next era of human-
ity spread across this and other solar systems. In other words, if 
there had been no space effort, we could not have gotten into 
space—a simplistic statement and yet one that, remarkably, often 
seems forgotten.

Why do we go to space? Certainly not simply because it is 
there. Maggots in rotting meat are there, too, but few people feel an 
overwhelming urge to explore them. We want to go to space be-
cause it is man’s finest nature to explore for potential beauty. Now 
that we already have explored the earth, we literally seek new 
worlds. What finer gift to leave for future generations than the leg-
acy of exploration? If we improve our lot on the old world in the 
process of exploring space, as has been done, then these improve-
ments should be regarded as a by-product and not the primary rea-
son for spacefaring.

all of us have some of the lingering curiosity of Columbus or 
Copernicus within us. We are invigorated by exploration. We feel 
a churning in the pit of our stomachs when we consider stepping 
forth on another world. Will it be different from our own planet? 
How will it be similar? What is over the horizon? Some infuse that 
feeling of excitement by riding roller coasters, or gambling, or tak-
ing drugs, or in countless other ways. Scientists, explorers, and 
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adventurers get it by extrapolating from the known, by reaching 
out and grabbing the unknown to render it better known. In the 
process they make it part of themselves, just as a loved one be-
comes part of yourself once love is shared.

If all this sounds like an emotional plea for space travel, then 
thank God we have emotions to shape our intellectual efforts. 
Without passion, we would be poor indeed, little better than nth-
generation computers coldly calculating their calculations, end-
lessly answering endless questions. But while our motivator re-
mains romantic, intellectual achievement becomes the tool of our 
passion. To go to space we first had to improve our science and 
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technology. To improve our technology we had to pay for it, and to 
pay for it we had to explain it.

Unfortunately, the explanation was ill-considered. It was too 
shallow, too mechanistic. Now, after 20 years, at the very time 
when space goals should be broadened, we find ourselves with a 
declining budget for space and an apathetic public.

during the sixties when the aerospace industry was imple-
menting the President’s decision to land men on the moon by the 
end of the decade, it is doubtful whether anyone directing any im-
portant phase of the gigantic space program truly thought our entire 
technology was being improved just to go the Russians one better. 
Few space leaders bothered with such transient thoughts, but the 

Moon exploration
During the sixties we first saw men land on the moon. Saturn V vehicle (previous page) lifted off from 
Launch Complex 39-A on the nation’s second manned lunar landing mission. . . . The heavens became a 
part of man’s world as we watched the space-suited men of Apollo 12. Astronaut Alan L. Bean (above, left) 
“floats” along the lunar surface. . . . A moon fragment, enlarged here 3300 times, was among the fine lu-
nar material collected by the Apollo II astronauts on this first step onto the moon.
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public was not informed of their legitimate goals. There were those 
in government or in the space program who feared the public would 
not support a “moondoggle” that had as its purpose just getting to 
another world. There were others who had no time to explain and 
still others, probably, who had not themselves considered why. The 
mass media, so used to skin-deep explanations of anything re-
motely scientific or complex, gave the public the impression it 
should support the apollo program because the Soviets might get 
to the moon first and shoot rockets at us or prevent us from landing, 
or worse, that the space program was justified on the basis of Teflon 
frying pans and better gadgets. There was talk from the military of 
“high ground” and intercontinental missiles. There was talk, closer 
to reality but still too amorphous to mean much, of total capability 
and technological leadership to earn the respect of the world.

Then, suddenly, we were there: almost half of all of us on 
earth, some 1.5 billion people, riveted to our television sets seeing 
men on the moon. Never before in history had so many human 
minds been concentrated at the same time on any activity. It was a 
fantastic, utterly unprecedented opportunity to explain why the 
space age was worthwhile and important and what our objectives 
were on the moon of tomorrow and beyond. Instead, we watched 
two space-suited figures take pictures of each other and of an alu-
minum american flag nonfluttering in the nonatmosphere. We sat 
fascinated while they loped around in the unearthly sixth gravity of 
our closest heavenly body. We learned in minute detail how they 
got there, the size of the rockets compared with the Washington 
Monument, the thrust of the great engines, and the return routing.

Not a word was heard about “why are we in space?”
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Here on earth, when our political, social, and religious leaders 

saw our blue planet televised from the moon, the fact that it was 

finite, beautiful, and a single object instead of 145 distinct nations 

overpowered them. They said it forced them to realize that we are 

all in this spaceship earth together!

Had these political, social, and religious leaders never seen a 

model of the earth—a contour globe, perhaps—where the thin red 

lines between nations are gone? Couldn’t they have gained those 

profound insights from their grammar-school geography lessons?

Meanwhile the Vietnam War continued. Neil, Buzz, and Mike 

were replaced by the regular prime time shows. People settled back 

and said how nice it was that our clean-cut american boys were the 

first to walk with a giant step on the moon. and the government 

slowly turned down the space effort to a simmer.

I do not blame the government. The failure of the space plan-

ners themselves and, by example, the press to explain the space 

program to the public or, worse, to explain it on the basis of either 

showing up the Russians or for military reasons or frying pans was 

the failure to trust the common american to spend a few of his tax 

pennies a year on something intellectually exciting.

The Reasons for Space

Many reasons exist for going to space—all of them better than 

what we are told. Put quite simply and roughly in order of chronol-

ogy, they are the following:
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•   To orbit satellites for improved communications, weather 
forecasting, navigation, resource monitoring, and other 
such purposes.

•   To reap the by-product of space technology by transfer-
ring innovations and methods to many areas of industry 
and medicine.

•   To compare other planets with  the earth and  to study 
the sun so we can better understand the origin and 
workings of earth and its dwindling mineral reserves.

•   To  explore  the  universe  to  determine,  among  many 
other things, whether life or even other intelligences 
exist elsewhere.

•   To  create  a  focal  point  for  a  new  intellectual  renais-
sance that will improve the wealth, health, and happi-
ness of all of the people on earth.

Could there be more worthwhile purposes for any human en-
deavor?

Even after a fledgling 20 years of space activities, we can 
point to significant accomplishments by considering what the 
world would be like if we were not in space. That is somewhat like 
imagining an alternate history if Columbus had not come along 
when he did. Wouldn’t prosperity in Europe or asia eventually 
have led to better oceangoing ships that would have discovered the 
new world as they roamed farther and farther from home? We can 
only surmise that such a sequence would have taken place at some 
point by someone.
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Likewise, it is inconceivable that space will not be explored 
sooner or later by some nation. Thus, the benefits listed will accrue 
to the country that builds and utilizes its space capability.

Like it or not, civilization started down a new path with Co-
lumbus. Today the space age is carving out another new epoch, as 
significant at least as the Great age of Exploration or the Renais-
sance or the Industrial Revolution. Implications of the spread of 
humanity across the galaxies, or the eventual contact with other 
sentient beings, or the understanding of man’s purpose in the uni-
verse are not just exciting—they are staggering.

None of that has happened yet. But all of it is possible now, 
and impossible without a space effort. It has been five centuries 
since Columbus ventured forth toward his new destiny, but only 
two decades since the space age began. and yet there are already 
some profound benefits that this totally new age of exploration has 
brought to mankind. To understand these benefits more clearly, 
consider what our civilization would be like had there been no 
space program. In addition to the excitement of space exploration, 
consider the economy, computers, communications, weather fore-
casting, energy, food and water, housing, human health, science, 
and the alternate future of a simpler life.

consider money

Had there been no space effort, we would not have spent some $80 
billion that might have gone for other purposes. But on the other 
hand, we would not have stimulated the economy and in so doing 
returned to it as much as $1 trillion over those 20 years! That is the 
astounding finding of several economists’ studies of the space pro-
gram. One researcher measured the results of specific, existing 
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space-spawned industries such as cryogenics, gas turbines, and in-
tegrated circuits. another made econometric models of the spread-
ing effect of high-technology endeavors, of which the space pro-
gram is clearly the largest.

The investment in space has such an enormous payoff because 
it spreads to a wide variety of industries. achieving higher indus-
trial output—and lower inflation—is inevitable through space 
technology, according to the econometric division of Chase Man-
hattan Bank, because of the growth of labor productivity.

Productivity growth means that less labor is needed per unit of 
output. as less labor is required, costs decline. as costs decline, 
prices decrease and consumers’ real income rises, which then leads 
to greater purchases of goods and services and improved mass pro-
duction that lowers unit costs still further. The size of the labor 
force can then increase through greater job opportunities and 
spread across many businesses in many industries, old and new.

These economic spin-offs do not occur right away, though. 
They become significant after about five years. The U.S. growth in 
output per man-hour actually has dropped behind that of other in-
dustrial countries because of a slowdown in the last 25 years of 
investment in new U.S. technology. a revitalized space investment 
is part of a larger emphasis on industrial growth that must be made 
if the U.S. is to solve its economic problems of inflation, balance 
of payments, and dwindling technological leadership.

consider computers

So quickly, yet so subtly, have computers of all kinds entered our 
lives that it is difficult to imagine what the world would be like 
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without them. If we assume that population growth remained at 
least as great without a space program as it has been, our entire 
banking and credit system would be bogged down under a morass 
of detail. Without the integrated circuits pioneered for the space 
program, millions of clerks would work at slow hand calculators, 
laboriously figuring individual invoices and other business forms. 
Management information, such as inventory or production control 
data, which now is flashed from retail stores to warehouses, would 
be the costly guesswork of yesteryear. Printing, especially typeset-
ting, would be far slower. The lack of instantaneous coast-to-coast 
reservation systems would have retarded the dramatic growth of 
the airline industry.

Engineers would take hundreds of hours to perform tasks that 
today take minutes. The great scientific discoveries of the past two 
decades, in antibiotics and contraceptives, in pulsars and astro-
physics, in the chemistry of new materials, in the fundamental 
knowledge that, in turn, spurs tomorrow’s progress—all would 
have proceeded, if at all, on a much lower level of awareness.

Largely as a result of the space stimulus to computer technol-
ogy, computers are taking over more and more jobs. Computers 
have even entered the household with some 150,000 microcomput-
ers already sold for home use. “Someday they’ll be as standard as 
the telephone,” according to one of the firms that makes them.

That may be exaggerated, but sales of microcomputers are ex-
pected to exceed three times that number in the next 12 months. 
They are being used to answer personal correspondence, cross-
index journals, keep a log of people talked to on ham radio, dim and 
brighten living room lights, open and close the drapes, balance the 
checkbook, keep track of investment portfolios, update the Christ-
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mas card list, collate menus, play electronic games, report on wa-
ter seepage in the basement, and lock the front door at night!

consider communications

Space is a legitimate goal not only for finding new worlds but also 
for satellites to improve communications here on earth. We would 
not see Olympic games live from overseas, the Pope’s coronation 
at the Vatican, or President Carter’s European visits. International 
television by satellite may seem of small importance, but remem-
ber that other countries also see what we are doing and how our 
society works. Overseas news broadcasts exert an educational 
pressure, a force toward international understanding.

More specific education by satellite is offered by the applica-
tions Technology and the new Communications Technology satel-
lites that broadcast directly from orbit to TV sets in rural commu-
nities. Experimental direct-broadcast satellites have televised 
emergency medical treatment to Eskimos and similarly isolated 
peoples. Hundreds of millions of others leading substandard exis-
tences in africa and elsewhere can become educated through this 
unique mechanism. In fact, the Indian government, after partici-
pating in an experiment in which the broadcast satellites beamed 
instructional television programs to some 5,000 villages, viewed 
satellite education as the only way to conquer India’s widespread 
illiteracy.

In advanced nations, especially the United States, business ef-
ficiency would suffer without the extraordinary capacity and econ-
omy of overseas satellite telephone circuits and space-spawned 
computers. as a result, we probably would be more nationalistic 
and isolated in business than we are today. It follows, then, that 
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there would be less of an opportunity to progress beyond the limits 
of our shores either in terms of world trade or world harmony.

consider weather forecasting

due to weather satellites and numerical weather prediction, the 
24-hour forecasts of today are as accurate as the 12-hour forecasts 
issued 15 years ago—correct 84 percent of the time. The prognosis 
for 15 years hence is for five-day average forecasts with similar 
accuracy. a five-day forecast that is 84 percent accurate would 
save $5.5 billion a year in the U.S. alone and about $15 billion an-
nually over the entire world.

Even now the weather watchers help prevent crop failures, 
lost construction time, and ship and airplane accidents. Today’s 
satellite system of weather watchers provides pictures of cloud 
cover over the globe both day and night. Satellites contribute sig-
nificantly to our ability to discover and track hurricanes, thus help-
ing save lives and property.

If we had no satellites, a storm could begin unobserved in the 
tropical seas and sweep into an inhabited coastal zone without 
warning. That used to happen regularly. at the turn of the century, 
a hurricane took 5,000 lives in Texas; another killed 4,000 in the 
Caribbean in 1928. Some 1,500 lives were lost in 1959 when a hur-
ricane ravished Mexico. Contrast those figures with the satellite-
watched storm that became Hurricane agnes in 1972: 118 persons 
died, most from flooding after the storm subsided.

another example is the recent Hurricane david. One of the 
most persistent storms to hit North america in modern times, da-
vid was spotted in embryo stage by satellite. Its erratic progress up 
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the chain of the antilles to Puerto Rico was tracked until a clear 
path toward the Florida coast was established. Since the affected 
areas received warnings well in advance of impact, loss of life was 
comparatively minimal despite 150-mile-per-hour winds.

Similar stories can be told of forest fires and floods, whose 
devastation has been reduced significantly both by satellite watch 
and space-spawned scientific monitoring instruments.

It is true that you could do much of this with airplanes instead 
of satellites. You also could conduct business without duplicating 
machines or computers or build large buildings by hand as the pyr-
amids were built. But would you do so to the same extent? Techno-
logical innovation not only satisfies the needs of the time but also 
creates new needs that existed before only in miniature. Thus, elec-
trostatic copying has transformed the business habits of millions, 
and the introduction of cranes and bulldozers has made highways, 
bridges, and giant dams feasible. In the case of weather observa-
tions, constantly piecing together aircraft weather photos to form a 
hemisphere-wide mosaic every few hours would be prohibitively 
expensive.

Perhaps the greatest contribution that the new space age has 
brought is the understanding and capability that we can now han-
dle global problems on a global scale. accurate long-range weather 
forecasting, much less weather control, is feasible only when the 
planet is viewed as a whole. The same global approach is begin-
ning to help solve mankind’s pressing problems in food, pollution, 
communications, education, and energy.
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consider energy

Earth is not a closed system in which everything is recycled, like 
water falling as rain and evaporated to clouds. The earth is open to 
space and, therefore, fueled by the sun. Space technology, not sur-
prisingly, has made its greatest contribution to alternate energy 
sources in the field of solar energy.

Solar photovoltaic cells routinely provide electric power aboard 
spacecraft. These cells that convert sunlight directly to electricity 
are now being introduced, along with solar collectors to heat water, 
in uses that range from providing energy in remote areas to heating 
and cooling homes.

Solar cells are also seriously being considered for “powersats,” 
giant solar power satellites from which energy in the form of micro-
waves would be beamed to subscribing nations and reconverted to 
electricity on the ground. Solar power is an alternative long-range 
answer to the energy shortage because it cannot spill, explode, con-
taminate, irradiate, strip the ground cover, or pollute—and it is in-
exhaustible.

Space technology also has contributed to conventional energy 
sources. Without many of the 750 satellites now operational around 
the globe—of which 375 are U.S.—oil exploration would be more 
limited, air and water pollution more difficult to monitor, and pop-
ulation censuses harder to make.

The alaskan pipeline might still be in the courts as environ-
mentalists sought ways to protect the tundra from pipe ruptures 
that seemed inevitable. It was the heat pipe, first pioneered aboard 
spacecraft, that finally settled the problem and led to the law per-
mitting construction of the oil pipeline. Heat pipes, thin vertical 
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tubes along the length of the oil line, keep the permafrost frozen to 
prevent frost-heaving from breaking the big pipeline and spewing 
oil over the countryside. Similar heat pipes also transfer waste heat 
from chimney flues in homes and factories.

consider food and water

Crop planning would have remained a primitive pursuit without 
space technology. Land satellites (or “landsats”) today carry crop-
imaging sensors designed to discriminate among various types of 
vegetation. For instance, the satellite can “see” wheat and measure 
its extent and condition, including disease. Worldwide food and 
timber resources thus can be predicted with the accuracy necessary 
to feed and house a hungry, growing world.

among the myriad purposes of our landsats is the monitoring 
of freshwater supplies. Man currently extracts fresh water from 
only about a hundredth of one percent of the total global supply. 
Satellites not only help find thousands of temporary small lakes in 
the Southwest U.S., but they make it possible to locate subsurface 
water supplies near cities or areas in need of irrigation. Recently, a 
satellite tracked a freshwater iceberg as big as Rhode Island from 
its antarctic home along the east coast of South america.

By necessity, the satellite food and water watch also becomes 
a watch for the conditions in which destructive insects breed. For 
instance, in order to eradicate the livestock-devastating screwworm 
in the U.S. and now in Mexico, billions of the sterile male insects 
are dropped in the infested regions to mate with females, thereby 
eliminating offspring. Satellites pinpoint precise locations within 
the vast geographical areas involved; without them, thousands of 
additional communication links would have to be constructed to do 
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the same job. In fact, the task would be so enormous that it probably 
would not have been undertaken if it were not for satellites.

consider housing

Many household products and the construction of homes have 
been improved through the deliberate attempt to transfer space 
technology. For instance, thin, flat electric wires originally devised 
for spacecraft are replacing between-the-wall bulky cables in sev-
eral demonstration buildings. Both baseboard flat wires for homes 
and under-the-carpet wires are being tested in an attempt to lower 
costs through reduced installation time.

Wall panels for some prefab homes are also a space spin-off. 
They resulted from high-performance plastics developed for rocket 
casings and liquid-hydrogen containers. The plastic panels now 
save more than 15 percent of the cost of conventional prefab panels.

a fireproof “tripolymer” plastic first developed to protect 
spacecraft fuel lines and tanks has been adapted for home insula-
tion. The material forms a charred crust when burned and extin-
guishes flame.

These and other materials and techniques have been employed 
by the National aeronautics and Space administration in The En-
ergy Conservation House (TECH) now on display at the Langley 
Research Center in Virginia. The house also partially reclaims 
waste water, utilizes the emergency electrical system that lighted 
Skylab, and has a security system spun off from an ultrasonic, pen-
sized transmitter. Heating is supplied by solar collectors and a 
nighttime radiator using a heat pump. a computer-directed system 
heats or cools only the rooms actually in use at any given time.
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While many of these devices have not yet reached the general 
market, a surprising number of well-known household products 
also are space spin-offs. For instance, if it were not for the space 
program, we would not have those high-energy, button-sized bat-
teries for cameras and hearing aids or the larger nickel-cadmium 
batteries that power portable tools and sports equipment. Nor 
would we have a variety of new fire-retardant materials now find-
ing their way into clothing, curtains, and carpets. Electric motors 
in our vacuum cleaners, electric shavers, and movie cameras would 
burn out quicker without the dry space lubricants they contain, lu-
bricants devised first to work in the vacuum of space. digital quartz-
crystal clocks and light-emitting-diode watches, which have the ac-
curacy of a minute a year, would not be here either without space 
technology—they were developed originally for the apollo moon 
missions.

consider health

Without a space program, we would be poorer by several thousand 
medical instruments, ranging from cardiac pacemakers to devices 
for the detection of drug overdose.

Most medical research prior to the space effort focused on 
curing illnesses; comparatively little work was done on studying 
the healthy human body. Innovations in space medicine began with 
remote acquisition, monitoring, and interpretation of physiological 
processes during flight. as such, the space effort has given the 
medical profession a better understanding of how a healthy man 
functions as well as the tools for studying the human body.

With that beginning, numerous transfers of space technology 
to medical devices and health-care systems have been deliberately 
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made. Probably the best known space spin-off to health is the car-
diac pacemaker, an outgrowth of miniaturized solid-state circuitry 
developed for spacecraft where a multitude of instruments and de-
vices had to be crammed into small volumes. Until recently some 
30,000 americans who wear pacemakers had to undergo surgery 
about every 22 months when their batteries ran down. But now a 
new NaSa-assisted innovation of the original space-spawned 
pacemaker recharges the instrument’s batteries through the skin by 
inductance. a patient simply wears a charger vest for an hour or so 
a week to recharge his pacemaker.

another heart disease benefit from the space program is the 
“Telecare” emergency system. Since more than 60 percent of 
deaths resulting from heart attacks occur within an hour after the 
attack, it makes sense to utilize the ambulance time for diagnosis 
and treatment. What better way to do this than to adapt the system 
originally designed to monitor the astronauts’ heart actions? The 
principal Telecare component is an electrocardiogram display and 
telemetry system. The unit allows firemen or others trained as 
paramedics to send vital heart data to the hospital in seconds so 
doctors can begin treatment even before the patient arrives.

consider science

While the foregoing benefits of our space effort are tangible, dra-
matic progress can come only from an improvement in our under-
standing of nature. Copernicus, Newton, Lavoisier, Faraday, Ein-
stein, and the other great explorers of the unknown throughout the 
ages knew this. But a reverse current has begun to flow into our 
modern world—to which science has contributed so much—and 
many people often lose sight of the benefits to be gained by unrav-
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eling nature’s secrets. Instead, they turn to false values, such as 
astrology (now enjoying its greatest popularity), or denigrate sci-
ence for the havoc it has reaped on the world. These people forget 
that science and technology are neutral. It is the use to which we 
put them that is suspect.

For thousands of years man behaved as though he would for-
ever remain on the surface of this planet. Suddenly, in the brief 
geologic span of a few decades, airplanes and then spacecraft ir-
revocably altered the need for such behavior. The famous Club of 
Rome’s study of world dynamics at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), “The Limits to Growth,” projected catastrophic 
collapse based on that now archaic trendline. But what the MIT 
study really reveals is that we cannot continue forever without 
seeking raw materials from beyond the planet earth. “The Limits to 
Growth” thus becomes the best argument yet advanced for why we 
are in space.

Not only do infinite sources of raw materials and infinite 
worlds await man’s expansion into space, but the corollary pursuit 
of space goals generates innovations in virtually all fields of sci-
ence and technology. Without the space program our understand-
ing of new alloys, plastics, pure metals, and composites would be 
stilted. Vacuum technology, the science of ultracold called “cryo-
genics,” superconductivity in which electrons seem to flow in a 
circuit forever, and the physics of “plasmas,” the fourth state of 
matter besides solids, liquids, and gases—all would be in their in-
fancy. Instead, they are viable disciplines already contributing to 
human progress.

Without the space effort, our knowledge of the earth and other 
planets would have remained limited. The six manned lunar mis-
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sions, supplemented by robot probes to the planets, have advanced 
the earth sciences through a new field of “comparative planetol-
ogy.” as our planet runs out of oil and other minerals, the new 
knowledge of how the earth functions as compared with other 
planets could not come at a better time.

Man’s view of creation has been altered significantly as a re-
sult of both space astronomy and the apollo flights. We have seen 
“super-clusters” of galaxies bound together by a hot and tenuous 
gas. We have proved Einstein’s theories that radio signals between 
earth and spacecraft will be slowed as they pass the sun. We have 
discovered a disc-star in the process of forming its own planets and 
have altered our theories of how planets are born.

Closer to home, we now know that the old theories of the 
moon’s being captured by the earth or formed by a splitting of the 
protoearth are too simple. a new theory of atmospheric fission is 
emerging, in which the moon was formed from a hot earth atmo-
sphere many times more massive than the moon. The surprising 
revelations that anorthosite, an igneous rock rare on earth, is one 
of the principal lunar rocks, that the moon is layered, that both 
meteoritic impact and volcanism formed the craters, that the moon 
contains a small liquid core of molten rock that magnetized sur-
face stones brought back by the astronauts—all these and count-
less other discoveries about our closest neighbor in space would 
have remained unknown and hardly guessed at if man had not 
grabbed at his chance to leave the earth.

Similarly, planetary probes now have stretched mankind’s in-
fluence through the asteroid belt beyond Mars and across the bil-
lion miles from Jupiter to Saturn. The Pioneers are continuing out 
to the orbit of Pluto and then, beyond the solar system, to interstel-
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lar space. Without the Mariners, Pioneers, Vikings, and now the 
Voyagers, we would not know that the polar caps of Mars are sim-
ple ice instead of frozen carbon dioxide, that great dust storms 
sweep a cratered surface, or that real riverbeds are etched into the 
now-dry ground. We would not know that the magnetic field of 
Jupiter, unlike the earth’s, is created by currents deep within the 
starlike planet or that Jupiter’s magnetic tail extends to Saturn. We 
would not have discovered the five or more rings of Uranus.

Solar, x-ray, and above-atmosphere astronomy would be vir-
tually nonexistent without the space program. We would not know 
about the Van allen belts or the wind of protons streaming from 
the sun. Nor would we now be devising self-propelled spaceships 
powered with gigantic solar sails. We would not be launching 
sounding rockets to probe the northern lights. We may have found 
the quasars and pulsars—the ultradense starlike bodies that are the 
most revolutionary astronomical discoveries since Kepler—but 
our attempts to explain them would be even more difficult.

Obviously, if we were not in space, we would have no chance 
of encountering life beyond the earth. and we would not have seen 
the awakening of scientific interest, the space-bought second Re-
naissance that inevitably must change and integrate our sciences, 
our philosophies, and even our religions. This, too, is why we are 
in space.

One view of history is that all of the benefits brought by the 
space program in improved communications, health, and so on 
would have occurred anyway but in a different time sequence. We 
will never know the answer to that, but it seems reasonable, at least 
for terrestrial benefits. Yet even here it is important to realize that 
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the space program has helped to shorten the time lag between in-
vention and its application. Whereas we once went through a pro-
tracted 10- to 15-year testing and development period—for in-
stance, for hybrid corn or penicillin—the time lag has shrunk now 
to only a few years.

another, more widely held opinion is that a simpler kind of 
life—one without the consideration of men from other worlds, sat-
ellites, computers, integrated circuits, astronomical discoveries, 
better transportation, longer healthier lives, or more advanced sci-
ence—would be all right and that space technology is just another 
gadget making our lives and neuroses more complex.

The desire to resist the disorder of change is an understand-
able human aspiration, but to attempt to resolve the disorder by 
returning to “the simple life” is ostrichlike in the extreme. First of 
all, lower standards of living create societal pressures that lead to 
dissatisfaction and economic imbalances such as depression, riots, 
or even war. Our money spent on space technology has been re-
turned many times over by the benefits and spin-offs discussed—
so much so that space research is probably the best large-scale fi-
nancial investment ever made.

another reason for choosing technological progress over re-
duced complexity of life is the reality that you are always better off 
knowing something—be it an enlarging Sahara desert or the fact 
that pulsars exist in space—than not knowing it. You can cope only 
with the known.

The knowledge brought by the space program has fostered an 
attitude that we no longer have to put up with major world prob-
lems such as energy or food shortages, widespread epidemics, or 
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masses of uneducated people. In this sense, space technology is 
helping to end provincialism, even as it opens the doors to a literal 
cosmopolitanism. For, ultimately, the only way to extend man’s 
knowledge of the universe is to venture forth from the earth. and 
the only way to do that is in a spaceship. This is true both for the 
observational knowledge to be gained of distant stars through or-
bital telescopes and the exploratory knowledge of the objects in 
our own solar system.

LIFE without a space program would deny our civilization and fu-
ture generations the most effective of all mechanisms to accumu-
late and apply new knowledge on a vast scale. do not assume that 
life without a space program would be merely the same as life be-
fore the space program. Overpopulation pressures would continue 
to push against the sides of our finite earth. The need for national 
defense would be at least as great. Illness and starvation, earth-
quakes and hurricanes would recur, possibly with even greater dev-
astation. all of these and the other afflictions mankind suffers 
would be with us still and doubtless would be worse but with one 
important difference. Without the space program we would have 
neither the intellectual resources nor the technological base to deal 
with them.

National Space Institute
Arlington, Virginia
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Neil P. Ruzic, a writer-entrepreneur, is starting the 
Island for Science in the Bahamas, to raise shrimp 
and seaweed, desalinate water with solar energy, 
screen marine organisms for pharmaceuticals, 
generate electricity by delta-wing windmills, and 
explore other applications of science. He holds the 
first U.S. patent for a device to be used only on the 
moon and has written seven books on science 
applications. Mr. Ruzic is founder of Industrial 
Research and other magazines and helped Wernher 
von Braun start the National Space Institute. He 
holds degrees in science, psychology, and 
journalism from Northwestern University.
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The Battle for Hearts and Minds: Uncovering the Wars of Ideas 
and Images behind the Global War on Terror; A Study of Media 
Performance and Influence, Propaganda, and Strategic Com-
munication by Timothy S. McWilliams. Createspace, an Amazon 
company (https://www.createspace.com/), 7290B Investment 
Drive, Charleston, South Carolina 29418, 2011, 286 pages, $19.95 
(softcover), ISBN 978-1460961544.

The Battle for Hearts and Minds represents a missed opportunity. Au-
thor Timothy McWilliams could have provided guidance for employ-
ing the instrument of public diplomacy in any larger strategy directed 
at transnational terrorist threats such as al-Qaeda; adversaries in Iraq, 
Afghanistan, and Pakistan; and their sponsors in the Middle East and 
the global Islamic community. Instead, this account fails to do so, in-
stead focusing on attacking Arab and American news media for the 
content of their coverage of the Iraq War (pp. 83–213). Until the con-
cluding chapter (pp. 205–12), the book also largely ignores Afghani-
stan, one of “the two major fronts in the Global War on Terror” (p. [i]).

This book has a solid foundation. McWilliams identifies the chal-
lenges posed by antagonistic media sources in Iraq during the insur-
gency (pp. 89–213). His excellent example of the Tet offensive reveals 
how military success was distorted by shoddy news reports that gave it 
the appearance of a defeat (pp. 25–49). He also correctly recognizes 
that the Johnson administration’s rosy assessments prior to Tet soured 
many reporters on the war and fuelled a false quagmire narrative (pp. 
27–29, 44–49). The author illustrates how partisan Arab media sources 
systematically presented disinformation that favored the insurgents 
and manipulated the American news media during the Iraq War (pp. 
75–113, 151–85). Furthermore, he outlines the pressures that led to 
shoddy, inaccurate reporting by Western media sources—such as a 
dangerous environment that forced a reliance on those partisan Arab 
sources and a hypercompetitive and compressed news cycle that fa-
vored instant scoops over measured and sober reporting (pp. 51–60). 
McWilliams also addresses problems that fed the insurgency and that 
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can be attributed to the Bush administration and coalition forces (pp. 
99–105, 110, 112, 158–59, 171, 203, 212–13).

Unfortunately, this study’s one key shortcoming is its criticism of the 
news media rather than the American administrations whose media 
strategies virtually guaranteed hostile reporting. McWilliams spends 
the balance of the book arguing that American news media outlets under-
mined the war effort in Iraq as part of the Fourth Estate’s desire to in-
fluence national security policy—a modern replay of how a news media 
politicized by the events of the 1960s undermined the Vietnam War ef-
fort (pp. 25–213). Unfortunately, he takes the media’s ideology for 
granted, asserting without evidence that the upheavals of the 1960s 
produced reporters driven by an ideological perspective that conflates 
the media’s watchdog role with undue paranoia about the government 
and the use of military power (pp. 41–48, 79–89). The author also 
glosses over the exaggerated and largely false case for war that the 
Bush administration supplied to the news media prior to the conflict. 
It should come as no surprise that a news media “once bitten, twice 
shy” would become suspicious after the collapse of claims regarding 
Saddam Hussein’s possession of credible weapons of mass destruction, 
his support of groups like al-Qaeda, or the idea that regime change 
would prove easy. Skeptical coverage was the natural reaction to the 
Johnson and Bush administrations after they badly botched or misrep-
resented their cases to the news media.

Further, because of the book’s framing of the lead-up to the Iraq War, it 
ignores the diversity of views in the American media. Although McWilliams 
identifies Kenneth Pollack as a critic of the war’s handling, for example, 
he oddly omits the fact that Pollack was also one of the most promi-
nent proponents of invading Iraq in the first place (p. 193). Numerous 
members of the mainstream media backed regime change, including 
the editorial boards of the Wall Street Journal and Washington Post, the 
Economist, Judith Miller and editor Bill Keller of the New York Times, and 
Peter Beinart of the New Republic. Moreover, many journalists critical 
of the handling of the war (such as Thomas Ricks, Bing West, and Rajiv 
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Chandrasekaran) did so not because they supported abandoning Iraq, 
but because they sought a better strategy.

The Battle for Hearts and Minds also wastes far too much space com-
plaining about a defeat not crucial to victory and coverage by the inter-
national media, thus neglecting development of the far more important 
story about the role of public diplomacy in the strategy for winning 
over the Iraqi people. The author argues that a counternarrative 
emerged to combat the quagmire analogy, but a handful of embedded 
journalists and blogs catering to a military audience does not a counter-
revolution make (pp. 180–81, 186, 199–201). Further, although he re-
fers to providing social services, behaving in a culturally sophisticated 
manner, protecting the population, and getting off the forward operat-
ing bases that isolated troops from the Iraqis, these observations are 
unsystematic and cursory (pp. 99–105, 158–59, 171, 175, 180, 203). Far 
more specifics are needed than the likes of a couple of brief paragraphs 
alluding to administrative reforms in public diplomacy and efforts to 
employ media to facilitate the pivotal turning of Sunni tribes in Al An-
bar province against al-Qaeda (p. 175). McWilliams should have con-
centrated on the role of strategic communications at the local and pro-
vincial levels in winning over the various factions of the Iraqi people 
despite negative coverage and public exhaustion.

The book’s conclusion that “the American mass media did not serve 
the U.S. democracy” is unfair (p. 212). An early withdrawal would have 
been an unmitigated disaster since the situation in Iraq needed to become 
an opportunity for creating a friendlier state in the Middle East, not a 
chaotic mess in a vital region that Iran would love to control. But suc-
cess demanded the right strategy, and Bush and Cheney’s dogged defense 
of Rumsfeld and Casey’s hands-off approach to stabilization operations 
ensured failure (pp. 158–59, 175, 180). Negative media coverage con-
tributed to midterm election results that the book itself identifies as 
central to the Bush administration’s acquiescence to a counterinsurgency 
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strategy that succeeded (pp. 175, 180). In that respect, a flawed news 
media facilitated a positive strategic change in defense of democracy.

Toby Lee Lauterbach
Purdue University–West Lafayette

The Technical Collection of Intelligence by Robert M. Clark. CQ 
Press (http://www.cqpress.com), 2300 N Street NW, Suite 800, 
Washington, DC 20037, 2010, 294 pages, $103.00 (hardcover),  
ISBN 978-1-60426-564-4.

The Technical Collection of Intelligence provides a concise review of 
technical-collection platforms, capabilities, and management for a 
nontechnical reader associated with or interested in the intelligence 
profession. The study covers collection capabilities ranging from radar 
imagery to the exploitation of material, but its descriptions of principles 
of optical and radar imaging (the book’s strength) reflect author Robert 
Clark’s experience as an Air Force electronic warfare officer and intel-
ligence officer. The book’s organization as a textbook allows the reader 
either to review a wide range of technical-collection methods or inves-
tigate a specific concept of collection.

The author effectively offers lay readers a baseline understanding of 
his topic, making extremely difficult matters easy to understand. In 
nearly every chapter, he explains the “how” behind a technical-collection 
capability and then, most importantly, proceeds to detail “why” the 
collection is critical within the context of national defense. The chap-
ters examine each capability’s strengths and limitations, thus facilitat-
ing immediate application of the concepts detailed in the book. Clark 
allots 20–30 pages for each of these topics and includes a number of 
useful illustrations that enhance his explanations.

The book’s broad-brush, nontechnical approach is not designed for 
every reader interested in intelligence. Technical operators, likely 
the first to be drawn to the study, will find the limited instruction or 
lack of specificity regarding a particular collection capability disap-
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pointing. The mathematical and technical examples rarely exceed 
definitions of basic facts about the electromagnetic spectrum or rudi-
mentary discussions on calculating the sensor footprints of collection 
platforms. The inclusion of intricate formulas or technical concepts, 
however, would have defeated Clark’s purpose of making his subject 
accessible to newcomers.

The Technical Collection of Intelligence is an ideal text for the novice 
intelligence professional who seeks a single-source explanation of col-
lection capabilities or the policy maker who wishes to understand these 
principles. Unfortunately, the author limits his discussion of the critical 
task of managing technical collection to a single chapter, forcing the 
reader to consult additional sources in order to understand the proper 
leveraging of collection. However, his ability to succinctly articulate 
the methods, processes, strengths, and limitations of key intelligence-
collection capabilities makes the book a useful resource for nontechnical 
readers who have a connection to or curiosity about the subject.

Capt Kyle Bressette, USAF
Nellis AFB, Nevada

The Taliban and the Crisis of Afghanistan edited by Robert D. Crews 
and Amin Tarzi. Harvard University Press (http://www.hup.harvard 
.edu), 79 Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, 2009, 448 
pages, $20.00 (softcover), ISBN 9780674032248.

Robert Crews and Amin Tarzi’s The Taliban and the Crisis of Afghani-
stan is a must-read for those who want to gain insight into the Taliban 
and the complexities of Afghanistan. Containing an expansive intro-
duction and an equally expansive epilogue, the book consists of eight 
essays that provide different perspectives of the history, background, 
and evolution of the Taliban movement in Afghanistan and Central Asia.

Although the essays vary in their viewpoint, a number of themes re-
verberate throughout the book. In the introduction, the editors note 
that “while presenting a range of interpretations and approaches, the 
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authors focus on three overlapping themes” (p. 11). The first involves a 
description of the underlying history of Afghanistan and Central Asia 
that gave rise to the Taliban movement and limited its effectiveness as 
an “Afghan” or a distinctly Pashtun initiative. The second theme con-
cerns the difficulty of building state institutions in Afghanistan—a 
problem that existed before the Taliban rule and that remains today. 
Third, each of the essays describes the great diversity in Afghanistan 
and the interaction of local communities and governing structures 
with the Taliban central authority (pp. 11–12). In addition to these 
three themes identified by the editors, the ethnic tension among resi-
dents of the different areas in Afghanistan and the region—particularly 
with the Pashtun majority—is a prevailing motif.

All of the essays, as well as the epilogue, make evident Afghanistan’s 
enormous complexity. Many of the well-intentioned actions by the 
United States and International Security Assistance Force have proven 
counterproductive due to a failure to understand the country’s nuances 
and intricacies. As a result, the Taliban, given their understanding of 
the history and culture in Afghanistan, have evolved and remain a viable 
movement there. According to the editors, the actions of the United States 
“only expanded the wide fissures cutting through Afghan society and, 
in mobilizing diverse foes against the center, rekindled memories of 
grievances feeding thirty years of war” (p. 355). Crews and Tarzi note 
that the “book does not present explicit policy recommendations” (p. 13). 
Indeed, readers may sense that the situation in Afghanistan is too in-
volved and complicated to formulate a coherent policy recommendation.

The Taliban and the Crisis of Afghanistan is well written and relevant 
for military audiences. Readers should note, however, that the book 
covers events only to 2008, prior to the “surge” in Afghanistan. Al-
though this reviewer considers it a must-read for understanding that 
country, the book tells its story from a snapshot in time.

Col Jack D. Kem, PhD, USA, Retired
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
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Transforming Defense Capabilities: New Approaches for Inter-
national Security edited by Scott Jasper. Lynne Rienner Publishers 
(http://www.rienner.com), 1800 30th Street, Boulder, Colorado 
80301, 2009, 259 pages, $65.00 (hardcover), ISBN 978-1-58826-634-7; 
$28.50 (softcover), ISBN 978-1-58826-610-1.

This collection of essays seeks to capture “practical insights and proven 
methodologies” (p. vii) of defense transformation for its envisioned au-
dience of international defense policy makers. All of the contributors 
are affiliated with the Department of Defense in some capacity, and 
almost all have had significant assignments in defense transformation 
billets. A large majority are current or former US military officers.

The work consists of two parts. The first, “Thinking about Transfor-
mation,” which includes chapters 2–5 (although the editor’s introduc-
tory chapter rightfully belongs in this category as well), is by far the 
weaker. The intended conceptual discussion in this section is under-
mined by the ambiguity of the basic concept of “transformation,” as il-
lustrated by the variety of definitions used throughout the volume. In 
chapter 1, “The Capabilities-Based Approach,” editor Scott Jasper re-
fers to transformation as a “continuous process that shapes the nature 
of military competition and cooperation through new combinations of 
emerging technologies, streamlined organizational structures, innova-
tive processes, and adaptive personnel developments that exploit na-
tional advantages and protect against asymmetric vulnerabilities.” He 
further explains that the principles of transformation originated with 
Soviet writings on the revolution in military affairs and that such a 
revolution resulted in the obsolescence of an existing core competency 
or the creation of a new core competency “in some dimension of war-
fare,” thus creating a change in the nature of war. Jasper makes clear 
that he considers the two terms equivalent, writing that the “less un-
settling term transformation replaced revolution in military affairs to 
characterize the planned extension of asymmetric advantage well into 
the future” (pp. 2–3).
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In chapter 4, “Patterns in Innovation,” John J. Garstka defines trans-
formation in terms of innovation, asserting that “when the degree of 
innovation one realizes is so significant that the resulting new organi-
zational capabilities have a large performance advantage over one’s 
own existing capabilities or those of competitors, then the term trans-
formation may be applicable to the resulting change” (p. 57). He makes 
a distinction, however, by positing that a revolution in military affairs 
occurs only by way of “disruptive innovation” (p. 63) but does not ex-
plain the difference between disruption and achieving a “large perfor-
mance advantage” (p. 57).

“Pressing Contemporary Issues” by Scott Moreland and James Mattox 
(chapter 5) claims that “a shift toward technologically sophisticated, 
professional, expeditionary, and streamlined forces is the essence of 
defense transformation in the twenty-first century” (p. 79); however, in 
“The Role of Concept Development” (chapter 7), one of the essays in 
part 2, Michael Hallett notes that “we can define transformation as a means 
to manage the tragedy of culture, so that the impetus to change is not 
provided solely by the extremely effective stimulus of defeat” (p. 120).

Jasper returns to the definitional task in the final chapter but only 
muddies the water further by suggesting that “an evolutionary approach 
achieves transformational change through the cumulative effects of in-
novative modernization [while] a revolutionary transformation takes 
place through the nonlinear development of breakthrough capabilities” 
(p. 215). He observes correctly, albeit unhelpfully, that the Germans 
viewed so-called blitzkrieg tactics as evolutionary improvement whereas 
the French and British in 1940 perceived them as revolutionary.

Historian Daniel Moran analyzes this definitional conundrum and 
explores its implications in the second chapter, “On Military Revolution,” 
the best in the entire collection and worth attentive reading. Moran 
carefully analyzes the conceptual weakness of these labels, highlight-
ing two key points. First, he notes that “there is no generally accepted 
standard for what counts as ‘revolutionary’ change” (p. 27). (Nor, I 
would add, is there a standard for “transformational change.”) Second, 
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he emphasizes the rarity of revolutionary change, indicating that it 
will “likely . . . be brought about by a series of incremental challenges 
to conventional practice, whose cumulative revolutionary implications 
may become only gradually apparent” (p. 29). Moran also offers a nu-
anced examination of everyone’s favorite superficial example of trans-
formation, the German development of mechanized warfare in the 1930s, 
pointing out that what appeared revolutionary in France turned out to 
be tactical suicide in Russia. In part 1, only this essay and Garstka’s 
(chapter 4), which explores the concept of innovation, reward the reader.

The pieces in part 2, “Implementing Transformation,” examine the 
processes of integrating changes in technology and capabilities, espe-
cially in the joint and international military environment. In chapter 
6, “Collective Solution Guidelines,” for example, Kelly L. Mayes and 
Scott Graham propose a joint process for the management of transfor-
mation, including some criticism of the current processes. Michael 
Hallett supplies a useful explanation and an analysis of a step-by-step 
concept-development process in chapter 7, mentioned above. Lastly, 
chapters 9 and 10 are straightforward treatments of US service and 
NATO transformation programs, respectively.

Despite these virtues, I can recommend Transforming Defense Capa-
bilities only with significant caveats. With the exception of Moran’s, 
most of the essays rely too heavily on official statements and policies 
of the US Department of Defense regarding defense transformation. 
Most also accept without question the “fourth generation warfare” con-
struct popularized by William S. Lind, T. X. Hammes, and others; they 
also rely glibly on the need for a “capabilities-based approach,” which 
too often devolves into a “do everything better than everybody else ap-
proach,” without regard for budgetary or political realities. Given the 
intended audience of senior policy makers, one would have hoped for 
a deeper and more critical analysis of these assumptions. To make up 
for these weaknesses, the reader should supplement this volume with 
Antulio J. Echevarria’s Fourth-Generation War and Other Myths (2005) 
and Challenging Transformation’s Clichés (2006) as well as Colin S. Gray’s 
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Transformation and Strategic Surprise (2005). These short, readable, well-
argued critiques are available from the US Army War College Strategic 
Studies Institute at http://www.strategicstudiesinstitute.army.mil/pubs.

Dr. Karen S. Wilhelm
Alexandria, Virginia

Vietnam Declassified: The CIA and Counterinsurgency by 
Thomas L. Ahern Jr. University Press of Kentucky (http://www 
.kentuckypress.com), 663 South Limestone Street, Lexington, Ken-
tucky 40508-4008, 2010, 450 pages, $40.00 (hardcover),  
ISBN 978-0-8131-2561-9; $24.95 (softcover), ISBN 978-0-8131-3659-2.

I’ve looked forward to reading Thomas Ahern’s Vietnam Declassified 
for more than a year. After only a few pages, I felt the same sense of 
anticipation about writing this review. Before proceeding, I have to say 
that anyone intent upon a serious study of the Vietnam War or of the 
Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) operations in general must read 
this book. Of the more than 1,000 hours I’ve spent researching the war 
and the nearly 300 books and oral interview transcripts I have read, 
Ahern’s study stands as one of the best accounts of America’s involve-
ment in Indochina. He deserves a standing ovation for giving us the 
unvarnished truth.

Anytime an author attempts to write a book about a controversial 
subject, he or she knows that not everyone will agree with the results. 
The real challenge for the author involves getting the story right with-
out creating more negative thinkers. Given the amount of mud tossed 
around about Vietnam, an author must have iron-willed courage to buck 
the trend—exactly the case with Ahern. He properly acknowledges situa-
tions in which judgment should have been better or that produced me-
diocre results. But Ahern does three things that reflect his integrity:

1.  He stays clear of making editorial comments or offering personal 
opinions.
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2.  Even though many different types of intelligence operations ran 
simultaneously, Ahern keeps the reader informed about the chro-
nology and the direct or indirect linkages between them.

3.  He avoids using his professional expertise to fill in gaps in the 
story or fabricate topic linkages. Ahern wisely keeps his literary 
license in his pocket, letting the facts tell the story.

I appreciate the author’s effort to prepare a balanced narrative that 
covers the various intelligence programs. He takes the right course by 
not dwelling on the well-known Civil Operations and Revolutionary 
Development Support (CORDS) or Phoenix operations. By the time 
readers have finished the book, they realize that very few programs 
did poorly while the CIA was in charge. Ahern notes the common proj-
ect pattern: develop and launch it in one or two provinces, prove that 
it works, and then decide to roll it out nationally. Programs sometimes 
fell on hard times when they transitioned to a larger effort and the CIA 
relinquished leadership.

In the best part of Vietnam Declassified, the author shows how he and 
his colleagues tirelessly pressed forward, trying to salvage something 
of enduring value. Ahern notes that most CIA officers serving in Viet-
nam realized the near impossibility of having an operation develop the 
“legs” to do well all over the country or make any long-term gains. He 
cites an exasperating meeting about a problem with a certain pacifica-
tion program, during which someone tossed out a new idea. William 
Colby (future CIA director) replied that he was willing to try any-
thing—if it would work (pp. 69, 86). 

Ahern purposely—and correctly, I might add—calls the reader’s at-
tention to repeating themes throughout the text. Vietnam Declassified 
shows the many recurring actions/inactions outside CIA control for 
which the agency nevertheless received blame and/or an assignment 
to tidy up a mess not of its making.

The book clearly points out that for any given intelligence operation, 
the Saigon government and armed forces, province as well as local 
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leaders, and the American military or State Department might have 
held differing goals for the desired outcome; however, the author dem-
onstrates the CIA’s consistency in resisting involvement in actions 
having dubious intelligence value. Ahern demonstrates the fine line 
present in operations, whether overt or covert, that successfully hid a 
clandestine intelligence-collection effort. Early in the book, he ex-
plains one of the more common accusations made about the CIA in 
Vietnam—that it participated in operations perceived to have no intel-
ligence value. Ahern reveals that, on the one hand, outsiders who con-
cluded that the CIA’s participation in an operation produced nothing 
beneficial actually validated the agency’s concealment of an intelli-
gence operation inside a pacification program. On the other hand, the 
CIA had to “take it on the chin” for purportedly spending taxpayer dol-
lars on something without intelligence value.

Coming out of Vietnam, the CIA carried the undeserved public im-
age of a power-hungry loose cannon, but the author debunks this false 
paradigm. Ahern explains that, aside from avoiding power grabs on 
ethical grounds, the CIA actually had the least amount of manpower 
and one of the smallest budgets in-country. Although the author does 
not say so explicitly, I have the impression that the CIA saw its role as 
a “counterinsurgency project manager,” not as a full-scale “production 
(i.e., combatant) manager.”

One of the thorniest issues Ahern mentions had to do with convinc-
ing South Vietnamese leaders that the “war” was in the countryside, 
not in the cities. The CIA routinely coached Saigon leaders on the 
“battle” not being against Hanoi or merely about stopping the Vietcong 
from bothering rural peasants. The author reminds us that the Ameri-
cans constantly repeated and demonstrated this particular message, 
starting in 1954 when they first arrived and the French left. According 
to the CIA, the real task lay in convincing the peasants to side with Sai-
gon before the Vietcong talked them into going the other way.

Vietnam Declassified left me with a lasting impression. Specifically, 
Ahern writes in several places about the CIA as a trailblazer in Vietnam, 
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as was the author himself. In fact, he observes that “most [CIA] officers 
who served there had no previous experience of third world insur-
gency, and many of us . . . found ourselves facing challenges and exer-
cising authority at a level well above the norm for our rank and experi-
ence” (p. 4). It seems to me that in situations in which young officers 
lack the extrinsic benefits of manpower, money, equipment, prece-
dence, and experience yet still need to get the job done, they do so, ac-
cording to the author, by using intrinsic skills they couldn’t buy or re-
ceive from someone else—tenacity, creativity, and courage.

When I closed Thomas Ahern’s book, a time-honored passage kept 
ringing in my ears: “We who have done so much, for so long, with so 
little, are now qualified to do everything with nothing.” Excellent 
work, Mr. Ahern.

Steve Miller
Simi Valley, California

John F. Kennedy and the Race to the Moon, Palgrave Studies in 
the History of Science and Technology, by John M. Logsdon. Pal-
grave Macmillan (http://www.palgrave-usa.com), 175 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, New York 10010-7848, 2010, 308 pages, $39.00  
(hardcover), ISBN 978-0-230-11010-6; $22.00 (trade paperback),  
ISBN 978-1-137-34649-0.

John M. Logsdon, a deservedly renowned scholar of space history, 
sheds new light on the Kennedy presidency and the lunar program’s 
early years in John F. Kennedy and the Race to the Moon. Logsdon revis-
its a subject that captured his attention as a dissertation topic, published 
in 1970 by MIT Press as The Decision to Go to the Moon: Project Apollo 
and the National Interest. As he notes in his preface, however, the first 
book necessarily leaned on interviews and secondary literature be-
cause many pieces of documentary evidence remained classified. In 
his new examination, Logsdon focuses on the entire span of Kennedy’s 
presidency from 1961 through 1963, producing “the first comprehen-
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sive account of the impact of John F. Kennedy on the race to the 
Moon” (p. 3).

The Cold War stands at the very heart of Kennedy’s perspective as 
president. Present throughout the history is the message that, as presi-
dent, he identified space as a realm whose domination would demon-
strate national heft during the Cold War. At the core of Logsdon’s work 
is the assertion, repeatedly expressed and frequently demonstrated, 
that John Kennedy carried a real and continuing interest in the possi-
bility of cooperation in space between the United States and the USSR. 
The gap between high-profile Soviet successes and US frustrations pre-
vented this interest from bearing fruit in 1961, and during 1962 Ken-
nedy was “in a race mentality” (p. 154). The year 1963 saw pressure on 
the Apollo program and reason for renewed hope in some superpower 
cooperation in space, but Kennedy’s assassination at the end of that 
year foreclosed chances to alter the program, which became “a memo-
rial to the fallen president” (p. 223).

In addition to crafting a narrative about Kennedy’s policy making 
and the lunar quest, Logsdon takes aim at a pair of earlier assertions 
by two other well-respected scholars. In 1997 presidential historian Mi-
chael Beschloss argued that political damage from the destruction of 
US-supported Cuban anticommunists at the Bay of Pigs in April 1961 
did more to influence Kennedy’s lunar decision than did the nearly si-
multaneous Soviet orbit of Yuri Gagarin. Logsdon refutes this claim by 
citing Kennedy’s statement, following the Gagarin mission but prior to 
the Bay of Pigs, that “‘there’s nothing more important’ than getting the 
United States into a leading position in space” (p. 233). Logsdon also 
relies on his own 1960s-era interviews with key Kennedy advisors who 
essentially give the Cuban issue a secondary role in the decision at 
most (p. 79).

Logsdon deals more pugnaciously with Walter McDougall, whose 
1985 work on the US space program argued that Kennedy and his suc-
cessor, Lyndon Johnson, aimed at a technocratic reorientation of soci-
ety. Logsdon cites McDougall’s assertion “that Kennedy’s words about 
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U.S.-USSR space cooperation ‘were just exercises at image-building’ ” 
and attacks this interpretation head-on by showing Kennedy’s prefer-
ence for giving a free hand to NASA administrator James Webb rather 
than employing a more centralized approach (pp. 176, 234).

The book unveils a great deal of new information and is written in 
an approachable style. Shortcomings are few, but in closing his book, 
Logsdon steps beyond the realm of evidence to declare that “John F. 
Kennedy, like the astronauts who traveled to the Moon during Apollo, 
was a true space pioneer” (p. 244). The preceding pages had amply 
demonstrated that such was not the case: Kennedy had grasped the 
space issue as a symbol and indicator of national power and prestige 
and as a tool for potentially fostering superpower cooperation that 
might tamp down Cold War tension. Throughout the book, Logsdon 
emphatically—and compellingly—shows that the value Kennedy put 
on space was not scientifically related.

Furthermore, Logsdon concedes that “the impact on the evolution of 
the US space program has on balance been negative” since “Apollo 
turned out to be a dead end” and the initial human moon landing “very 
rapidly dissipated” momentum to continue a space adventure (p. 240). 
That outcome owed something to the framework in which Kennedy in-
troduced the lunar mission to the nation and the world.

In sum, John Logsdon provides a wealth of information and research 
helping to illuminate a vital period of US history. His 244 pages of writ-
ing, if not his concluding remarks, show John Kennedy as a president 
facing a complex geopolitical landscape who used the lunar-landing 
project as a tool both to assert the US national position and to influ-
ence the tenor of the Cold War.

Nicholas Michael Sambaluk, PhD
US Military Academy
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Once a Fighter Pilot: The Story of Korean War Ace Lt. Gen. 
Charles G. “Chick” Cleveland by Warren. A. Trest. River City Pub-
lishing (http://rivercitypublishing.com/), 1719 Mulberry Street, 
Montgomery, Alabama 36106, 2012, 267 pages, $28.00 (hardcover), 
ISBN 978-1-57966-091-8.

Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your 
eyes turned skyward, for there you have been, and there you will always 
long to return.

—Leonardo da Vinci

Warren Trest has produced a fine, realistic, technically rich book. 
Writing with historical credibility, he is persuasive in presenting the 
public and private life of Lt Gen Charles G. “Chick” Cleveland, Korean 
War ace. The text is an admirable, eye-opening, intimate, and honest 
journal of an Airman who has lived a significant life of service to the 
Air Force and local community. Once a Fighter Pilot is of special value 
to anyone interested in the life and times of a fighter ace and in the 
character, integrity, and core values basic to effective leadership. If the 
history of the Air Force is but the biography of significant individuals, 
then it is most appropriate that Trest has written this book. Cleveland’s 
numerous key leadership positions and decorations form an envious 
record of exceptional service to his country, worthy of special recogni-
tion: an honored West Point graduate, a three-star general in the US Air 
Force, and the 17th commander of Air University (AU), among other 
accomplishments. Full of sharp insights, Trest’s narrative offers an au-
thoritative, gripping account of a senior leader who serves as an exam-
ple of what it takes to succeed with honor in both the military and in 
community service. The book’s 12 chapters address that vital topic in a 
compelling and straightforward way.

Perhaps the two most important events in our lives occur on the day 
we are born and the day we determine why we were born. The son of 
an Army couple, Lieutenant Orestes and Katharine Cleveland, “Chick” 
was born in Honolulu on 13 November 1927, nicknamed for the men 
in his father’s regiment who called themselves “Chicks.” That unit, the 
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19th Infantry or the “Rock of Chickamauga,” was known for its valor 
and bravery during a particularly hard-fought Civil War battle. Thus, 
even from birth, the future general had an abiding, soldierly connec-
tion. From an early age, the young Cleveland found himself excited by 
airplanes and put together an aircraft kit before he was five. During his 
plebe year at West Point, Cleveland sensed that he wanted to enter the 
air service following graduation: “The wild blue yonder—that’s the life 
for me.” Indeed, da Vinci’s comment on the allure of flight embodies 
Cleveland’s love for that calling. This commitment and devotion to fly-
ing have been and remain a central feature in his life.

Cleveland flew F-86s as a respected flight commander during the Ko-
rean War, receiving a Silver Star for gallantry in action. This pilot’s pi-
lot accumulated more than 4,300 flying hours, including over 3,700 in 
seven different aircraft. His lionhearted love of aircraft and his extraor-
dinary combat flying skills reached a major milestone when the Air 
Force recognized him as the 40th jet fighter ace of the Korean War for 
his five confirmed kills of enemy aircraft in dogfights over “MiG Al-
ley.” The book emphasizes Cleveland’s willingness to experiment with 
new or updated aircraft and to provide detailed reporting on his find-
ings. This work contributed significantly to quickly learning the capa-
bilities of these platforms and to the growth of their missions. His war-
time adventures extended to Vietnam where he served as executive 
assistant to Gen William Westmoreland, commander of US Military As-
sistance Command, Vietnam.

Students of war, command, leadership, and administration will learn 
much from this book. Cleveland emerges as a flexible, pragmatic com-
municator and problem solver who sought ways to let people in his 
command know that he valued them and listened to their concerns. 
The author writes that as AU commander, Cleveland had three pri-
mary goals: (1) to emphasize war fighting as a major aspect of profes-
sional military education, (2) to make more effective use of the univer-
sity’s resources in contributing to the greater Air Force mission, and 
(3) to strengthen the already substantial relationship between Maxwell 
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Air Force Base / Gunter Annex and the Montgomery, Alabama, com-
munity. Cleveland believed that he was reasonably successful in 
achieving all three of these stated goals. Trest points out that under the 
general’s command, AU made notable progress in research, strategic 
thinking, formulation of Air Force doctrine, and development of the 
Air Force Wargaming Center. As commander, Cleveland also stressed 
leadership over management in the curriculum and strongly held to 
the belief that standards of conduct, combined with good housekeep-
ing practices, are the basics for any influential military organization—
even one dedicated to education, such as AU. Believing it essential that 
the university’s programs be made available to as many qualified indi-
viduals as possible, Cleveland gave the AU Associate Program his full 
attention. The reader also learns that the general worked forcefully to 
make AU the Air Force’s collegiate center—not only for officers but 
also for noncommissioned officers and civilians. The book suggests 
that Cleveland remained firm in his resolve that the key to AU’s suc-
cess resided in a well-balanced mix of professional civilian educators 
and military personnel working together to change student behavior 
and educate through solid teaching, insightful learning, relevant 
knowledge, and innovation. Standing on his principles, Cleveland be-
lieved that the university should become an independent major com-
mand, maintaining that aligning AU under Training Command re-
sulted in no great savings in staff or facilities and even created the 
negative perception of subservience to the training ethic. The general’s 
premise reflected the thinking of many senior educators that profes-
sional military education and training missions were different, as were 
their aims, goals, and strategic outcomes. Cleveland has long main-
tained that both education and training are necessary for force devel-
opment but that their dissimilarities call for the separate tailoring of 
theory, organization, and application.

Trest notes that Cleveland is one of Montgomery’s most distin-
guished and accomplished citizens, explaining clearly and convinc-
ingly why this is so. Even before reporting to AU, the general let it be 
known that working with civic leaders would be a high priority, espe-
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cially in terms of making AU resources available to help the commu-
nity grow and develop. One such program—Maxwell-Gunter Help Edu-
cate for Local Progress (MAXHELP)—involved volunteer efforts in 
computer assistance. In Montgomery, Cleveland closely engaged with 
the mayor and chamber of commerce in taking civic and business 
leaders on tours of several major Air Force installations to give them 
better insight into the missions and operations of the service.

Regarding the more personal side of the book, Trest relates that 
Cleveland met his late wife, Fran, at West Point during his last year as 
a cadet. She and their four children were the love of the general’s life. 
The Clevelands were a family and did what a family does—care for 
one another. Having known Fran Cleveland and having served in her 
husband’s command, this reviewer is convinced that without Fran’s 
support, understanding, patience, and love, General Cleveland prob-
ably would not have experienced the success he attained. The author 
rightly asserts that Fran stayed connected, informed, and engaged in 
her husband’s life. She shared a deep sense of pride and responsibility 
in contributing to the morale and well-being of Air Force people—do-
ing so even in the midst of demands that spouses and families must 
endure, such as permanent changes of station, temporary duties, long 
hours, and the dangers of combat. The photograph of Chick and Fran 
at West Point in 1948 is most striking, conveying better than words can 
express the oneness of this inseparable couple.

In sum, this is a splendid book of a splendid life—that of General 
Cleveland, a hero anyone can root for. Trest recounts that although an 
air ace and an officer of considerable achievement, Cleveland never 
confused himself with someone important. Neither hyperindividualis-
tic nor self-conscious, he simply wanted to possess the uncompromis-
ing virtue of credibility. The author succeeds admirably in making 
General Cleveland’s example accessible to us all.

People who wonder about the purpose of their lives need to know 
that happy endings in the military are indeed possible. From this life-
affirming assessment, readers learn that General Cleveland lived a 
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venerable life of caring shaped by tenacity, values, and principles of 
duty, honor, and country learned long ago on the plains of West Point 
and executed in his Air Force experience. Once a Fighter Pilot provides 
an excellent foundation for inspiring leadership. Its lessons learned are 
of special value and worthy of emulation for those of us who strive to 
become more effective leaders and make a difference in our own lives 
and the lives of others.

Richard Lester, PhD
Dean, Ira C. Eaker Center for Professional Development

Air University
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Let us know what you think! Leave a comment!
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